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THE EXEGETICAL METHOD OF OSCAR CULLMANN 

This study is an e$aminatiom of Cullmann t s exegetical method in 

Christ and ~ime 1 
altd The Gospe~ Alccordinf£ to st. JOM and Early Christian 

Worship.2 While Cullmann. ¢laims in his two books to deal with the New 

Testament data per.!! altd to let it t~speak for :itself" ,3 he doe.s in fact 

attempt a synthesis 'between the New Te.stament data and his own theolog-

ieal presuppositions"Cullrnann's theological presuppositions concerning 

timea1'ld history arEir not inherent in the New Testament but are imposed 

upon it. In Cullmarln t s presentation the presuppositions determine the 

selectioll and organization of the data. To the extent that Cullmann's 

exegetical method includes theological presu.ppositions it fails in its 

objective to allow the material to tlspeak for itself". 

This study is important for three reasons. (1) Very little 

critical work has been done on Cul.lmann in the Er!g1ish-speak::i.ng world. 

The most important (d' Cullmann's books have been translated into English, 

but the translations have not been accompanied by the critical reviews 

which greeted their first publication in GamaR or French. The debate 

which has been stirl'ed up by Cullmann's work has been largely confined to 

1Trans • F .V •. Filson, Thi:rd edition, London: S .. C.M., 1962. 

2A· translation of Les .Sacrr·emf::lnts Dans L'Evangile Johanniques 
(Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1951) which :forms the second 
part of Early 0hristian Worship (trans. A.S. Todd and J.B. Torrance, 
London: S.C.M. ,. 1953). 

3 A paraphrase 0 f what Culllnann says on Pp. xii and :!Od.x of 
Christ and Time. 

1 
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the continent of Europe.. One striking exception is James Barr's Bib1ica~ 

Words for Time
4 

whieh d.evotes a chapter to criticisms of Cul1mann's pre-

suppositions in Christ and. Time. But there has been no corresponding 

attempt by an English-speaking author to determil1:e the presupposi t.ions 

behind Cullmann's work on the Fourth GospeL (2) Cullmannfs approach to 
, 

the New Testament material is, in many respects, typical of the mOdeI'll 

nbiblical theology" movement. I:£'i t can 'be demonstrated thai. Cullmann's 

exegetical method is ad;tersely a£'fe·cted by his theological presuppositions. 

serious questions will then arise' concerning the validity ·of the whole 

ttbiblica1 theology" enterprise. It is llot the purpose of this study to 

draw general conclusions about the tibiblical theology" approach to the 

scriptures, but merely to show the particular problems which emerge from 

an exarni:nation of Cullmann's theo,logical exegesis. (3) The searoh for a 

method in biblical studies is all,~rays important, and must be constantly 

renewed in the ligh1; of developIll1!mts in ori tical seholarshi:p~, The most 

eff.ective way in which the search is renewed is by careful study of the 

methods which scholars have used i:p, the past. A critical study of Cull-

mann's exegetical method therefore contributes to the ongoing search for 

is. method. As a solution to the probletns created by Cullmanr1 1l s method, this 

study concludes by proposing the complete separation of exegesis from 

theology. The proposed "descriptive exegesis" requires the same critical 

examinat,icn which this study ca.nrwt provide. 

'l'he study is arranged in fi va cha:h")ters. In chapter I, Cullmann t s 

exegetical method is placed in t'he context of contemporary biblical 

4.,. .::I .uonu.on: ;S •• C.M., 1962 • 
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sCholarship. Chapter II presents! Cullrnann's argument for the necessity 

of a theological exegesis based J!:'rimarily on the claim that theological 

presuppositions are inherent in t;he biblical material. In chapters III 

and IV the results of Cullmann t s exegetical method are compared with 

those of exegetes who approach th.e biblical material without theological 

presupposi tions. Chapter III is a: cri tical analysis of the section in 

phrist and Time which deals with the New Testament terminology for time. 

Chapter IV is an examina. tion of Cullmann t s exegetical method a.s it is 

applied to the Fourth Gospel. Chapters III a.n:d IV show conclusively 

that Cullmann.'s theolegical presuppositions are not il'l..herent in the 

biblical material.. Cha.pter if draws t.ogether the results of the entire 

study into a systematic critique or Cullmann's theological exegesise 



I 

cu::..ntl\NrnS THEOLOGICAL EXEGESIS IN CONTEXT 

Cullmann freely admits that he approaches his exegetical work 

wi th theological presupposi tiona,! By this adm:Lssion he acknowledges 

his debt to Karl Barth and places, himself firmly on the side of all those 

who, since Barth's Bpi,stle to the ROmalls of 1919. have advocated a 

I1theological exegesis! I ~ On this particular matter Cullmann is in agree-

ment not only with Barth. but with sush diverse theological c~pinion as 

represented by Bultmann and the more recent advocates ot "The New 

Hermeneuticn•
1 

All of these SCholars have reacted against the earlier 

Form ... critical approach to exegesis which had applied the same scien-

tific ldstorical principles to the biblical material as were used to 

explain all other literary material, '!'he appl.ication of these principles 

led to a breaking GC)O of the biblical material iIlto ma.JlY uurelated 

strand.s of tradition, with the result that very little attent;ion was paid 

to the whole (either the Old. 'i'estament, the New Testament? OJ:' both together) 

1The title of a book edit.ed by James H. Robinson and John B. Cobb 
Jr. (New York: Harper and Row, 1964) in which the views of Gerhard 
Ebeling, E!'nest Fuehs, Robert Funk, Amos Wilder, aha John Dillenberger 
are presented. 
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because of the preoccupation with the parts. 2 Cullmarmts reaction differs 

from the others in III number of s:i.gnificant ways. In th$ introductory 

section to the thir-d elii tion of ,9hrist and Time Cullmann discusses his 

similarities and differences with his contemporaries; and in an article 

anti tIed uThe Necessity and Fund,ion. of Higher Cri ticismfl3 he further 

clarifies what he means by !!'~heological exegesis" •4 
A discu.ssicn of the 

context of Gullm.:mn 11 s theological exegesis is a necessary preliminary to 

the delimiting of his theological presuppositions. 

1 • CuLU4.4.NN t S DEBT TO KARL BARTH 

According to Cullmann the twentieth centtU'y is !lthe c:entury of 

theological exegesisff, and Barth more than any other scholar is respon-

sible: ''Karl Barth nr;;tst a.lways be remembered with gratitude for having 

raised implicitly in t:J.is commentary on Romt'tns the problem of exegesis -

whatever reserves some of us may have about its contents. This commentary 

2!lAt times, it may be hard :L10t to sympathize with the reaction! 
particularly if we have just consulted, say, a volume of the Old Testament 
section of the International Critical Commentary, with a view to the immed
iate exposition of the Christian faith in the pulpit or the dogmatic theol
ogy class!'or:ml I' E.R. Fairweather, IUChristian Theology and the Bible, IT 

Cana.dian Journal of Theology, Vol. II, No ... 2, p_ 69. 
3First published in 11'he Student World, Vol .. XLII, no. 2, 1949, 

Geneva, Pp. 117-33. English tra.nslation in The Early Church, edited by 
A.J .B .• Riggins (London: S.C .. f.1., 1956) Pl'. 3 .... 16. 

4Cullman:n has written other works which outline his exegetical 
methods. Eg. I1Les recentes etudes sur Ie. formation de le. tradition 
eva.ngeliqu.e f \ -1925, Revue dtHisto.ire et de Philosophie R,e1igieuse (Stras
bourg) Fp. 459-477, 564-579, and !lLes problemas poses par la methode 
exegetique de Karl Barthtl , ~, 1928, p. 70-83, lout the two named in the 
text ha:ve been selected because they represent Cullmann's mature outlook 
and were written at approximately the same time as Christ and Time and 
The Gospel According to St .• John land Early Christian Wor:ship .. 
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has re-orien ta. ted exegesis as a. whole by calling it back to its aims: 1.
5 

In Barth's cOl:;mentary tL1e subject matter of Paul's language is radically 

translated into the lang'..lage of the twentieth century. "It is this l2:ll 

accompli':, says .J;,;unl'lS H. l~obinson, Htha.t has called forth th.;~ he:cnleneu

t:ical reflection 'Of our tir:nesu •
6 :Barth reverses the procedures of the 

Form - critical sehool where the investigating subject mastel"ed the 

objects of his studies (documents) and obtained his answers. For now 

it is the object which puts the investigating subject in question.? 

Cullmau1.n assents to :Barth t s revolutionary approach. Cullmaml says, for 

example, that !!a genuine and complete inte.rpretation must try to develop 

. d 1 th 10 . t' . d ,. J.." ' t1' 8 lon mo el"n angU&e;e ;. €I 0 Jec "loVe :1. eaS expreszeo. J..n \,rle -cex ". Cu1lmann 

further points out 'thclt an interpreter must sta:o.d in the kind of relation 

to his subject where he is deeply involved in it. The examples of Pascal's 

Pensees and Hozart.'s works are cited; in the :first instance the interpreter 

!!must attempt to penetrate to the very subject which Pascal wished to 

express", and hi the second instance, llhe must also himself be a musicianu •
9 

Thus both Cullmann a.nd Barth attempt to give recognition to the factor 

which the modern existentialist exegetes streBS beyol'ld all others, namely 

the involvement of the interpreter.
IO 

5The Early Church, p. 15. 6The New Hermeneuti~, p. 22. 

?;;" ames t4. Robinson cites J3iarth' s debate with Harnack in 1923 as a 
good example of this shift in emphasis. Harnack had been suggesting that 
the task of theology was to "esta.blish the content of the gospel''' or 
Uta get intellectual control of the object"_ Robinsoxl quotes Barth's 
reply that tithe 'scholarliness' o,f theolog:,:i" cOl'lsists in. being bound to 
the recollection that its object was first subject and must again and 
again bece>me subject". The New Herme:neutic, p.25 .. 

8'I'he Early Church, p. 4. 9Ioio.., p. 5. 
1Q 

Infra, p. I 3ff • 
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Cullmann is also c:ri tical of Barth on a number of :poir~ts. In the 

first place, Cullmal1n !3ays that Barth dra.ws too rigid a dis·l::.inct'ion bet

ween "pu.rel~' historical II documents and lIideolot'J>ica11l documents. 11 Accord-_ J <::> 

:LJ.1e to B,?rth an historical eXegesis is adequate for doc-:tnents which stmply 

reconnt past events., But if the documents are of a reJ.igious or philo-

sophj.oal nature an historical exegesis is raCi.ic<'l.lly insuff:-:.c:~cnt. Here 

Barth betrays his posi ti vis tic new of history ;\.8 a science, for in his 

attempt to counteract the libe:ral q'\,l€lst to establish Christi$tn truth by 

scientific historical investigation, Barth accepts the liberal vi.ew that 

it is possible to isolate objectively the lffactsrl of history.12 Cullrnann, 

on the other hand, is awe.re af what he calls !"the naive historicism of 

the periodn , 13 and he conel11des tha,t the same historical principles must 

14 be employed nwhether in reference to the Bible or any other document'l. 

It is not legitimate, according to Cullmann, to separate intci two 

distinct domains historical exegesis and theological exegesis. With 

regard to the biblical material, both methods are relevant arid must be 

carr.ied on simultaneously because the material is both "ideological" 

and Vlhistarical ll •
15 

C111lream'l's second criticism of Barth arises out of th~: first. It 

concerns the implicitly negative attitude of Barth to the value of higher 

110f • Jean Frisque, Oscar Cullmann, Tournai, Ca.sterma.n~ 1960, p. 32. 
12Se., Alan Richardson, ~tor;y Sacred .. and Profane, London: S.C.~1., 

1964, for a refutation of the positivistic assumption in historiography -
the view that "it is the task of historians (like other scien.tists) to 
establish 'facts' which may be objec.tively ascertained by following 
recognized scientifl.c proceduresu • p. 154. 

13 , t::: 141 'J,..'d J,. The Early ',hurch, p .. /0 ~., p. <.t. 

1.5Ibid, p. 16~" . -' 
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criticism. In his debate with Harna1ck, Barth had stated that his objective 

was not to remove from theological research the critical historical method 

of studying the Bible, but rather Ute identify the relevant place for itll.16 

Cullll'lalUl says that Barth has not ,succeeded in reaching his objective. 

Cullmann's reasolf for this judgement is that Barth "seems to treat phil

ological and historical explanati1ol:it as too exclusively preliminary in 

characteru •
17 In the preface to the first edition of The Epistle to the 

Romans Barth states: I1The cri tic,al historical method of Biblical research 

has its validity. In points to the preparation for Ullde,rstanding which 

is never superfluous. But if I had to choose between it and the old 

doctrine of inspirat:ion, I would decidedly lay hold of the latter. It 

has the greater, deeper, more important validity, fOr it points to the 

actual work of understandil'lg without which all preparation is useless. 
, " 

18 
I am happy not to have to choose between the two". Cullmann is sug-

gesting that Barth has in fact chosen between the two b;y' plaCling such 

a great importance on the doctrine of inspiration, and has thus relegated 

the critical historical method to a secondary and preliminary role. Cull-

mann gives the historical and philological criticism a more positive 

role in exegesis. nIt must never 'be considered as wholly a preliminary 

wo.rk. It must rather accompany exegesis from its beginning to its endn •
19 

Cullmann is not prepared to support Barth's contentioIlL that the 

"'0 exegete has Itdogmatic responsibility" .. c:. Rather Cullmann says that "the 

16The New Hermeneutic, p. 26~ 17The Early Church, p .. 16. 

18Q.uoted by Robinson in Th.e New Hermeneutic, p .. 22. 

19The Earll Church, p. 16. 

20Cited by Cullmann in foo,tno·te no. 10, The Early Church, p. 16. 
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great and unique responsibility of biblical exegesis is to be faithful to 

the text in a radical manner, even if the exegeticr:d result of this is but 

modest and may perhaps at first seem useless for either the dogma or the 

practical life of the ChurchH•
21 In contrast to Barth, then, Cullmann 

draws a distincticJii between d.o gma tic: theology and biblical exegesis, and. 

says that the latter can only ser've the :former when it is faithful 'to 

its more limited task. 22 Cullmann places himself in the category of the 

biblical scholar rathe.r than the dogmatic or systematic theologian. 23 

It remains to be seen whether CUllmann can justify a ntheological exegesis!! 

without overstepping the precise and narrow limits which academic integrity 

demands of the biblical scholar. 

While Cullrnann is firmly on the side of Barth in insisting that 

exegesis must be theological, he implies ,that Barth has gone too far in 

his reaction against the critical work of the 19t1!eentury. Writing i:n 1949, 

CullmaDl'l says that "the moment has now come to defelld the necessity of 

philological and. historica.l criticism'! and to do justice, "while using 

24 all necessa.ry reser"llTations, to the debt of theology to the 19th century." 

21 The Early Church, p. 16. 
22Cullmann makes the dis'tinction clear in the p.reface to the third 

edition of Christ and Time, p. xxviii. wfhe New Testament soholar.~ •• is 
required to show only what the New Testament teaches •.••• But it is his 
bounden duty to keep within the limits of his work, for which the dogmatic 
theologian is tharu~ful because only in this way can he rely on the results 
of' the exegete I s labourtl • 

23Christ !Ad Time, p. xxviii. 

24The Early Church, p.. 5. 
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Cullmann says that th.e value in the earlier approach lies in "the 

application of all forms of human knowledge to the study of the Biblefl ,25 

and he insi.sts that this "application'" must accompany the exegesis at 

every level. He laments a tendency among the preSel'lt generation of 

students to pas,s a n:egative judgement on the philological and historical 

WOI'k.. 1iThey make 'theological exegesis 1 a pretext for passing as quickly 

as possible from philological study, with its greater austerity and its 

demands on their abnegatioIl, to systematic studies .. ,,26 Cullmann goes 

on to expound the theological basis which underlies his philological and. 

historical execesis. It is at this point that Cullmann's theological 

presuppositions become evident,. and these will be examined in detail in 

the next secticn. 27 In summary, what he claims is that la ;e.articular view 

of history is the central affirmation of the New Te,stameint. Because of 

"the theological affirmation which. is at the foundatiOllof the New Testa: .... 

l'llent! ~Jesus of Nazareth is, Lord-, history (that is to say, Jesus of 

Nazareth) is itself the subject" •. 23 The impo.rtance of this pesi tion for 

Cullmal".n's assessment of the rQle of higher criticism is that because lithe 

wQrd became flesh't (JQhn 1:14) and entered history at a particular time 

and plaoe, this ne¢essarily invelves the applicatiQn of historicaleate-

gories to the New Testament. l1A1though here we are speaking of a very 

particular history, a 'biblical hi,story, it is nene the less history .. 1129 

25The Early Church, p. 5. 

27Infra, P.· 25ff. 
28 The Early Church, p. 7 ... 

29The Early Church, p .. 11. 

26tbid.., p.. 6. 
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Cullmann is attempting to maintain a relationship between what he calls 

"biblical hietory" amd "generaJ., history. ,,30 Because of this relationship 

the labours of all those who examine the biblical material from a 

hist;orico - critical point of view axe relevant and impolrtant. 

It is evident that Cullmann's attempt to an¢hor the Christian faith 

in the 'real' history of the world is a reaction against the Barthian 

tendency to undervalue the role of higher criticism. Cullmann agrees with 

Barth that Christian truth cannot be attained by histori,cal enquiry apart 

from the insight of faith, and he rejoices with Barth that the liberal 

"quest of the tistorical Jesua!! e:nded in failure. 31 But for Cullmann this 

does not mean that the historical facts which criticism can investigate 

are irrelevant to Christian belief. On the contrary t be'catlSe tithe very 

essence of the critical ai'firma tion of 'the Bible has to do with history,,32 

historical criticism is essential. 

Cullmann says that philological and historical exegesis must be com .... 

bined w-l th theological exegesis at every level, and he suggests three ways 

in which higher criticism can assist in e}.'J)la.ining the Utheological, purpose 

of all biblical textsn •33 The first and most fundamental role of higher 

30ehrist and Time, p. 21. 

31A1an R.ichardson' s assessmerlt of the "lil1>er;q.l quest" in History 
Sacred and Profane, p. 140, admirably expresses the views of both Cullmann 
and Barth. on this matter: "The attempt to achieve security by means of a 
scientific h.istorical investigation was a form of unfaith and therefore a 
ill.egi timate theological procedUre. Faith was not a fav:oura'ble assessment· 
of historical probabilities but a response to the proclamation. of the Word 
of' I}(!~ .il1 the living present'1 • 

3~ .. 
~.'h:e EarlY Church, p. 7. 

33 .. The Early Church, p. 15 .. 
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cri ticism is to assist in the the,ological understanding 'of the text by 

taking !"listory wi tIl absolute sari ::lUsness, and to includ.e the cent:cali ty 

of history in the exposition of the text. "We must learn. how to cOi"bine 

wi th theological thought a histor:ical 'Viewpoint 1I'/hio11 presupposes both a 

knowledge of the facts a...'1.d the ca:paci ty to link them together in a def-

inite perspective. In other word:s •••• we must be both theologians and 

34 historians. n :!:'hat Cullmann is aware of the extent to which this first 

role of higher criticism is b.':!sed on his theological presuppositions is 

evident in his admis"'lion that it is Han easier matter to find agreement 

among modern' i.r~t:;rpreters with regard to the second function of historical 

and. philological cxegesiso ll35 

This second function Cullmatu1 calls Hdefining the human settingf!; 36 

that is the use of all the sciencj;}s Which are auxiliary to hj.story (phil ... 

ology, archaeology, :p.::,-p:,-rology, textual hie tory, literary criticism and 

even psyCholog-.f) in order that the interpreter flmay see with the writer 

the truth which he sptil\1 and with h:Lm may attain to the re1.Tel.,ttion w11ich came 

to him!,.37 Cullmann criticizes the earlier liberal view that only some 

of the truths of the Bible are a~l.pted to the ideas of the period in which 

they were written while others ar!a valid for all time. He emphasizes 

that "biblical texts. as a whole w~~ar a dress which belongs to the time 

of their wri teren and the Ilmessag~~ is wholly adapted to the ideas of the 

periodn •
38 

The third and final role of higher criticism is t~ control the 

34
The Early Church, p. 12. 3_5Ibid.; p.. 12. 

361b';d •• p. 12 371b ·.:I 
... 7 .• --1~., p. 13~ 381biO,., p.13. 
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theological interpretations. Cul:Lman..."l points out that the good exegete 

faces the danger of introducir .. S i:Gto his exposition ideas which are not 

iIi the text. "The cri tic faces h:is severest trial when the.ological ideas 

spring up all around him,} meet, gist entangled, conflict and are combined. n39 

At this point higher criticism is essential both to control the theological 

ideas and to eliminate those which are aliell to the text. nThe scltolar 

J.'l1USt regard his own personal discc;)veries with a pi tilesseye, however 

40 seclucti ve they may be. 11 Cullma.lI1n thinks that Barth is particularly open 

to the criticism of not submitting his interp:ret~d;ions to the control of 

historical eXEll.;;esis, "not only because of the richness of his t.hought, but 

because systematically he seems to treat philological and historical 

1 • 1 . 1+1 eJ..1?lana tion as too e;xc_ttsJ. V€; Y E:!eliminary in charac ter" • 

Cttllmann attempts to restore higher criticism to a significant status 

in the exegetical endeavour. IIThj;;lre must always be a continual interchange 

of resul ts betwee~_ historical study and theological per:etratiOl'l so that 

42 each 'Hluy enrich the ,other. n It remains to be seent h01.liever, whether a 

"theological exes;esi,st1 such as Cu:Umann ao.vocates can in fact be open 

and receptive to the findings of higher criticism. 

3. CULLlliiJ\.NN'S REJECTION OF THE .N:;:;:W HERMENEUTIC 

The most seve,re challenge to Cullmann's exegetical work, and the 

one of which he is m;ost cOnscio'Us,comes from Rudolf Bul tmann and other 

existentiallY orientied exegetes who are associated with Uthe lIfew Hermenettticu • 

7.0 
;;;;tThe .Early Church, p .• 15 .. 

l.r2I "bid, p. 14. 
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All of these men aekmcwledge thei:J:' debt to Karl Barth for pointing out 

that exegesis is fundamentally th1eological because its px>imary role is 

the translation of the biblioal wl:lrds into contemporary language. Gerhard 

Ebeling, for example, says that "'the text is there for the sake of the 

event of the interpretation,,,43 ruo.d that "theology itself ~. hermeneutic, 

for it consists in t!'anslating wh';:l.t the Bible has to say into the word 

for tOday .. ,·,44 Ebeling echoes Barth when he states that "'in all the word.s 

of Scripture we have to do with 111::>thing other than the incarnate Sou of 

God, Jesus Christ. The effect of this is that ned; a single word of 

Scripture is understood if it is lilOt grasped in its correlation to faith. n45 

Similarly Ernst Fuchs says that Il'the New Testament is itself a textbook in 

hermeneutic. It teaches the hermleneutic of faith - in btief', the language 

46 of faith. n According to Bultmal!ll'l, Ebeling and Fuchs. faith is the only 

way in which the New Testament Call be uttderstood - outside of the context 

of the believing subject it is meaningless. Because faith means the involve-

ment of the subject in order that the text may have meaning in the present, 

this brings the exis;tential elemelilt into interpretation. And it is at 

this point that the representativles of the New Hermeneu:t.:l.c claim to 

have made a substantial advance o'l1'er Barth's position, fbI' they state 

that the existential element is a factor in the interpreitation of ~ 

t ' ~ t " 1 th f 1"' h"l' h" l'~ . t 47 ex'ts, anU. no Sl.mpyose 0 a rel.gl.O'U5 or p l. Osop l.Ca c.uarac ere 

43mb. III H' t' 68 44Ib · d 6f!1. :.to . e l' ew '. lermene'll ·J.C, p.. '. l. ., p. r 

4.5I'Oid., p. 64. 46I'Oio.• t p. 141. 

47 Supra, p.e 7, where it :Ls noted tha-;-;:rth draws a distinction 
between tfid.eological~'t and Hpurely his tori calf! documents. 
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By means of existential interpretation the representatives of the New 

Hermeneu tic claim to, have establi,shed theology as a discipline on the 

1 1 th d · d' "1" 48 F t n1 tll .... ·"-1· al same eve aso eraea ema-c l.SCl.P 1.1'1es.. 'or no oy e u1.u 1.e . 

texts but also the classiest letters a.nd philosophy "demand an intellectual, 

moral, z'eligious conversion of the interpreter over and above the broad

ening of his horizot3iu • L~9 In all fields of interpretatio:n the "conversion" 

is only the first st,ep, for there remains the task of thinking out every-

thing frOID the new and more profo~ull\.d vi~wpoint. Thethe!ologians of the 

New Hermeneutic are engaged in wor.kingout the impl~eat:Lons fo,r the 

presentation of the Christian faith" 

Cullmann h.as dissociated. himself from the New Hermeneutic, and he 

makes his reasons quite clear in iaD. important paragraph from the intro-

duc'~ion to the third. edition of Qnrist and 'rime: 

I am a theolqgian. But the lectures I delivered at Basle, 
where I am a m~mber of the theological f~cultYf are in no 
way different from those I deliver at the "Bcole des Hautes 
Etudes" and the Sorbo:nne in :Paris, where I am a member of 
the departlllent of "Relionsge:sehichtet' Qf the faculty of 
Arts. This is possible, because in both of these depart
ments I observer the same limits. Indeed I consider it a 
theological necessity also to listen obediently to what the 
writers of the new covenant ,are saying before one evaluates 
or criticizes, before one feels f'touched :i.n. one's €!Xistence," 
even if their words are strange to our modern minds.. I am 
aware that I thereby stand in contragbction to a f'herll1e;neu
ticalll trend widely prevalent today. 

L1-80f• Robinson's comment i,;n The New BermeJaent.ic. :p .. 69: I1It was 
Dilthey·s recognition of hermeneutics as the methodology of the humanities, 
deepened by Heidegger., that gave to the hermeneutics of Bultmann critical 
rapport with the cultural life of Qur times. 1i 

4 9Bernard Lonergan S.J $ t vtHermeneuti.csfY (an unpublished paper) t p. 3. 

;OChrist and.Time, p. xxix. 
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The issues which Cullmarm raises in this paragraph are fundamental 

to the delimiting of the scope of the exegetical method. It has been 

noted51 that Cullmann considers the importance of the inlU'olvement of the 

interpreter, but in this paragrapltl. he is clearly drawing a line before 

the point of existential l*convers:iontf • He agrees with Bultmann that 

ua previous living relationship w:ith the subjectH52 is essential for 

exegesis, but he does not agree on the necessity of what Bultmann calls 

"an existentiell enciounter with tltl.e text .. 11
53 Similarly he agrees with 

.'Bultmann's view that every exegetl9 must have presupposittLons in terms of' 

the direction ·cf the enqUiry.54 Only what Cullll'lann calls a I1naive 

51 Supra, p. 6. 
52:audolf Bultmann, ttThe Prloblem of Hermeneutics, I! Essays Philo

sophical and Theol¢g;ical t LClndon: S. C .l~., 1955, p.. 252. 

531n an essay entitled U!s Exegesis without Presuppositions Pos
sible?"! in Existence and Faith, Slb.orte.r Writings of Rudolf Bultmarm, 
edited by Schubert MI .. Ogden (Clev1eland; Meridian Books~ 1960) Bultmarm 
eXplains what he means by '~e:x:istejn.tielltl;"'To understand history is 
possible o:a1y for o!J!e who does not stand ave.!' against it as a neutral, 
non ... participating spectator, but lttimself stands in histo.lJ:'y and shares 
in responSibility f~r it. We spe~ak of this encounter wi'th hietory that 
grows Qut of one1 S own historicity as the existentiell encounter". p. 29L~. 

54Cullmann th!'llS rejects wh~9.t Bernard. .Lonergan (in his unpublished 
paper cited su.pra, p"I5) calls w;rib.e Principle of the Empty Head". This 
prinCiple contends that, 11if one :is to beebjective. if one is not to 
drag in onet"s own notions, if one is not to settle in an a priori 
fashion what the text mast mean nit) matter what it says; if one is not 
to 'read into' the text what is !JJot there, then one must drop all 
preconceptions of evrery kind, see just what is in the te;x:t and nothing 
morett. In refu.tatian of this priJ!!!¢i.plet Lonergan asks, uIn fact what 
is there'? There are printed signs in a given order. TbJ9.t is all that is 
there. Anything over and above a re-issue of the same signs in the 
same order will be mediated by thle experience, intellige~ce and judgement 
of the interpreter. 1f Lonergan, p. 3. 
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historicism,,55 would claim that -t:;here is an object.ive knowledge which can 

be attained by the silencing of the subjectivity of the interpreter. 56 

But Culltnann is Itot willing to take subjecti vi ty so far as to say that 

f1 0 nly those who are stirred by thE~ question of their own existence can 

hear the claim which the text mak~&s.1I57 Cullmann. says that it is preCisely 

the duty of the exegete to listen obediently to what the text is saying 

before he nieels tom::hed in his existence ft • 

The limits which Cullmann places on exegesis provide his just-

ification for teaching the same slloject in a theological faculty and a 

faculty of arts. He is claiming :co be able to interpret the basic ideas 

of the 'New Testament to Christialll5 and non-Christians alike. He would 

argue that it is possible for a pll:"ofessor to steep himsel.f in Plato's 

thought and teach it effectively without himself be.coming a Platonist. 

Cullmann would agree with Bultmarua. that Honl.y those unde:rstand Plato 

who philosophize with him,n58 but he would not agree that it is necessary 

to become committed ,to Platots philosophy in order to interpret it. 

For fundamentally dilfferent reasons both Cullrnann and the representatives 

of the New HermeneutiQ claim to 'h,ave established a working relationship 

between theology and the other ac,ademicdisciplines.59 fie significant 

point of difference between the two positionS lies in the assessment of 

55The Early Ohurch, p. 4. 
56 . 

SURra. fo·ot,note 54. 
57 58 . Bultmann, Essays, po 256. ~., p. 246. 
59Cf• Bultmann, Essays, p. 258: HThe interpretation of biblical 

writings is not subject to coniitiollS different from those applying to 
all other kinds of 11 tara ture. 1'1 
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the extent to which the exegete ID\LSt be involved in order to understand. 

lJi'hile Culll'narm aCknowledges the importance of the existential element in 

exegesis he places limits on exeg~~tical work and clea.rly distinguishes it 

from dogmatic theology.· He says that he finds the current "manner of 

amalgamating them on the ba.sis of a certain 'hermeneutics' dangerous for 

exegesis".60 That Cull mann , s ass1essment of the existentltally oriented 

exegesis is accurate' is evident i.n several ways. 

Cullmann holds that the eXlegete must be historian and theologian 

t th. 
. • 61 a· ... e same '"Gl.me. Examination :reveals that Cullmann means something 

quite different by !"historian" th~!ul. what the existentialists mean. An 

illustration of this difference iiS seen in James M" Robinson's ctriticisms 

of Cullmann on the grounds that n·the assumption that the historian can 

hold off his historilcness until he is ready to shift consciously into 

the category of theologian is nai'veu •
62 Robinson's statement betrays his 

own assumptions about the nature .of hi.story. Like all of the existential-

ists he thinks that ,hist;orical pheno,meM do not exist at all unless there 

is a subject to comprehend them. Implicit in the existentialist exegesis 

is the Bu.l tma:rmian assUlllption that Ufaets of the past only become his-

torioal phenomena when they become significant for a subject which i t·self 

stands in history and. .is involved in 1tlt .63 Cullmann wishes to avoid 

60Chz-1st and Time, p. xxviii. 
61 

Supra. P.8. 

62The New Hermenell tic, p. It·1,, 

6~ul tmann t J!:ssays, p. 254·. 
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philosophical statements about this nature of history. His recurring plea 

in Christ and Time
64 

that the biblical material not be approached from a 

particular philosophical standpoiltlt is directed primarily against the 

existentialist exegstes. Whether Cullmann' s linn-philosophical" view of 

history, which he claims to deriv·e directly from the biblical material, 

is all adequate substitute for the existentialist view is a question which 

can only be assesSed after the full pl~sentation of Cullmann's position 

in Chap-cer II. 

Bul tmann' s approach provia,es a good example of the dangers involved 

in an exegesis which, based on a lparticular philosophical outlook, results 

in a particular view of history. Bultmannts statementi!l "the Problem 

1"'5 
of }Iermeneutics" that one must ha'iTe tUlderstandi:r..g° if one is to hear what 

the scriptures have to say expresses Cullmann.· s view that f'one must listen 

obediently to what the writers of the new covenant are Sayingn .66 Because 

understanding invol~es a theo~ of knowledge. some sort of philosophical 

framework is necessaJry for the exegetical work of both Cu.llmann and Eult-

mann. Wh.ereas Cullmaml claims to find his framework in the New Testament 

material, Bultmann;on the other hand, makes it quite clear that his 

framework is existential philosopl:ly. Speaking about the exegetes selecting 

the :r-elevant approach to the enqu:lry, Bultmann says that 'Ito work this out 

is a matter for h~ reflection ... concretely, the task of' philosophical, 

64 p' •.. t eg .•. p. 2., xxVJ.2., ec. 
65 61 Bultmann, Essays, p.. 2··· .• 

66Christ alld. [lime, p" xxix,. 
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or existential analysis of h.uman loeing".67 

Bultmann's philosophical outlook leads him to a positivistic 

conception of history.. In his essay, fils Exee;esis~Vithotlt PreSuI):positions 

Possible?" he says that exegesis :Ls a part of the science of history. "The 

historical method includes the pr1;::supposition that history is a unity in 

the sense of a closed continuum of effects in which indiVidual events are 

connected by the su'clcessiol:l of cause and effect ...... This elosedness means 

that the continuum Ol! historical happenings cannot be rent by the inter-

f 1 ~ erence of supernatUlr'a, transcendent powers." Bultmall..ll betrays his 

posith"istic presuppositions by ru.lingout, in advance of the enquiry 

into the biblical evidence, the pc)ssibility of the action of God as a 

factor in historical causation.. Alan Richardson points out that recent 

discui..~sion t'has at least shown that other views of the nature of history 

and. his'Gorica! method are possibli?:, and tha.t the nineteenth century 

positivistic view is no longer thE~ dominant conception amongst those 

philosophers and theologians who have given attention to the problem. n69 

This examinat~on of Bultmalm's exegetical presupp~sitions has 

demonstrated, in a negative way, the value of the limits which Cullmann 

places on exegesis. 1Nhile Cul1mann has not, on the one hand, made cleal'" 

his own philosophicaJ.. presuppositions Goncerning the understanding which 

is involved in any exegesis, neither has he, on the other l:1..and, committed 

himself to philosophical and histc)!:ical categories which are suspect in 

67Bul tmann. Essays, p.. 2,58 •• 

68Bultmann, EKistence and ]Paith, p. 291-292. 

69Richardson, History SacrE~d Profane. p. 143. 
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many contemporary quarters. '1'herE~ is no doubt that a.ll the representatives 

of the New Hermen.entic h"3.ve made a significant contribution to the current 

hermeneutical debate by stref'sing the existential element iI). exegesis. 

But by making the in.volvement of the iriterpreter th.e Ein? aua non of the - '"""'--- -
entire enterprise they have been. led to an extreme ?osition which is not 

in tune with con temp crary historiography. As Alan Richardson points out: 

"it i.s not necessary to adopt or i?Ver; understand HeidegglWr's philosophy 

in order to apprecia,te the existential (existentielle) dimension of 

historiography; and most historians nowadays ac¥~owledge this dimension 

without concerning tnemselves at all with ru~y articulated existentialist 

(existentiale) Philo,sophyH. 70 It is for good reason then that Cullmann, 

against the New Hermeneutic., attempts to draw a clear distinction between 

exegetical work and systematic thl~ologyo 

4. SUt>1t1ARY Al~D EV.iUJUATION 

Cullmann stands firmly with his post - Barthian Protestant contemp-

oraries in favour at a "theologicltl exegesisU agaiMt the earlier Form -

critical approach to the scriptures. Cullmann criticizes Ba.rth for not 

distinguishing between dogmatio theology arld biblical studies, and for 

failing to give sufflicient importance to the role of higher criticism 

in exegesis. Similarly Cullmann criticizes the New Henaeneutic for its 

failure to make a distinction between biblical studies and theological 

interpretatian. Cullmann and the existentialist exegetes are attempting 

(against Barth) to ~estore the range of critical scientific disciplines 

'7°Richardson, History Sacred. and Profane, Pit 149 .. 
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to their legitirul;,te autonomy, But t:he different ways in which the attempt 

is mt1.o.e prcduce two completely different una.erst.-::l.lldings Qf the exeg'etical 

method .. 

The funclCi.menu.l question is: must exegesis be concerned "I'd th 

the in terpr~;ta tion of the texts, (>r must it be confined to the p::fesenta tion 

of the ori{Sinal. Krister' Stendahl, ,:·1JEsests that there is vlisdom in making 

a distinction between the pr:i.nciples of interpr€'tat.iol1 (hermeneutics) and 

the task of biblical studies. The principles of interpretatioIl, he says. 

71 belong to the discipli:l'le of theol()gy, not the biblical studies as such. 

f'CoI:sequently the task of biblical studies must be confined to the present-

ation of the original.. To be a good historian in this f!eld is not only 

to give dates and th~ories of authorship.. It includes the empathetic, 

descriptive a:r;.alysis of the ideas end the synthetic description of the 

patterns of thought. All this belongs to the presentation of the material. n72 

Stendahl says that ~hen we go on ·~o ask the question: ·what does this 

mean to us here and now?- we have moved into the realm o! systematic 

theology. The theol,ogical task o:f herm.eneutics is to Hbuild upon the 

solid faunda tioD. of the o;rigine.l leXpounded. wholly in its own terms~'. 73 

StendaLl' 6 position is essen.tially tha.t of Cullma:nn: exegesis must be 

regarded al" purely descriptive. l1'his is what Cullmann flleans by letting 

the material Hspeakfor itselft1
• 

Stendahl's delimi tatioti of exegesis as "d.escriptive" includes re-

ference to the existential element.. Similarly Cullmann's exegetical 

71Krister Stendar:tl, "Implications of form- criticism and Tradition -
cri ticism for Biblical Interpretation, II ;;;.J.;:;o.:;ill'=n;:;;al;:·;....;o.;:;f-.;::B;:i;;;b;:l;;;i;;;c.;:;8.;:l;...;;:L;:i;...;t;.;:e;:r.;:;a;...;t;.;:u;;;r ..... e, 
Vol. LXXVII, 1958; p. 33. 

72, Stendahl, p. 37-8. 73Ibid., p. 38. 
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method is open to the insights of the New Hermeneutic, but these insights 

are not pe~itted to dominate the entire exegetical procedure. The re-

prese.ntatives of the New Hermeneut~ic have made a signifiaant contribution 

in peinting out that the exegete is involved in terms of his presuppositions 

right from the start.. But some selrious doubts have been raised as to 

whether the presuppositions can bel a.dequately described in terms of 

existential philosophy.75 The existential foundation URdermines the 

effort to place theological eXeges;is on the same level as all other critical 

scientific exegesis. 

While Cullmantl's attempt tel place exegesis on the level of the 

critical sciences has considerablEi~ merit, it remains open to question at 

one important point..Cullmann brings theological presuppositions to his 

exegesis. As an heit' of Barth he stands wi thin the tradition ·of theological 

exegesis. Even when seeking to give higher criticism a more'elevated 

status than Barth would permit, Clllllmann still keeps it within the frame-

work of the theological exegesis. Cullmann will claim that this procedure 

is legitimate because the theologj.cal presuppositions are inherent in the 

75Cf• the eVa+uation of thE~ current existentialist hermeneutic by 
James Muilenberg: lIThe value of 1;his (latter) approach is tha't it seeks 
to grapple seriously with the dilE~mmas of history and historical revelation, 
that it grounds the problem of ind;e:rpretation in. fresh dime.nsionsof depth, 
and tnat it takes very earnestly the relationship between the interprete.!' 
and the original speaker in Scrip;;ure, indeed, the singularity of all 
historical existence~ It exposes 11 often in a v~ry tren<;Jilant fashion, 
the psychological forces at work ~~n dealing with the text; it insists upon 
the necessity of the: exegete really listening to what is being said to 
him. The danger of this approach is that in insistence upon the existential 
appropriat±on of the'event, the historical and ~ ganeria and concrete 
reality of the origipal event may be lost, and that metaphysill::al nuances 
may at times be introd1:lced (howevE~r subtly!) which are alien to the 
mentality ·of the original writer Ciind.indeed, to the Whole Hebraic 
mentality. n lIPreface, to Hermeneut'ics, If ·Journal of B.iblical Literature, 
Vol. LXXVII, 1958" p.21. 
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biblical material.. Until a eritilcal examination of Culltnann's claim is 

undertaken the valid!i ty of his th1eological exegesis t'emains an open 

question. :By stating that the ma:terial must be allowed te "speak for 

itselfH Cullma:rm has moved in the direction of a separation of biblical 

studies from d.ogmatic theology.. l1e has moved far from Barth and the New 

Hermeneutic towards the pOSition IDr o. Kuss that exegesis must treat 

the New Testament nasa document which is to be explained strictly ac-

cording to the universally recognized methods of linguistic and historic 

researchH.,76 But the question which will occupy the remainder of the 

thesis is: Can an ~xegesis based on theological presuppositions be 

included' wi thin the framework of Illthe u~iversally recognized methods of 

linguistic and histolrical researchl1'? 

76QUGted in: 
Theology, Baltimore: 

Vorgrimler, Herbert (ed .. ) Dogmatic va. Biblical 
Helicon Prelss, 1964, p_ 74. 
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TEE THEOLDG.ICAL FOUNDATION OF CULLMANN' S EXEGESIS 

It would be b<!>th impossible' and unfair to attempt an answer to 

the fundamental ques1don of the "thesis without first stating clearly the 

basic theological presnppositions behind Cullmannts work, and the reasons 

which he puts forwe.t'Q. in support clf his theological exegesis. Cullmann 

h:tmself has suggeste~i that interp!'eters listen obediently to what is 

being said before they attempt to criticize and eVa.1uate .. 1 This chapter 

is devoted to a presentation of the material in Christ al'ld Time relevant 

to the theological foundation for Cullmann's exegetical method. 2 The 

theological fou:ndati~n for theexE~gesis can be seen in (i) the Christian 

system of reckoning 'time, (ii) thEl place of eschatology in the New 

Testament, (iii) the relation of llbiblio&1 history' to general history, 

(iv) the relation of theology to llbiblica.1 history', (v) the witness of 

the earliest confessitonsof faith." 

1Christ and Time, p. xxix. 

~he preliminary material :Ln Christ and Time is particularly 
relevant, including the new introd.uctory section written for the third 
edition of 1962.. Th~ presentatioll in this chapter concentrates on the 
preliminary ma te:rial, referring t<> the other sections of Cullmann t s 
'book only where it is necessa:ry t(:> elaborate pOints made in the earlier 
material 
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1. THE CHRISTIAN SYS'I'EM. OF RECKONING TINE 

In the opening sentence of his book Cullmann states that his object 

is "to determine what is central :i.n the Christian proclamation"o3 He 

says that tithe endeavour to detel'mir10 this central element must be des

ignated the one great task of New Testament seholarShipfl. 4 He suggests 

the:!; attempts to determine what if; central must not start from any 

previously established position (IlBost particularly a philosophical 

yGsition) outside of the New Test~~ent material. Cullmann writes his 

book ~co show that Hthe specifically Christian element of the New Test

ament ;r-evelationn5 emerges fr'om the material itself. According to 

Cullmann there is a basic nframewclrk,,6 lying behind all the New Test-

ament writings, and this framework oonstitutes the specifically Christian 

element in the New Testament mateit'ial. 

Cullmann sug@ests that the Christian system of reckoning time, far 

from being merely acon1l'ention, l1.actual1y presupposes .fundamental assertions 

of New Testament therologyooncern:ing time and history",.7 He finds decisive 

significance in the ,practice of mmibering both forward and backward from 

th.e birth of Christ. nOnly when this is done is the Christ - event 

8 regard.ed as the temporal mid"'point of the entire historical process". 

According to Cullmann a theolofiic~ affirmation lies at the basis'of the 

Christian chronology, and it is this affirmation which constitutes the 

central element of the New Testament revelation.. Thus Cullmann describes 

his task in Christ and Time as an investigation of ltthe basic presuppositions 

3Christ and 'J~ime, p ..• xi .. 4Ibid• , p. xi. 5Ibid .. , p .. rii. 

6Ibid• , p. :lO.cviii. 7Ibid", p. 19 .• 8lbia• , p. 18. 
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of all New Testament theology, th,!ilt is, the New Testament conception of 

time and histOry".9 Cullmann says that the main portiorl of his book is 

devoted to showing lithe consequences that result from the conception 

which Primitiv'e Christianity had ()f time and history".10 It should be 

noted that he equates the New Testament conception of time and history 

"th th t f . "t" Gh' t" ",' 11 WJ. . . a 0 prJ.mJ. J. \fe ., rJ.s l.anJ. r;y. 

Cullmann admits that the title of his book can be misleading if 

the reader expects a discussion fJt'om the philosophical point of view of 

the relation of God to time.. tfTirne is not the main co:ncern of mine, 

nor of the New Testament. The word in the title of my book ought not to 

suggest, "I::;hereforei that a theoretical discussion IOf the concept follows 

" th t t ,,12 :Ln . e ·ex • J .A.T. Robinson says that "it is characteristic of this 

study precisely that it is not called God. and Time, but Christ and Time. 

It is Biblical and Clhristocentric, rather than theistic in its approach. 

It insists that a Christian discuission of time must begin, not like 

1'"" 
philosophy from first principles, but from the middle".,;) By tithe middle" 

Robinson and Cullma* mean the Ch:1'.'ist-.eTent, and they are saying tha.t this 

Single event in history is the cl'ue to the meaning of all history.. It is 

9Christ and ~ime, p.. 26 .. 

10Christand ~ime, p. 19. 

11Not all schCllars are prepared to equate the two. inf:r'a, p. 33 
of this chapter where it is demonstrated that Rudolf' Bultmann agrees with 
Cullmann's descript:ion of the early Christian cORception of time and 
history, but disagrees 'that there i5 any u:nifi·ea coneeptio11 of time and 
history in the New ~estament. 

12Christ and: 'lime, p. xxv .. · 

13Scottish JC)'I;:trnal of The~~, Vol. 3, No.1, March t 1950, p. 86. 
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the emphasis on history, and. the particular kind of history found i:n the 

l;ew 'l'estament, which Cullmann. regards as central, and tl1e:refoI'e he is not 

interaBted in speoulation concerning the nature of time. Cullmann 

endeavours to take seriously all the ternporal references in the New 

Testament, and he con.cludes th&.t !:salvation is bound to a contip,uous time 
1 ' •• I '" 

process which embraces past, pl'es.:mt and future u •
14 

That which eliminates 

all speculative thouft;ht; about time! is the centrality of' the one historical 

fact d.ecisive for salvation, namely the death and resurrection of Jesus 

Christ. Time is imp~rtant for Cullmann only in the sense that the temporal 

sequence of events in the New Testament constitutes the historical found-

ation for the specifically Christj.an elemellt of the revelation. tlRegard-

less of the title of my book,VI he says, 1!my primary concern is not with 

the question of time but with the presentation of the Biblical redemptive 

historyn. 15 

2.. THE J?LAf;E OF ESCFlATOIJOGY IN THE NEW TEBTAlttfENT 

Cullmarm is no excepticm among continental biblical theologians 

who consider the problem of escha1:;ology as fundamental to the understanding 

of the New Testament,. In Christ and Time he att.empts to define the 

problem precisely, and to illustrate his views by reference to those of 

other scholars. 

For Cullmann ~sehatology c,)ncerns not only the "'la.st things" in the 

sense of what is to take place at the end, but also the relation between 

this age and the age to come. Th~~ Christ-event provides the basis for 

14Christ and ~imet p. 32. 15Ibid •. ,p. xvi .• , 
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uudersta.."1d.ing the entire historical process. The eschaton .. which for 

the Jews still lay in the futta:re, has ,for the early Christians already 

come in the event of Jesu.s Christ.. liThe 'end' as the meaning of redemp-

tive history •••• is Jesus Christ, who has alrea,dy appes.red •••• 1fJhile 

the fend· was pre~~ouslY only expectation, it is now acknowledged as 

fulfilJ.ment. t,16 But in spite of the appearance of the tend' within 

history, the histori(J:al prooess obviously continues, and thus a tension 

is produced in the New Testament 'between the present (the already 

accomplished) and the future (the not yet fulfilled). Cullmann says that 

this tensj.on. between' the !!alread~t't and the "l'J.rJ"C yetH is the central concern 

of both his book a.'Yld, the New Testament. 17 In Christ and Time he attempts, 

'by means of an exes;etical histori<:al examination, to show the nature of 

the eschatological orientation of the early Christia.ns~ 

When ClD.lmann, uses the word. e:schatology in Christ and Time it 

18 
always has reference to the f'UturE~t to the age to corne. E.schatology in 

this futurist sense is an indispemsible component in the present-future 

tension which lies b1ehind the entire New Testament,19 and for this reason 

it occupies an important place in Cullmann's presentation. But elSchatology 

in this sense of an FUlticipated future can ];10 longer be the central point 

of reference for thel understanding ·of the New Testament because of the 

Christ-event and the new division of time re.sul ting from this event. 

flWe must recall the .fact that in :~rimitive Cl1ris't;iani ty the future plays 

16Cb.rist and :Time, p. 140. 17Ibid., p. xxvi. 

18Ibid.. , Pp. ',89, 140, 149. 

19Infra, P-34 where Cullmann attempts to show that. futurist 
eschatology is impox~tant even in the Gospel according to John. 
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a quite different role from that which it plays in Judaism. Unless we 

make the necessary limitation it i.s false to assert that Primitive 

Christianity had an eschatological oJC'ientation. ,,20 

According to (i;ullmann, eschatology in this futurist sense is 

"dethroned" by the Christ-event. 211 For the early Christians the future· 

is rH<J lC)'I;l'ger, as in Judaism, the 'end' which gives meaning to the whole • 
. n,:" 

For Christians the central point ()f' reference lies in the hisotorical 

event of Jesus Christ. HPrimitive Christianity does indeed. think 

eschatologically; buit it now no lcmger thinJ:ts in a t consistently' ,22 

that is, an exclusiv<ely eschaotological manner. ,,23 In spi-teof' its 

dethronement, however, eschatology continues to possess a real sig-

nificance for the early Christian~s and the writers of the New Testament. 

To eliminate es¢hato!,Logy is to eljlmililate the New Testament tension 

between present and future. 

Cullmann uses, a military e~(am1?le to illustrate the place of' 

eschatology in the Nlew Testament. ;~4 He compares the Christ ... event to 

the decisive 'battle tLn a war. Th<:>'Ilgh the effects of the decisive 

battle are not recognized by all and the war continues, the battle is 
, 

2°0 ..... _· t dim· ·ll.I.-::L.S· an 1J.:une, 

21Christ and. iTime, 

p •. 139. 

p. 139. 
22 I 

Infra, p. 32f where "co]lisistent eschatology" is discussed. 

23Christ and ,'rime t p •. 14o~ 
24 ' 
~., p.o 84., 
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determinative of final victory. t'An undefined period of timet,,25 between 

the decisive battle arid IiVietory Dayu represents the situation of the 

New Testament wr:i.terSf: 

It is alreaq,y the time of the end. and yet it is not the 
end~ This tension finds expression in the entire theologY-
of primitive Chrristian1ty. The present peried of the 
Church 'is' tl~e t::i!.me between the decisive battle, which has 
already ocC'ltlrre4, and the'Victo.ry Day· .To anyone who 
does not ta1~e c~.ear account of this tension, the entire New 
Testament iJS a ~jook with seven seals, for this tension, is the 
silent presupPosition that lies behind all that it says. This 
is the only diaJlectic and. the only dualism that is found in 
the New Testament. It is not the dialectic betWeen this 
world and the Beyond; moreover it is not that between time 
and eterni t!$ai f, is I'a. ther the dialectic between present 
and future. 

Whether the present-future tension Can provide the key to the 

understanding of the entire New Testament remains to be seen, but here 

it must be noted. that important biblical scholars such as C.B:. Dodd. and 

William Manson also point to this t1d1:italism~'. Dodd says that tIthe 

eschatology of the early Church has two side.s. On the one hand we have 

the belief that with!the coming of Christ the tfulness of timet has 

arrived, the prophecies are 1'u1£i11e<1 and the Kingdom of God is in-

augerated on earth. On the other h8l1d we have the expectation of a 

consummation still pending in the future lt
•
a6 Similarly Manson says that 

"Christianity ..... from the beginning exhibits an essential bi-polarity. 

The End has come! 27 Tb-e End has not come! If Cul1mann devotes many pages 

25Ibid., p. ,xxi, R. Bult1l11aml does not consider Cul1mann's phrase 
Han undefined period i of time" as a.ccurately representing the views of 
the New Testament writers.. According to Bultmann they expected the 
immediate return of <P:hrist. See 1!!xistence and Faith, p. 238. 

25aChrist an41 Time, p. 14;i. 
26 i 

O.H. Do deL, The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, Cambridge, 
1955, p. 7. 

27Scottish iournal of XhE~ologYt Occasional Paper No.2, Edinburgh: 
Oliver and Boyd Ltd.~ 1953, p. 7. 
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of Christ and Time to a defence. of the tension whic:h these scholars eon-

sidel" important agailist various attempts to l'll1.nimize or elimirlate it. 

Cullmann acknci>wledges his debt to Albert Schweitzer and Martin 

Werner
28 

but sees the ftmdamental error of their itconsistent eschatology" 

as a failure to comprehend the changed attitud.e of the early Christians 

to\'.!:;_r('<~ t'.lP future wnicl1 resulted from the Christ-event.. According to 

Cull mann , everything must be seen in the light oftha histori(~al work 

of Jesus himself. Everything must be explained from this fact of Jesus 

as the mid-point, rather than frotll some future aJ.'lticipated event. lilt 

is simply not true that Primit1v,e Christianity has the same eschatological 

orientation as does Judaism.. To ·be sure, it has also an eschatological 

orientation. The Jey"ish expectation for the future retains its validity 

for Jesus and througp.out the entire New Testament, but it is no longer 

the center". 29 For the early Chr:iLstians the point of central significance 

was the resurrection, as the crowning act of Christ's work. and thus their 

expectations for the I future are modified: 

The Christian! hope is not the Jewish one. To be sure, hope 
is also presenti in Primitive Christia.rd,ty in its full intensity ••• 
Intensity and central positic::m" however, are not to be ·confused. 
In reality, thel increased in'~ensit1 of hope in Primitive Christ
ianity is to bel explained by the very faot that the center of 
time is not in Ithe object of hope but rather in an already 
oC¢'t1rred historp.cal fact ..... The hope of final victory is so 
much the more ~i vid because ~of the Ullshakably firm conviction 

I 

that t~o battle: that decides the victory has already taken 
place. 

In the prefade to the third edition of Christ and Time Cullmann 

points to a similar:ilty between thie Ilcol1sistent eschatology school" and the 

28Christ and :Time, Ii);, xii ... 30Ib··.., 86 .. J.""" p.. .• -
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views of Rudolf Bultmann. 31 The similarity Concerns the delay of the 

parousia. Cullma.rul ~dmi ts that the early Christians e)..-pected the final 

end wi thin tla matter' of decadesn ; 3,2 and he explains this error in per

spec'ti ve as resulting from the same p$ychologicaltendency which leads 

persons to expect the hasty concl'(J.sion of a war once the decisive battle 

has been fought. In his renew of' Christ an.d Time Bultmann says that 

UCullmann eliminates 'I;he problem t:hat grows out of the delay of the 

parousia,,)3 This problem had alSiO occupied the attention of Werner and 

Schwai tzer. Thus the supporters clf Bul tmann and those of the basically 

different tfConsistenteschatology'll have drawn together in opposing 

Cullmann' s view that eschatology ulnCiersto()d as temporal future is central 

to the New Testament.. Both school.s do not deny the existence of the 

tension between present and future! nor the consequence that there is 
, 

redemptive history iJ,'l. the New Testament. What they deny is that the 

redemptive-historical perspective is basic to the Whole New Testament. 
, 

They see the redernptive-historica), perspective as a later development: 

34 Bultmal'lll calls it "a; mistaken devEllopment of the early Catholic Church, n 

and F .. Buri calls it: tla solution arising from embarx'assmentll}5 HIt is 

plaiIi,U says Cullmann, ~twhere the link between Bultmann and consistent 
I 

eschatology is to be' found. Both pre.sent the incorporation of eschatology 

into redemptive histbry as a wron~~ solution to the delayed parousia, as 

an impossible afterthought, although they document this differently.u36 

31
Ch ··t d tf\. • • 'L ·rJ.san ~:r.me; p. X'VJ.J.; 0 

33Existence atnd Faith. p. j~39. 
34Christ &ltd t;l:ime, p. xx. 35Ibid o. .. p. xxi .. 



Cullmann says that i i( is one of his nlain purposes in writing his book to 

demonstrate that OUe oannot (as Sehweitz,er and Bultmann maintain) detach 

eschatology and its :felated redemptive-historical perspective from the 

1<Iew Testament message.37 Eschatology 'Ul1derstood as Utemporariness!t38 

is really the core of the New Test.ament .. 

Cd.lmann a,tte~pts to show t;hat for all the I~ew '.restament wri tars 

there is still a fut1.tl.x'e to be anticipated. Even though death has been 

conquered by Christ, death is still a reality to be faced by each person 

in.dividually.39 Similarly, while bap'tisrn is regarded as a "rising with 

Christ,tl this rising is still only partial .. The powers of sin and death, 

even though conquered by Christ, continue to exercise their claim upon 

men. ~~us t1the final transformation of our fleshly body into the spiritual 

l:fO 
body is reseryed for the future t '. Even in the Gospel of John where 

I1the sense of realizatio .. 'l. has extended itself over almost the entire field, 

and expectation has ;Shrunk cOl.'res:pondi:ngly,t,41 Cullmann says that !lit will 

not do simply to discard all the ~roha..'1nine passages that speak of resur-
I 

t ·· .!- th dOl 42 R f t th 1> t . t t" J h . ree l.on av'e en ' •• .. €I erence~:;o . €I :cu. :UTe are :unpor an J.!l 0 n l.n 

37Christ and irime, p .. xix. 

38nOn the bastLs of the New Testament evidence,. I have plainly 
deoided in favour of; temporarines~s being the essence of eschatology." 
Christ and Time, p. :xix. 

39Christ and. !rime, }'* 235. 
4,- : . 

C.B. Dodd" The Interpretatl.on of the Fourth Gospel, p. 7. 

40 . 
~., p. 239 .. 

42christ and 11'ime, p. 238. 
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spite of the powerf~ emphasis on the believer already having eterrlal 

l.r~ . 
life • .; Cullmann agnees with ~dillial1l Nans(j3l that "there can be no such 

thing under any imaginable conditions as a fully realized eschatology 

,4.1+ 
in the strict sense.'l To be faithful to the New Testament one must 

never overlook. this dbviou.s fact, for ·to do 60 WQuld be to eliminate the 

eschatological tensiqn in all the documen't;so 

In summary t Ciillmann 1 S pos.i tiOIl can be described as a moderate 

"realized eschatology!!. It attempts 'co give d.ecisive significance to the 

death and resurrection of Christ as the event ill which the 'end' of all 

history is revealed, and it also a.ttempts to do justice to the New Testa-

ment conception of t~e Earousia as the final end of the historical pro-

cess. Cullmann·s po$ition gives significance to the present as the time 

of the Church and th.e time of the sacraments. The Ch.urch bears witness 

to the tension betweEl1n what has be·en accomplished. and what is yet to be 

realized. liThe Chur~h is God's highest gift of salvation in tllis interim 

period, and yet it is composed of imperfect sinful me:n.,,45 Until that 

whiCh is perfect is tome that whio:h is in part is present only in sac-

ramental, proviSional form.. TIle s:acraments essentially point back to 
I . 46 

the central event of,the death and res'Urrection~ but they also poin.t 

Lt'3 Infra, p. 8ltff. 
44-

;t.lanson, p .• 1. 
45Christ a.."l.d Time t p. 155-

46Cf• Reginald Fuller, ~MissiQn and Achievement pf Jesus, 
London: S.C.M., 195~; pp. 118-120. Fuller acknowledges his debt to 
Cullmann, and says Ol;l P. 119 that because of the decisive event of the 
cross nall the pheno~ena of the Church·s life are thus related primarily 
to the past, and reproduce the pOll,er of the decisive event of the past 
in the present. 1t 
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forward to the firi.al' consummation of all things. In the El1cfu'l.rist, for 

exat1tple, Christ appears "as the one 61 ttin~ on the right hand of" God, 

who has been crucified and has risen and will return. n47 Onl'IT a moderate _ _ til 

Hreali.zed eschn tology" can hold to'gether what for Cullmann is the basic 

tension of thE.! New Testament. And only this perspective can explain 

~;8 . 
esch£ttology is the major concern; and l.lJ. another place it is stated 

tha t escha tolog'"j has been "dethrOI:led". 49 

3. THE EEL-£; TIIl.m OF BIBLICAl. HI,sTORY TO G:ENEHAL HISTORY 

In Christ and: Til:ne Cullme.n:n does not define what he map-ns when 

he uSeS the word history. He preE,upposes thc.-t his readers knOlJ'J whc::.t he 

means. In his article 11The NeceSE,1ty end Functior.; of Higher Crit.:::"cism" 

he han a number of sh .. ternents which place the word ir. a context where it 

is possible to draw out the meaning even. though once again no clear 

defini tioD is given .. i A review of these sta:ternents forms a preliminary 
I 

to an exami:n&tion of; the section 1n Christ ;and. Time which deals with the 

relation between biblical history and general history .. 

According ts Cullmann, nthE~ very essence of the central affirmation 
I 

01' the Bible has to fio with histoJry .... The Biblical revelation ..... is a 

revelation of God in' history ..... :Ehe central message of this revelation 

is found in the New [testament ..... but as soon as we speak of J'esus of 

, 50 
Nazareth we speak ofl history.fl History here appears as the locus for 

47 Chri~t and. :Time, Ih 169. 
50' The EarlyC~urch, p .. 7. 

49Ibid .. , 'p. 139. 
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-che events of revelation. Cullmrum says tha.t lithe divine revela.tion was 

given form for us at:a definite mCli.aent of history,,,51 aud by this he 

means of course the ()::llrist-event.. For Cullmann hist~')ry involves re-

lationships betwee:n the events of the past, present and future.. He says 

that "the history of, Jesus pl~esup:poses a relationship both with the 

history of Israel and with t~he his;tory of the primitive Chilrch,,;52 and 

thus it i.s the tusk ¢If the biblical scholar to t1bring out the historical 

sequence into the liipht of day so that the divine plan (what the New 

Testament calls oikonomia) may bec:ome e-.,..ident not behind but within 

history itself. 1l53 it is clear from these statements that whenever 01.111-

mann u-ses the word. histOl~Y he is referring to a succession of events in 

time and space. 

J?roceeding to I the distincti.on il. Christ and ';;.'ili·,e between biblical 

history and gelleral ~listory, the :i.mportant question centres aJ.~o'und the 

extent to which Cullmann's broad use of the word history can be applied 

to both. categorie.s. ,There is a 'oMide discrepancy betwe€:n the two usages. 

liThe Primitive Christian conside.ration of history conoentrates primarily 

upon a defini te numb~r of events c~f a quite parti.cular sort, of which 

some haPl,ened before I while others will happen after Chri.st; and its 

ohief aim is to set '~hese quite dlil1fini te 00eurrences in 1'ela tioJ:"1 to the 

central event which took plaoe in Palestine about the year one .. ,,54 Thus 

the concern of the N~w Testament :1.6 chiefly with what Cullmann calls 

"Biblical historyt!. He admits that lsI' general lJ.istory primitive Christ-
, 

iani ty has only a very limited cor-leern: ~'only in the margin do references 
I 

511 
~~e Early G~urch, p. 9. 

54 
Christ and Time,. p. 20. 

52Ibid .. , p. 7. - 53 . Ib::t.d., p. 12. 



to so-called secular l :1.istory appear in the Ne.w Testament".55 Though the 

rcforences in the New Testrunell.t tCt the location in time and space of the 
, 

recorded even~ts are few, Cullman..ll considers them sufficient for the 

establishmemt of a rj;cognizable a.I:Ld theologically si.gnifical1t relationship 

betweeri secular ~istory and biblit:al history. , 

::::_~.';3..r..n describes biblical history as lIa very thin stream which 

1'10.'15 within the bra~d river of 'Jmrld his~:Jry.t,56 In his chapter on 

t!Redemptive :1i5tor'Y a.."ld Universalism ll , he says that the movement ll-t;akes 

its start from t:1.,~ b:roade5t possible basis and narrows steadily ulltil it 

reaches that center from which it again broadens out: Creation - man.'L.:ind -

Israel - the remnant' - the Oile - the apostles - the Church - mankind -

Thus he sllo;;vs how the history wl'lich is the concern 

of tb.e Bible takes ,t;~ace wit ... un the broader context of the history of 

the world. Cull!llanni is prepared to use the expression "redemptive history l1 

(Heilsgescbichte) tOI designate t...""le biblical history, in spite of the fact 

tha t the term "has blecome far too much a "battle cry with which the 

theological position! of the l]}rlaJ:lgen School' is customarily deSignatecl. 1I58 

He su.ggests that t."'1.e: term HrevelaUonal h.i.story ll (Offenbarungsgeschichte) 

comes even 0.105131" to! describing th,e salvation-history which he finds in 

the Bible.59 

55Christ and ITime, p. 20. 
56 --.~-

The Early qhurch, p. 7. 
57Christ and !Time, po 178. 
8 i --

5 Christ and !Time, po' 27 .. 59Il')id., p. 27. 
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Important implications for the rehticn between biblic8.1 history 

and ger.eral history .are conte.ined in Cullmann' s sta:tement that l1a1 though 

we are here speakingI of a very E~rticu.lar history, a biblical history, 

it is none the less hi8tory.n60 C:ul1mann is <'l.ttempting to place the 

biblical history wI t~in the conte"t of the world history precisely to 

"d .~ th b"bl" 1 h" t f th t' f h' t· h 61 aVo 1. ramo v..;.ng . e ll. ::J..ca 1.8 ·ory . rom e scru in:! 0 1 l.S or1ograr> y 6 

Thus he cautions against surround.ing tIthe Biblical history by high ',valls, 

th t 11 t 1 11. " I· . J' • b~ If 62 FT so a a access 0 gel:"l.era_ J.s·;ory 18 mao.s J.mpOSS1 .Le • 1e says 

that he is linot atteiL,'\pting to makE~ use of history in order to set it 

aside later on. u63 'iro set hir-;tory aside is to set Jesus of nazareth 

aside., and he is, according to Cul1marm's understanding of the New Test-

ament, the central point of the entire historical process. There is thus 

t ' 1 . .., b . .,. ',I..h"'·' . t· , 64 ~ 11 tt t t a neo OgJ.C8..J.. asJ.s .lor 001... ,.:tgrH~r or:!. 1CJ.sm an("~ e. a emp S 0 

establish the historicity of all of the events of which the biblical 

history is composed. "The mention of Pontitas Pilatei:rl the Apoltles' 

6°'I'he ilirly Church, Jih 1"1,.. 

61Alan Richarason in IU.storx Sacred and Profane (p. 134) aCC1.!ses 
Brunner and Barth of: escaping from entanglement in historiography "by 
flight into a realm pf geilsgesehj~. or supra-history where critics 
cease from troubling. I and the faithful. are Cl.t rest"" On the same page 
in a footnote Riche.rasen speaks f~ .. vourably of Cullmann' is use of the \<ford 

I 

Heilsgeschichte, I"to refer to the acts of God for our salvation in th~ 
midst of the history' of ou.r world". 

62Christ and fi."'l1e, p.. 21. 
63 ; 
. The Early C~urch, p. 11. 

64nThe history" on which thE~ New Testament tells us our sal va'cion 
is based is, none th!e less a real history and one, in consequence, to 
which historical catiegories must I:>e applied". The Early Church, p. 1'1. 
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Creed :not only corresponds to a d.efinite historical situation of the Chu.rch, 

but also has a theological significance, inasmuch as it shows by way of 

example how the course of even the so-called secular events stands in 

relation to the redemptive history"' .. 65 

Rudolf B'U:tlrr$nn t in his I'6iview of Christ and Time criticizes Cull-

mann for failing to, make clear what he means by history; r'1 cannot see 

that for him I history' in the phrase 'history Gf salvation' has any 

different meaning fl("om what it has in 'history of the world tl1 • 66 Cull-

mann's reply, clarifying as it dotes the difference between the two conoepts, 

suggests that Bultrnann. has misseCl Cullmann's point about a uniform use 

of the ~ in all ci'llntexts. t1Tlile differe:n.oe, is says Cullmannt "has no 

effective bearing uf>on the historical character of facts which are common 

to the two kinds of: history, nor yet upon the temporal character of .... the 

connection between the facts, but only upon the choice of these facts 

and the perspective' in which the New Testament sees them by reason of 

the central place opcllpied there by the death of Christ. fl
67 In his reply to 

Eultmann, Cullmann affirms his view that the salvation-history occurs 

within the secular history; 'bU"t i)y emphasizing that the difference between 

the two lies in the' criteria for the selection of the facts he raises a 

serious problem for, the secular historian. 

Cu11mann ad.mlits that biblJLeal history must appear to the secular 

65Christ and! iJ.'ime, p. 190 .. 

66Existence and Fa.ith, p. 231. 
67 . I 

The Early phurch, p .. 11., 
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historian as "a qui ie queer COllstructiclnll. 68 Biblical history, with its 

selection of certain events as impcn. .. tant, and by the joining of all the 

events with the historical actio:D. of Jesus, appears as a completely 

arbitrary compilation to the "pure historian'I.69 Cullmann says that the 

relationship between the secular history and the biblical history only 

takes on mea!!';!"..g when Jesus of Nazareth is recognized as the absolute 

divine revelation to men. It is th.i..s recognition in faith. which enables 

the beli.:::vE:r to ascribe a norroati,ve valu.e to the entire biblical history. 70 

And the Christian view of history, based en the slend.er Christ-line of 

biblical history, renders a final judgement on the events of general 

history. 71 0411marm. is aware tha.t his refel"ences to nfaithn and nthe 

mid-point of all hi$toryn72 raise: the problem of biblical history to the 

77.' 
level of a the.ologieal problem.·,...1 But he insists that th.e theological 

problem posed by the biblical his:tory was central in the early Christian 

proclamation. In tie nclose COlUllection between Christian revelation and 
I 

history,,74 
is seen the "scandal" and the "offenset, Qf primitive Christ-

iani ty. "The offen:j;;e is tha t Goa~ reveals himself in a special way and 

·effects 'salvation" in a final wa~y within a narrowly limited but con

tinuing processl'. 75 

68Christ and; Time, p .. 22.. 69Ibid., p. 22. 

71
Ilo ' d ~o 72I·b 'd 19 

70Ibid.~ p. 23. 
73Ibid., p. 22. --2::.:..., p.. .i:.. --2:... .. t p. . .. 

740l:1 p. 183 ~f Christ and~, Cullmann explains why the Athenians 
scoffed. at Paul's speech on theA.reopagus: tIThe failure of his speech 
is explained by this very fact, t;hat he permitted the offense to stand; 
he preserved the unity ·of the redlempti ve line which begins with Adam 
and ends with the r$surrection of Christ.n 

75Cl'lI'ist and: Time, p. 23. 



4. BIBLICAL HISTORY AND THEOLOGY 

If biblical History poses a theological problem then the necessity 

a;t'ises of clarifying the relationslri.p between the theological enterprise 

and biblical histort.. Cullmal"..n's statement that f'all Christian theology 

in its innermost es~ence is Biblical history,n76 leaves no doubt about 

the j.ntimate nature of the relationship. The reason for the :r;'elationship 

between theology and biblioal history arises from the way in Which God 

reveals himself in the New Testameat: "on a straight line of an ordinary 

proicess in time God here reveals himself, and from that line he controls 

not only the whole of history, bu,.t also that which happens in nature~n77 

For Cullmann all theology is biblical history in the sense that the 

task of theology is the clarifying and expounding of the unified Christ-

line. 

'lbe central affirmatiol'i of this Christo centric theology is a cer-

tain concept of revelation. HHere the full and final conseq:uences are 

drawn from the fac t . that it is GOld t s very nature to reveal himself ••• 0 

Nowhere, however, is God's action more concretely revealed than in the 

his,tory which, to speak theologic~ally, presents in its innermost na.ture 

the revelation of G~d to men. n78 Thus the biblical history ~ the reve-

lation, and Jesus Christ is the :rocal point of God's revelatory action 

in history. ''Nowhere, 11 says Cullmann., "has the unity of the en tire 

reVlela tory process as a Christ-p:rocess ...a unity which in the New Testa-

rnent is more cr less presupposed - found more powerful expression thu 

in the prologue of 'the Gospelef John, where creat.ion and redemption 

···76Chr '· t ·d'T' 27-··1.S an·, ::une,. pe- ;;. 



appear as a single ]l!'ocess in whi.ch Christ and revelation are active. n79 

Cul1mann says that the ea.rll.est Christian confessions of faith also fit 

his view of revelation: Hthey do> not, in the manner of the later Church 

creeds, rend asunde:rr the divine revelatory action as though in creation 

only God the Father'and in the historical redemptive work only God the 

Son we:>.~e the I?ctor ::l_n the revelatory proeeedingll • 80 Thus Cullmann sees 

God.ts revelation as -&&king place solely in history: nthere is here no 

room for sreculations concerning God that ignore time and historytl.81 

Cullmann finds the reason for '~Primitive Christianity's thorough 

orientation to revelatory and redemptive historyll,82 in the Christian 

claim that the climax and central point of all revelation occurred in 

history in the person of Jesus Christ.. HAs soon as the historical work 

of Jesus of Nazareth is regarded as the ~ expression of the divine 

revelatory action, the necessity inevitably results of combining all 

remaining divine rev-ela:tory action with it on one unified Christ-line 

to present a single 'biblical history,u .. 83 The intimate relationship 

between theology and history established by the Christ-event must be 
I 

main-tained a.gainst all tendencies -to remove the theologicalcClncerns from 

from the historical events. Cullrnann cites examples of these tendencies 

in the early Church ,and in eontel'l1porary theology~ Celsus is an example 

of an early writer who could not accept the idea of salvation in history.84 

And :Sultmann provides a contemporary example of a thinker who attempts 

79Christ and iTime, p. 24. 
80 and iTime~ 25 .. , 81 . 23. 82x 26. Christ po Ibid. , p. ~., p. 

831b "d 24 •. 
84-

28 • -2::--, p. .ill.! .. , p. 
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to eliminate the 'scandal' of histor;y.. Accordi:ng '1:;0 Cullmann, Bul tma.nn 

Ilstrips -the Christian proclamation of its time setting in redemptive 

85 history". Cullmann will not permit redemptive history to be d.escribed 

as one of the ilmyths" of which the New Testament revelation can be strip-

86 pede Rather, it is redempti'u-e history which constitute.s the ~'Pecifically 

Christian element in the New :i'es'tament. And if the writers of the New 

5:'estament saw the redemptive history as central, Cullmanll. insists that 

this same perspecti'lre must accompany any contemporary exegetical work. 

'I'he exegete lUUS;; take into account 'I:;he theological significance of 

revelation through history. 

In the introduction to .9!!:'ist a:mi Time there is not only a foundation 

for Cu11mann's theological exegesis but also a f01.IDdation for the el1ter-

prisa called tBiblio:al theology', or in this ease, 'New Testament theology'. 

It is signii'ica!l:t; that Cullmann admits thC:l.t all -theology must have a 

upr:inciple of divisj.onll , 87 and ·that for the presentatiun of New ':[1esta-

ment theology this :!principle must. be 'ehe redemptive history which; he 

says, is the fral'IleWork in which the l\iew Testaraent is cast.. He says that 

the purpose of Christ and Time is an investigation of Hthe basic pre

supposi tions of all, New Testament; theology!!. 88 

What is the basis for regarding the redemptive work of Christ as 

85Christ and: Timet p •.. 30. 

86Christ and!Time, p" 86. 
87Ibid., p. i6. The "priIllciple of'divisiont1 t :is; in effect, the 

SaIDe as a "principle of selection" Q.r a I1principle of organization" 0 

For the significance of this admi.ssion of Oullmann, infra., p .. 47· 
88Ibid", p •. 26. 



the ''kernel1~ or !Tes£:?ence'! of the new Testament proclamation, B..:."'ld the 

principle of division for New Testament theology? This a valid question 

to address to Cullmann oecallse the l':[ew Testament by itself is not a wo;rl~ 

of theology: it is not a unified theological dOCUIllent but a diversified 
I'." ,'. 

ccllection of material which nC)1Jvhe:'''e in its organization or firJ3~ form 

betrays a conscious h'lttemyt to isolal;e what is essential from ilhat is 

c1 :Jcessory.89 Cullmann finds a reply "1;0 the question in the primitive 

confessL:'~lt) of fai th scatt~red throughout the N0W Testament rnaterial.. 

It is not w-l.thout reason that Cullma...l'l!lt in the introduction to Ghrist 

and Tit18 ,says: "Iattaoh to my ixr~J'estiga:&ion of Die ersten christlichen 

Glaubensbeke!1..;."'ltisse~ 1943 (Eng. tr .. t The Earliest Christian Confessions, 

19L~9) 90 special sigliificance both in determining what is central in the 

earliest Christia:.'l proclamation and in establishing the criterion by 
, 

which to detzrn'line this central element". 91 

5. TIIE rIITNBSS 01' :rHE EARLn;ST CONFESSIONS OF FAITH 

An examinatiqn of Cullmann's book, The Zarliest Christian Con-

fessions, shows how 'he urrivef:,; at a fou.ndation for his theological exegesis .. 

Cullmann says th<?t very early, even in the stage of oral transmission, the 

question as to the central element of the Cbristian faith was raised. 92 

The need for a summary of the faith was even more acute when the Church 

89E•C• lioskyns and i"No Davey,The Riddle of the New Testament. 
London: Faber, 1963. Pp. 11-13. 

90m ~ t ~ 't. J K S' R . d L d L tt th P :J.:ransJ.a 'ea. !.wy ,', if ". el.' "on on: ,u, erwor' ress. 
91,"", . t a. ,m - • ' .• li.tl.rl.S an, ,.1.l.me, p .. ' Xl.l.l.. 

92ConfessionSt p. 10. 
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came to establish th$ canon of 'thel New 'J:estament. And so~ says Cullma.nn, 

the question arose: 

In this tradi tiiDn and in thes~e books, what is corrttnon. core 
and what partiemlar developm6~nt? Every confession of faith, 
whether worked but consciously or originating spontaneously, 
gives an implicit answer to this questiono ••• Anyone who 
summarizes the Biblical tradition realizes at once the 
necessi ty of di~tinguishing ~)etween the central p:r'ineiple and 
what is derived.: from it. 'I'hEI whole problema! Scriptural 
exposition deperds on this distinction. What is the 
standard that allows us to discriminate between tilese two 
elel"'lents'? In the pe:l:'iod of primi ti ve Christianity eve'!'y 
confession of f~t;b. in one W<ity or another proves to be such 
a standard, eveh if to

9
§ive all'). answer to this question is 

not its immediate aim. 

In the light of this quotation it can be seen how the earliest confessions 

provide the foundation. for all New Testament theology. Cu1lmann says that 

~1every theology of the New Testau!Emt presupposes a corresponding rule of 

faitn t1 ,94 and this rule of faith l?rovides a key for the interpretation of 

the mass of the matetrial ... a prim:iple of organization which can unify the 

diverse material. FloI' Cullrnann, rsvery confession of faith "involves an 

exegesis of the wholie New Testarllelrltil •
95 

In spite of tihe diversity IOf the language and circumstances of' 

the confessions of faith in the N'ew Testament t Cullmann finds certain 

common characterist:1cs~ In the first place, the confession of Christ is 

always central: Hirl~· ~o:l:lfessiIDns of the apostolic age the concern is 

with Chrits •••• the starting and :middle point of Christian faith is 

faith in Christu •
96 Cullmann also attempts to show the fundamental 

concern of trle earliest corlfe.ssions with tim.e and history. From an 

93Confessions, p. 11. 

96Ibid.; p. 50 .. 
95 Ibid. •. , p. 130 -
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analysis of the ccmfessious. particularly the formula. ''lfyrios Christosi~ 

(Phili'ppiar~s 2:11; l~e concludes tr...at it is !lthe present Lordship of Christ, 

inaugero.ted by hi.s resurrection and exaltation to the right hand of God. 

that is the centl~e of the fai til of primi ti ve Christiani tyH. 97 He explains 

that this historical core is also the :ldogmaticcore,,98 bec&uGe in it 

is cotI:~ai:ned the pr:i;.nciple of orgru:.ization of the his.'tory 'oT salvation • 

. , '"hen -!:.l!e earliest Ghri.::/dal1s confess that Christ i;;;; the Lora., this is 

a precis~ ~"cclarativl1. of the tirlle when it pleased God to r~veal His plan 

of salvation: the time which comlJrises. not only the present, but also 

the past arid the future. ,,99 The relationships between past, present 

and future ru;',e ii'flpl:Led, if Hot explicitly stated, in all the early con-

100 
fessioliS of faith. For this reason Cullma:nn. can state a J

.; the end of 

his book that !!the divine plan. of salvation ..... unfolds itself in the 

linear, time of the Bible"" 101 

'rhis ve'1:Y shQlrt suwmary of Oull.marm ~ s work 011 the earliest 00:0-

fessions is sufficient to indicate the relevance of this earlier work to 

the introductory cMpters of ~st alld Ti;:l'!e. Cullmann has found a key 

to the interpretation of the l:;ew 'Testamellt ir~ the earliest confessions 

of faith. And because these confessions make theological assertions, 

97Confessions, p. 58. 
99CcnfessioB:§., p.o 64. 

98r '·d p. t=:0.. _~., .,IV 

lOOC'Illlmann admits that ref·erences to the second coming are rare in 
the first confessio~s •. He says that the early Christians' hope for the 
second coming of Ch~ist was inclUded in the certainty of the resurrection, 
and therefore, ~!it seemed unnecessary in a short summary to include a 
special mention of the second COmirig. n Confessions t p.. 57 .. 

101 Confessions, p. 64. 
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Cullmann has fou.nd justification for a theology of the New Testament. 

The witness of the earliest Christian confessions means for Cullmann that 

the exegete not only can, but must~ approach the New Testament with 

theologioal presuppositions. 

6.. StJlI"fJliARY Al~D PRELIMnl,AR! EVALUATION 

The introductory chapters to Christ and Time not only summarize 

and incorporate the findings of the remainder of the book, but they also 

introduce the reader to the theol1ogical presuppositions which lie behind 

all of Cullmann t s exegetical work. Thus the conclusions which Cullrnann 

reaches about what is central in the New Testament are also the theological 

presuppositions whic,h he uses to 'understand the material. The reader is 

left wondering about. the logico:f' an interpretation in which the con

clusions are already presupposed im the questio:ns directed to the material. 

An attempt has been made in this chapter to escape from this cyclical 

dilemma by arranging the presuppositions in a logical sequence.. Hence in 

this presentation the Christian way of reckoning time logically precedes 

the present-fu.ture tension, because the latter is dependent on the former. 

Similarly Cullmann's demonstration of how bibl~cal history relates to 

general history is followed by the derivative conclusion that all theology 

is biblical history" And the arrangement is climaxed by a st,u.dy of the 

earliest confessions of faith in order to establish the criteria for 

separating what is central from what is peripheral in the New Testament. 

But such a logical ~rogression is not observed by Cullmann. For example, 

the reason for the theological implications of. the Christian. system of 

reckoning time (mentioned at the beginning ()f. the chapter) only becomes 



evident later in the chapter (where the Witness of the earliest confessions 

is discussed). A t every level the theological presupposi tiOtls determine 

the outcome of the investigation, and the investigation confirms the 

presuppositions. 

In fairness to Cullmann it must be stated that he considers the 

inconsistency and irrationality of his approach as necessary because of 

the foundation in the biblical material itself. It is precisely because 

the exegete must be both a histo:t"ian and a theologian at the same time, 

that he must impose his theological presuppositions on the material. 

Every text must be approached in the light of the full revelation of God 

in Jesus Christ. The biblical. llistory cannot be separated from theology: 

because of Jesus Chl'ist all theology is biblical history. And while this 

offends human reasolll, it is part of the scandal of the Christian faith 

that the theological presuppositi.ons should determine the results of the 

exegesis.. While Cullmann has insisted previously O"n eliminating all philo

sophical presuppositions; 102 he c:onsiders th.e theological presuppositions 

as essential for the exegesis of scripture, for only he who has faith 

can discern lIthe line of salvation from Is.rael to Christ and from Christ 

to the ChurehU •
103 A question which will be taken up in a later section 

is whether the Christian faith dClss demand such an elimination of reason 

and logic. It will be suggested that the faith.-reason diChO:co~y is ex

cessive in Cullmann, and that it leads to an elevation of the New Testa-

ment scriptures to a realm where they are immune to scientific and 

102 
Supra, p •. 27. 

103 Supra., p. 4I. 
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An essential element of Cullmannts theological exegesis is the 
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quest for a norm within the New Testament, and the application of this 

norm to all the material. The word "norm'l reappears constantly throughout 

the introduction to Christ and Time. On one page alone the following 

synonyms appear; H essence. 11 "innermost character," tlcore, n "basic motif .,,105 

In this chapter the theological foundation of Cullmann's exegesis has been 

isolated in each section by the application of t.he norm to the material 

under consideration. Thus the theological affirmation lying behind the 

Christian way of reckoning time constitutes the central element of the 

New Testament revelation. 106 Similarly Cullmanri says that the ffalready 

and not yet" tension is the silent presupposition behind the entire New 

107 Testament. AlsQ'Cullmann ascribes a normative value to biblical 

• I 1 . 108 hJ.story over the genera hl.story of the world. Further, because 

redemptive history constitutes .:!me specifically Christian element in 

th.e New Testament all theology is biblical history.109 All of these 

attempts to eS'Cabli:$h some central norm or standard within the New Testa-

ment, by which all the rest of the material may be judged, find their 

Hobjecti ve"110 justification in the eaI'liest Cr..ristian confessions of 
I 

faith. But even Cullmann's work on the earliest confessions betrays 

104 
Infra, p. 130f. 

l05Christ and Time, p. xiJl:. 
106 . 107 108 . 109., Supra, p.26 Su;pra'l p. 29 Supra, p.4I. supra, p. 42. 

110Confessioms, p .. 13, tiThe anciellt Chu.rch •••• took the trouble 
to emphasize the objective charac:ter of the rule of faith, and to eliminate 
e"lery suspicion of arbi trarinessH

• 
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signs of being appro!ached with this same theological presuppositions. 

For example, Cullman!n saY's that the confessions Qf faith are a standard 

by which the central element can be distinguished from the peripheral 

because theY' all inViolve a:aexegeisis of the entire New Testament. 111 

But Cullmann obviously means a !!!;eologi~al eXegesis involving his pre-

suppositions., otherwise the exegete would not have the faith tj dib.:.:ern 

the "plan of salvat:ilonll which Cullmann speaks Of later in the book. 112 

The criteria for thE~e.stablishing of the standard are thus "objective" 

only in the contexto! a theological exegesis. Thus Cullmann's exegetical 

met~od does not depend entirely on the thesis of The Earliest Christian 

Confessions 'because exactly the same theolcJical exegesis is used in 

Chris t a.n.d Time to arri va at similar conclusions. Cullmann f s exegetical 

method is open to criticism in all of his attempts to expound the central 

element of the New Testament.. Ii. theological exegesis must be concern.ed 

with the quest fQr a norm since theology involves some principle for 

the selection and oli'ganization of' the material. But the problems encount-

ered in Cullmann· s theological e:x:egesis suggest that it is not the business 

of exegesis proper to be eonoernElid about a norm .. 

Another questionconcernillg the value of a theological exegesis 

emerges from the approaeh adopteol in this chapter, namely to listen first 

to what Cullmann says before evaJ:uating or Criticizing. The assumption 

behind this approach was that Gul1mal'm might have valuable insights which 

would have been overlook.ed if' a c::d tical approach had been adopted from 

1110 f' 113 on essl.ons, p. .• 
1120 f' 61

, . on eSSl.ons, p.. "t. 
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the beginning. It was noted that J.A.T. Robinson oredited Cullmann for 

pointing out the central place of t~me in the New 'restament;113 and also 

C.H. Dodd and William ~1anson agree(~ with Cullmann' s asseesmen,t of the 

present-future tension in the New Testament. 114 But the problem arises 

as to how' to assess the value of Gullmann's insights when there is such 

an intimate rela.tionship between theology and exegesis.. In Cull mann IS 

New Testament theology the insights concerning the present"'future tension 

are bound up':.~~.th a linear view of t.ime. Sell'ne interpreters would see 

115 great va.lue in the former but would wish to abandon the latter. But 

because of their inc;lusion in a unified theological presentat.ion, all of 

Cullmann t s conclusicms are ott the sS'.me footing and must stand or fall 

together.. The question arises as to whether at least some of Cullmann's 

conclusions could be reached. by another method, such as, for example, the 

purely descriptive exegesis advocated by Stendahl. 116 Thus it is evident 

that it is not Cullmannts conclusions themselv8s which are being questioned. 

but the method by which he arrives at his conclusions. 

The basic problem posed by Cu1lmann's theological exegesis is not 

capable of resolu.tion within the framework in which he operates. The 

problem is that while, on the one hand, Cullrr~nn claims to be presenting 

conclusions arrived at by "a. purely scientific, historical-exegeticalt,117 

1138 
1148 upra, p. 27. upra, p. 31. 

115paul Ninear, for example" in his review of Christ and Time. says 
that while Cullmann 11haa demonstrated the centrality of the category of 
time for both historical and theological problems •••• his description 
of time as an upw.ard sloping line! is too neat and geometric to be wholly 
convinci:o.g, II Journal of Biblical Li te.rs: ture, Vol.. 70, 1951, p.. 570 

116~ 117Ch "t d r:r" " .;;>upra, p. 22. . rl.S· an ~me, p. ,.'X~v .. 
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method, on the other hand, it is part of the method that the conclusions 

are the presuppositions of the exegesis. The necessity for the intimate 

relationship' between theology altO. exegesis arises from the nature of the 

New Testa.ment material i tselt" But this same necessity results in the 

predicament that there. is no w'ay of testing (within Cullmann's frame of 

reference) whether his exegesis is accurate. Just as the results of 

deductive' 'reasoning cannot be questioned from within the system but can 

011.171 be evaluated by a comparison with the:results of inductive reasoning, 

so the only solution to the dilemma posed by Cullmann's theological 

exegesis is to step outside his system and adopt a diffe~en'ji; approach 

to the scriptures, and then compare and contrast the results with those 

of Cullmann. Such a proeedure wi.11 be adopted in the two succeeding 

chapters. 



III 

T".tiE NEW TESTMIENT TERMINOLOGY FOR TIME 

A t the end of his book on Cullmann, Jean Frisque makes the per

ceptive comment thai; "Ie dialogue avec l'auteur doit prendre place au 

d~part de la eonstntction theologique; en COUl'S de route, 11 est trop tard 

pour interveni:r, les jeux sont fait t".1 It is the purpose of both this 

chapter and the succeeding one to enter into dialogue with Cullmann 

before the level cf the theological construction.. In order to achieve 

a dialogue it is nec.essary to adopt a procedure whiCh Cullmann would con

sider illegitimate, namely to separate exegesis from theology.. The 

comparison between Cullma:nnts theological exegesis and a descriptive 

approa~h to exegesis in Chapters III and IV will provide a basis for 

assessing whether C'lb-lmannfs th.eological presuppositions properly belong 

to the discipline of bibli.cal studies. The question to be resolved is 

whether redemptive histol"y is int,egral to the New Testament material or 

whether such a view of time aHd history as Cullmann proposes only 

becomes a pC..::isibilii;y when the interpreter has I1faith" or adopts a 

II theological exeges:i.s H .. 

1Frisque, Oscar Cullmann, p. 236. 
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11. THE BASIS FOR COl~ARISON 

The standard. against which Cu11mann's exegesis is to be compared 

finds exp:l:."ession in two contemporary scholars Krister Stenda't.tl and David 

Noel Freedman. Both of these men adopt a descriptive apPJ:"oac:h to the 

exegetical task and attempt to work within the framework of tithe 

universally recognized methods of linguistic and historical x'esearcht". 2 

The lints which theses men place on exegesis are noted here so that the 

contrast to Cullmann will be evident when the biblical material is 

examined. 

Stendahl draws a clear distinction between what the t€lxt meant at 
7-

the time it was written and what it means to the contemporary reader./ 

He confines exegesis to a description of the original: tTfrom the point 

of view of method our only concern is to finJ out wha,t ~ht?, .~Qrds meant 

when uttered or written by the prophet,. the priest, the evangelist or 

the apostles - and regardless of their meaning in later states of 

religious history, our ow includedn •
4 Even the clarification ·of the 

hermeneutic principles is beyond the scope of the exegete whose task 

is entirely descriptive. "This descriptive task can be carried out by 

believer and agnostic alike •••• both can work side by side, since no 
; "U ',' ,"~"'r ," 

other tools are called for than ·chose of description in the terms indicated 

by the texts themseJ!.ves 'f .. 
5 Stend.ab.l admits that all interpreters have 

2vorgrimler, Doetic vs.Biblical Theology, po '74. 
7-
"Stendahl, K. ,. If Biblical Theologytl, an article in The Interpreter's 

Dictionary of .the Bilble, New York: Abingdon, 1962, Vol. 1, p. 422. 
. 4Ibid." p. 422.. 5Ibid., p. 422. 
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presuppositions and preconceived ideas. but he saY's that the advantage 

of a purely descriptive approach is that ttthe material itself gives us 

6 means to check whether our interpretation is correct or nottl. 

Freedman, mak.es a similar ])lea for a descriptive exeg.esis according 

to uni ·.,-ersally recognized scholarly procedures.? He calls for "a. respect

ful approach to the Bible"" 8 UThE~ prlTase is not meant in a theological 

or cultic sense, but rather in a scholarly sense. There are two matters 

involved, first a respect for the plain meaning of the text and for the 

intention of the author all' speakelr (a common justice rendered to every 

piece of literature, and equally <::lweo. to the Bible), and second a respect 

for the biblical tradition.,,9 Fr4aedman, und.er the second point, is urging 

the interpreter not to begin with the assumption that the biblical 

pattern of history is automatically false. 10 Freedman's Uinductive 

app.:roach to Biblical studiesU 11 clonsists primarily of a straight fOl~ward 

grammatical"'historiqal exegesis of the text,. passage by passage. But the 

12 inductive approach oan. alsQ inclu.d.e a ",synthetic approach" once the 

accumulation of a body of data has been completed. After the basic 

exe~etica1 work has been accomplished it is permissable to make certain 

hypotheses which attempt to collate, organizetsystematize the knowledge, 

6Ibido, p. 422. 

7Freedman, D •. N., NOn Method in Biblical Stlldill9$: The Old Testament, IT 

Interpretation, Vol .• , 17, 1963, p. 308-18. 

- 8Ibia., p. 308. 91bid., p. 313. 

10supra, p. 20 ,where it was sugge.sted that Bultmann has shown 
a tendency to approach the scriptures with this assumption. 

11Freedman, OlD. cit., p. 308. 12rbid., p. 314 .. 
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and provide an over--a.ll view. This inductive approachdep'ends upon a 

recognition that the attempts to Isynthesize are no l'llore than hypotheses 

and must be abe.ndoned if proven iJclCorrect. Within this context Freedman 

suggests that there is value in such efforts to isolate and identify 

c·ommon themes - there is even value in the attempt to find an over-all 

unity.. lIThe attempt to generaliz19 findings is a feature of every 

scientific enquiry, .and could hardly have been avoided in the case of 

the Bible_"i} But he cautions thi:lt nit is only on ·che basis of an ex-

haustive exegetical stu.dy that an:,y discussion of themes and patterns is 

possible. It 14 Freedman's llinducti'V'e approach" docs not broad.en the des-

criptive task of exegesis as fOI'mulated by Stendahl, but it does permit 

the 8cie1'.1. tific appr6ach to the biblical rna terialto go 9ne step further 

once the exegetical task has been completed. The contrast between the 

methods of Cu11mann and Freedman becomes most vivid when it is noted 

the extent to which Cullmannts theological exegesis involves approaching 

the exegetical task with prior assumptions concerning the common theme 

and over-all unity of the materia1 .. 15 

The scientific method of Stendah1 and :F'reedman, based on a des-

criptive and induct::i,ve approach to exegesis, will be compared to Ou11-

mann's theological approach in two distinct ways. .A chapter will be 

devoted to each of these two ways. In this chapter Ou1lmann's treatment 

131:1:>id., 
15I "'.~ n ... ra, 

discussed .... 

p. 315. 
p. I27 , where furthe;t' implications of the COfntrast are 



of' the New Testament terminology for time will be compared with that of 

James Barr in his book Biblical W(>rds for Time,16 Barr i s method will be 

seen to correspond witb the principles laid down by S't;endahl and FrE~edll1an. 

Chapter IV will pres.ent a critical analysis of Cullmalm's exegetical 

~ethod as he applies it to one book of scripture.. Cullmann's treatise 

on the Fourth Gospel., €Inti tled ~e Gos-Rel According to .st. John and. Early 

C' . t . 'l! hi 17 . d 1 f 11' .I.h 1 • '1 '..:l nr:l.S:Lan VyOrS II· loS a goo eXal:r;p eo :LS!" eo og:Lca,1. exegesJ..s allv. can 

be compared 'lid th commentaries which exemplify the descriptive and i.n.ducti va 

approach to exegesis. Both the cbapter on terminology in Christ and. Time 

and 'che treatise on the Fourth Gospel ru. ... e of considerable imFortanc,~ to 

CUllmann for the establishing of his conclusions concerning time and 

history in the New 'Festament. 

2. J.Al\TJ£B Blum'S EXmE~ICA1 METHOD 

In The Semantics of Bilillical Lgmguage
18 James Barr criticizes 

biblical theologians for their fa.ilure to relate their treatment of. 

biblical teJ;'ltlinology to the findi.ngs of general linguist-icsa He suggests 

that the scriptures be approached with a kno\vledge of what modern linguists 

say ::.tbout the biblical laTlguage eLnd that this approach be compared to 

modern theological assessments of the biblical language.19 Barr approaches 

16Barr , J'ames t Biblical Wc)rds for Time, London: S .. C.~~. 1962~, 
pp. 174, (BVIIT). 

17-
Cullmann, 0 .. , Early Christian Worship,. London: s.C .• rll .. 19~;3t p .. 126. 

18 Barr, James., The SeInantics of Bihlical Language" Oxford., 1961 .. 

19Semantics, p. 296 .. , flIt is probable that a greater awareness of 
general semantics, of general linguistic methcd in all its aspects, and 
an application of such awareness in biblical interpretation. would have 
valuable and imp or tan t resul ts f~jr theology. n 
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the biblical material from thoa po:int of view of universally accepted. 

linguistic procedure. This is not a theological but rather a descriptive 

treatment of th(:: biblical terminology. 

In the .3emant!ics of Biblical Language Barr IDs.kes a two-fold 

criticism of the llle·~hod of biblical theologians such as Cullmann, while 

allowing that their conclusions might ..::til1 be true. 20 In the firs'~ place, 

he shows that it is careless linguis tic;; procedure to comp."S!.re two languages 

such as Greek and Hebrew without having some norm to which both can be 

referred. "Thus the isolation of Hebrew from general linguistics tends 

to heighten the impression of Hebrew being quite extraordinarily un:ique 

21 in i·t5 str1:.i.cture." Cullmann speaks of I'the radical opposition between 

Greek and Biblical thir;,)!ingn22 and says that "there can be no real Jre

concili.ation whert the fundamental positions are so radically differ~ent • .,23 

Similarly J .. A.T. Robinson says that r'the Greek conception of time a.nd 

24· eternity ~ totally oppnsed to the Biblical understanding. n Both. Cull-

mann and Robinson are c.riticized bj Barr for arriving at their conclusions 

by means of an isolation of Greek and Hebrew Which tends to accentuate the 

differeriCes between them. 25 Barr's first criticism is relevant to those 

20UWhere linguistic evidence has been. used in aid of a theological 
":rgument, and where I believe that evidence to have been misused, I do 
not necessarily believe the conclusion of ttle theological argument to be 
itself wrong in pa.rticular. Quite often I think that theological 8L:rguments 
... hieh I have examined would have been better and more conVincing without 
the linguistic evidence which has been used in their support!! Semantics, p.. 6. 

21 . Semantl.cs, p. 291. 

2CChrist and Time, p. 54. 23:rbid. t p ... .58. 

24Scottish Journ~ of Theo~, Vol .• 3, No.1, 1950, p. 88.. 

25Semantics, p. 27. 
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sections of Christ and Time where Cullmann contrasts the primitive Ghrist-

ian understanding of time with the "'Greek and un .... Biblical concept of 

t " f1 26 :LIDe • 

But Barr's second criticism is even more relevant because it 

strikes at the heart of the method whereby Cullmann arrives at his 

conclusions about the New lJ?estament conception of time. Barr criticizes 

biblical theologians and contrlbutcl"s to all theological worc1 book.!:! for 

drawing their conclusions about the differences between Hebrew and G.reek 

thought from an analysis of ~;. He says that one prima.ry assumption 

of biblical theologians has been that biblical language in its gram-

matical mechanisms or its lexical stock will always reflect or correspond 

to biblical thought •• 27 By showi;n.g how words can have differElnt meanings 

in different contexts and how words can change their meanings over a 

period of time, Barr is led to the major thesis of his book; namely that 

sentences and phrases are the mai.:n conveyors or thought not lexical 

structures. 28 Ban'u s criticisms of Cullmann's exegetical method are 

primarily direct,ed toward.s the close correlation be-tween thought and 

language which is lll~esupposed in Cullmann1 s treatmellt of the New 'I'estament 

material. 

The contrast between the e~xegetica1 methods of CullmruID and Barr 

is best studied within the framework that Barr suggests in ~blical Words 

for Time.. He proposes to COXlCentra"i:;e on one particular procedure which 

26Christ and. Time, p. 26. 

27Semanties, chapter 2 .. 28Ib"'d. 263 ---=- , p. • 
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he find.s very common among biblical theologians. 29 tlThis procedure is 

the building of a structure from 1;he le:llo"l.cal stock of the biblical 

langua.g&s, and the assmnptien that the shape of this structure refl~lcts 

or sets forth the outlines of biblical thinking about a subject. 1I30 

The subject for discussion in this case is "time" 'I and. Barr cites C:ULll-

mann t s chapter. on ,nThe New Testam~!lnt Terminology for Timeff as a par1;icularly 

good. exampie of what he considers to be a faulty exegetical procedUl·e. 

3.. THE CEll/TH.AL1TY OF THE CATEGORY OF TDiE IN 1"'HE NEW TESTAMENT 

Cullmann begins the chap tell:' on terminology in Christ andTimE~ by 

drawing attention to the prominence in the New Testament of temporruL 
e I d 

language. He cites the recurring use IOf the words T)i-v,;·t'.,{. ,wf.;z.. , 
) f 

and ~(WV to illustrate his pointo But even in 

the first paragraph of the chapte:1:" Cullmann goes beyond simply sayillg that 

time is important. 

Cullmann claims that the New Testa.ment is exclusively pl"eoccllpied 

with time and history. He refers to Itthe emphaticWLly temporWL cha.:racter 

of all expressions of faithU , 31 and h.e says that Ilthe New lfe:stament. 

writings for the first time give to all re~elation an essentiWL an~lorage 

in timeH • 32 These statements contain Cullmann's views.of rev"elaticllll and 

29nAl though the detailed stllo1y lies only in one small corner of 
the field of biblical interpretation, the issues ultimately I'aiaed :inolude 
quite basic matters of method in biblica.l interpretation alor.g with the 
integration of' bibB.cal study with dogmatic and philosophical theology_ n 

EWT, p .. 14, infra, pp.I27f, for a further discussion of some of the basic 
~ues to which Barr is referring.· 

30
BWT , p .. 12., 

31Christ and Time, p. 37. 32-rbid., p. 38. 
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history which will be examined in a later section .. 33 But sinoe it :ts 

the temporal character of expressions of fai tb. which provides Cullmann 

with the justificati'on for his complete rejection of Greek thought,. 34 

it is important to examine the evidence that Cullman.n produces in hJLs 

chapter on terminolo!gy. Examina t:Lon reveals t however t the. t even the 

passa.ge which Cullrnann cites in conjunction with his exClusive claim for 

temporality, Hebrews 11:1,35 contains a non-temporal reference. E.G. 

36 c ;" " 
Blackman shows that the word IITro (> T.,:. If is $ t solid reality' has the 

philosophic sense of 'being' or 'in.a:ture' as in Hebrews 1: 3, t~the very 

stamp of his natu.ret~. Bla.ckman slays that "this is somewhat Platoni<::" 

and is a significant addition to .51. definition of faith which does indeed 

include a temporal reference (tfth:ings hoped for") /I It is legiti.Jll.ate, 

therefore, to question Cullmann's phrase Uthe emphatically temporal 

character of all expressions of f.a! tht! eveXl with respect to the example 

which he uses to mru~e his point. 

But theI'e are also other e~ples of expressions of faith in the 

New Testament which do not have a temporal l~eference. For example; in 

the well-known passage of the letter 'Of James (22: 14-22) faith is d1;S-

cr:ibed as mere belief l1lhich :neither affects behaviour or calls forth 

personal trust: acc:ording to verse 19 even demons may be said to have 

faith in this sense. Blackman says that Hthe moralism of James represents 

33lnfra, p.135· 
34Christ and Time, Pp .. 62-65. 

35!'Fai th gives substance to our hopes., and makes us certain IDf 

realities we do not see" ... New El:lfilish Bible. 

36Intel'12reteli·f s Dictionary of the Bible~ Vol. 2, pe 234. 



the continuing influence in the Church of the ethics of Hellenistic 

Judaisml1)7 Cul1mann would no doubt Consider this conception of faith 

as a degradation,. but it is an e:x;arnple of the influence of Greek thought 

within the New Testament.. And it does point to the need for a modification 

of Cullmann' s exclusi va cl.aim. Cullmann t s chapter on terminology alludes 

only once38 to the contrast between Hellenistic thought and the thought 

of the New Testament - a contrast which is very dominal'lt in the retru~inder 

of the book. Analysis reveals that what is said later in the book .:about 

the contrast cannot be based on the examination ·of the terminology in 

chapter one.39 

From the many words for time in the New Testament CuJ.lmarm s:i.ngles 
, , ' 

out Kol..~p".$· and .,( '-IN'll for particular attention because they fTmost 

clearly elucidate the New Testament conception of time".40 

4. CULLMANN.AND BAI·{R ON KAIROS 
I 

Cullmann says that tithe characteristic thing about kJ.lfl;;.:i iis that 

it has to dOl with a definite point of time 1l'Jhieh has a fixed oontentn •
41 

Cul1mann produces cOlnsiderable evidence from the New Testament to demonstrate 

371 bid " ., p. 234. 

38~st and Time, p. 37. 

39paul Mine~, reviewing Christ and Time in the Journal of Biblical 
Literature, Vol. 70 t 1951, p .. 53. says that "there is much evidence that 
the antithesis between Christian and Hellenistic conceptions was not 
so complete as the au.thor supposes. I! Minear is no doubt alluding til) 

evidence which Cullmann omits in his chapter on Terminology. 

4.0Christ and Time, p. 40. 

lj.1Christ and Time, p. 39. 



that KuLLf:s means 11eo<act, right, 1critical time" or "opportunity tl.
42 

From the many examples given by Cullmann two are reproduced here to 
( 

demonstrate that in certain contexts KsC'-fcs can be translated as Cullmann 

suggests. 43 In r1atthew 26: 18 JeS1llS sends out his disciples with the 

J 
messaGe: "my KrAtyQ-S is at handH • Not only is Jesus quoted as using 

I 
J<.,I,.L.pc.s- in the sense of • decisive moment', but the early Christians also 

( 

used /-<.."' .... f&.$ to describe their prelSent experience of suffering: in I Peter 
( 

Lt-: 17 it is stated that "the IC~'-fu" has come for the judgement to begin at 
I 

the house of God". In both of th'ese instances Cullmann t s usage of ?col. Lfc.s 

is supported by competent exegetels .. 
44 

However, Barr shows that Cullmann has overlooked a number of 

r 
important New Testament passages where K~(.f/ij:i does not mean a point of 

time defined by its content, but has reference to what can only be an 

extended period. 45 In T!.tphesians ,2: 12 Ic~'f~~ is used to describe the 

entire era when the Gentiles were separated from Christ.
46 

Similarly, 

f 
in Nark 10:30 the word /C..ilI..I'0..) doe,s not refer to an instant or moment when 

42Christ and Time, p. 39-4.3. 
43 r 

The essential facts about the usage of J<~'fIl>S are readily avail-
able in The Theological Word Book of the New Testament. Delling's article 
oi tas many examples where ndecisi ve time'" is the sense intended by the 
usage of • 

44 For Matt .. 26:18 see SherJrnan E. Johnson, The Interpreter's Bible, 
Vol. 7, p. 573t alsOi ·J.C. Fenton, Saint Matthew, Pelican Gospel Commen
taries, London, 1963, p. 414.. Fo,I" I Peter 4: 17 see A.M. Hunter, ~ 
Interpreter's 13ible, Vol. 12, p. 145. 

45BWT, p. 38-39. 
46-

Cf. F.W. Beare, Interpreterts Bible, Vol. 10,. p. 651, "Before 
Christ came there was no comnrunion of man with God except within the 
fold of the nation which he had ma.de peculiarly his own.'" 
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a man is rewarded, but to this agE~ a5 contrasted with the comh1.g period. 47 

Agcdn in Hebrews 9:9 K<A'-':" is used to ctescribe the present era.
48 

Barr 
I 

f'~'C'!'6 that the use of k<A.'fO.s· to mean f1time tt in the sense of a ·'periodtl 

has a lon.g history in classical Greek and. in the Septuagint. 49 The 

imporb.nt consequence for the New TE:;stament exegete of Barr's analysis of 
I 

k~\.PD':; is that it must not be assumed in advance that the word means a 

point of time, but that the meG,rd.nc of the word must be discussed from 

the context in Which it is used. 
)' 

In his Chapter on terminol<:>gy Cullmanll mentions the word X pr", G J, 

twice,50 and in both instances h~e translates this word as fltime", He 

says that the word is not used ablstractly51 but always "in concrete re

ference to the redemptive history", .. 52 But the only example provided is 

6 . l Revela tion '10: 'I>;here it is saiCl that there will be no more X rev os , 

which he transla.tes .as: I1There w:Ul be D.O more delay". 53 1JIlhi1e Cullmann 

47cr• ]';.C. Grant, Interpreterts Bible, Vol. 7, pp. 808. liThe 
contrast between 'now in this time' and 'in the world to coma' is the 
usual eschatological contrast between the two ages". 

48 C:f. A.C. Purdy, Interpreter's Bible, Vol. 2, p. 688. "The 
whole contra'st is between the old and. the new orders". 

49BWT • Pp. 32-38. 
50Christ and Time, Pp. 38 and 49. 
51Cullmann.l s statement that ttrnone of the temporal expressions of 

the New Testament, not even )<r~V( • ..s , has as its object tixne as an ab
stractionn (p.. 9) is an example of the tendency among biblical theologians 
to stress the differences between Hebrew and Greek thought. Since there 
is no word inan;y; language that means "time as an abstractiontt there is 
no point in stressing that Jewish and Christian usage has no such word. 
Cullmann's statement is superfluous and can easily lead the ttnwar'Y reading 
into thinkir.g that there is something unique about biblical language •. 
Cf. Barr. ~, p. 78. 

52Ch . t '!Jl • 49 
4 r:L.S ann l::lrne t p... . •. 
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may be right in hi.s interpretation of thi.s passage,,54 the objectionable 
,f 

feature of his treatment of ><pcvc::-. is that he neV'er mentions that it can 
I 

have the same meaning as tcfALfc.s ill a number of places in the New Testa-

ment.. The omission is serious en()ugh in itself, but it is even more 

critical when it is noted how conjo:lusions are drawn about time in the 
, 

New Testament from a one-sided trjeatment of Kcl.I.{'G> .. 

Cullmann 'builds a good par'!:; of his case for a New Testament COfl.-

f' 

ception of time from an analysis ~D:f J.;:.. ... ~ros.. The :fact that he fails to 

t 
mention the equivalence OfIG.{LP 0 ;> and Xpwr;, . .J in many passages means that 

one very important aspect of what the New Testament says about time is 

overlooked. 
I' 

Barr cites Acts 1:6 las an instance where )<p~'i/:'> could be 

replaced by KcI.'-f~,$ with no apprec:iable Chal'lge of meaning .. 55
I
Xp:vc.:.: in 

this passage means 'at the present jtm.cture', tnow t •
56 Barr also considers 

I I 

the two passages in the New TestaJrnent where KrA.'i'0'> and )<fll<"":'$ occur together 

in a colla·ction (Acts 1:7 and I T:h.ess. 5:1) alld concludes that Uthere is 

no significant difference between. the two words, or at least none that 

can be expressed either by the distinction between' chrollological timet 

54Barr admits that modern in.terpretatiol1l. favours this translation 
(so :e.S.V.), but he poillts out that ~ents for 'delay' have been founded 
mainly upon the verbl ')(r~"N1"~v , which means • to delay·, but this is not 
the same as evidence for Xp.;v~:. itself. HAll the ancient versions trans
lated with words for' 'time' heref although they had 'Words fo!" 'delay'.f' 
(p_ 76) R.N. Preston and A.If. Hanson (The Revelation of Saint John the 
Divine, Torch Bible Commentaries, London: S.C.M., 1949) are typical 
of most modern interpreters. They say that nJ'ohn is not trying to define 
eternity: he simply means 'there'shall be no more delayt ... ~. There is 
no metaphysical significance to JpQ O'.,.s.in verse 6'1. p. 87. 

55BWT, p. 38. 561bio.., p. 38. 
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and I realistic time I ,57 or by that bet1iJeen periods of time and l;loments 

r-8 
of timen,.:J Barr cites the opini,on of Blass (Hone of the ~reateGt New 

tl'estalllent philologistsu )59 that i:tJ. Acts 1:7 the two words are synoll,yms .. 

Tha"l:; Cu1lmanu fails to consider tJb.e equivalence of the two words is 

evident fl~cm his treatment of the two passages in question.. In his 

I 
exposition he simply does not men'cion the )i.p~\lu - which occur along with 

the k,;..t-P::l:.. A mention of the ),,,'/;1>10: would have prevented Cullmann 

from makilag a generalization about Acts 1:6 to the effect that", Hit 

is not all the fragments of ongoi:ng -time that constitute redemptive 

history in the narrower sense, but rather these specific points, these 

k.<At.-pv ~ singled out from time as a. whole"" 60 This sentence provides 

a good example of how Cullmann t s exegesis is adversely affect·ed by a. 

'" theological notion of j(.J.Lpr.l;S (deri'l1'ed from its use in certain contexts) 

indiscriminately applied to situations where this 'Usage was not intended 

by the author .. 

f 
While Barr is willing to grant that k~Lr~S usually means a point 

of time, he is not willing to say that whenever this word occurs it must 

57.11:1is first distinction refers to that of John l"1ars1:1 in The 
Furness of Time, London: Nisbet., 1952, p. 19f. The Second dis~tion 
refers to Cullmannts use of icoL.~~,) to refer only to moments of time. 

58BWT , p. 39. 
59BWT , POI 4Q. 
60~ist and Time, p ... 40 .• 
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61 have the meaning that Cullmann attaches ·to i.t. t~We must say that the 

( 

New S::estament loC.u-f;')$ repr(~sents more than one concept, and at a minirilUlll 

two, namely that of 'right time' and that of ttime' in general - the 

latter a concept commonly indicated also by ·x.P~"G;> ~!. 62 It is not leg .... 
,I 

itimate says Barr to subsume these two meanings under a single' koof<.....pe..s: 

r 
concept v .63 The rema.inder of Barr'13 treatment of koL."'fc.> is concerned 

to show how Cullma.."'lJ.'1 f s exegesis has been ad,rersely affected by ffpressing 

the sense of 'critical moment· or 'decisive moment· upon examples of 
I 

V.:....l.~> in cases where this sense is uncertain, or even improbable or 

impossible. 1,64 

Very frequently in his chapter on terminology Cullmann leaves the 
I 

word /c"''fs.s untranslated, and this adJ-s to the difficulty of knowing 
I 

1.1i7hethel' he is pressing into the mould of the' ~(. . .pcs; concept' examples 
/ 

of Y-..Li.f1l> where the sense of 'd'ecisiiTe moment· is unlikely or disputed. 
r 

Thus in Cullma.nn' s exposition Act,s "1: 7 appears as I1the K..lE.-p6':' which the 

Father has fixed. in his ol'tlnipoten1ce1
' .65 By leaVing the word in Greek 

Cullmann avoids the difficult aI"@ti1ments which would he nec.essary to 

61 ,r, f 
Cullma,nn says that ~~Y''.l,$' (like "(U •• ."I ) lfcan 'be used in the New 

Testament without special theological reference'~t and. he gives Acts 2LI-:25 
as his sale example of a seculaI' u.sage (p. 39). But examination reveals 
that Cullmann intends a' theological content' for k.tA.'-(:": in all the other 
New Testament passages which he q11lotes in the chapter on te.rminology. 

62--.BWT, p. 62. 
63-;;ist and Time, p. 40. Gullmann speaks of Hthis central New 

Testament concept of the ~.4'f6$ 'It.. In view of the various meanings of 
f:C.A .... (I~~ in the New Testamentt Barr says that Hthe phrase • the k:.aC.'-f~ ~ 
concept' has no intelligible meaningn. !!!, p .• 53. 

64BWT , p. 54. 

6~ist and Time~ p. 40. 
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establish the meaning OfD decisivis moment' in this context. Barr has 

Shown66. that s~me scholarsconsid,er the presence ·of the word 'Xp~VC) in 

I' 
this verse as exegetical grounds for regarding the words "-0{. '1)~S and 

as equivalent expressicm.s IQr a period of time. It can also 
,I 

be shown. that Cullmann imposes hilS • 'i.c:<II.LfC,': concept' upon I Tim. 6:15 
; I 

where the l<..l'--f~ 7.5 I.. f«( .... > 
I' 

is "tr,a!lslatedlt as nat appropriate k....{'-(Ji:lc... 
tI 67 

J I 

Cullmann says that I.S,-CS 

is 
I 

tapprop,riate t" alread.y inherent in ~."f>';'~ as 

.. 

tldeeisive moment".68 But Barr argues that the reverse is true. He says 
;;. ; 

that it is the use of (S<..o.s which makes it legitimate and reasonable 

to translate as udecisive moment ll in this context.69 Cullmann approaches 

the exegesis of these passages with a theological presupposition concerning 
,f 

the meaning of K~lrCS ,whereas Barr attempts to determine the meaning 

of the word from the! context in which it is used. 
I 

Cullmann' s r ~.A.'fif,;,)' concept It proves to be the theological basis 

for his linear view of time and for the redemptive history which for him 

is the specifically Christian element of the New Testament. Cullmann 

says that it is the relationship between the Ic:~,,-:r"'''- which provides the 

basis for linear time and redemptive history.. In the chapter' on terminology 

Cull mann speaks of Christ as standing uin the midst of the divine plan of 

66 Supra, p. 67. 
67 Christ and Time, p. 40. 
G8tlBy the adc1i tion of the objective 

emphasi.zed that the sovereign power of God 
context of his entire plan of salvation". 

69BulT 42 ..!.-' p. ., 

') I 

tSl..oJ 'appropriate~l, it is 
fixes these l4{'-f~~ in the 
Christ and Time, p. 40. 
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salvation, whose J<:.J.'-PIiJi: are defi:nitely fixed by GodH •
70 Similarly he 

says that "in the past, the present and the future there are special 

divine ~~"f"'~ by the joining of which the redemptive line ar'ises l1
•
71 

The misleading effect of transliteration is seen in both of these sentences 

from Cullmann in that other possible meanings of te-J. 'fr;,..> are overlooked. 
t 

But even ifCullmann' s impli.ed usage of K,IIl t:.f~.:> is allowed to, stand.; 

another important qlJlestion is whether there is any New Testament evidence 
I 

to support the '1spesial divine '''''~<-;f ~'- by the joining of which the 

redemptive line arisesu •
72 

Barr says that Cu.llmann t s picture of a history compos€id of a 

I 
series of j.<.J.Lfti<. "fis produced by stringing together a numbex' of different 

I 

passages, each of whi,ch contains the word k,1.-"ft;;. with some reference to 

a theologically iml')ortant event.,,·?3 Barr suggests in this statement that 
l 

any lillking up of the Ie <A 'f~'" is the produot of a theological exegesis, 

and cannot be legitimately extraoted from New tfestament lingtListic usage. 

He says that !'there are no conte:x:ts in biblical Greek in whioh 'a series 

of k g(,Lft ~ t appears in usage. ,,7
q
· Cullmann, on the other hand, cites 

of the Pastoral Epistles, especially a.s it occurs 
I' 

in I Tim. 2:6; as showing "the IHH;essity of connecting the k.t'-f~'-- with 
i 

one another. ,,75 Cullmann a.rgues that in some instances the word f.e~ '-f~s 

refers to a future event (the example he gives is I. 'l'im. 6:15) and in 

other instances the word refers t;o a past event (Titus 1:3) but that in 

70Christ and Time, p. 42. 
73BWT, p. 61,. 

75Christ and Time, p~ 43. 
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I 'Tim. 2:6 both of these usages ol:>nverge, and. this demonstrates the 

necessity of the joining of the r<-"! .... f>l~ • But there are two basic 

criticisms of Cullmar..n's exegesis of I Tim. 2:6. The first is that Cull

mann's interpretation of KtA '-('Ii: :in the futurist sense of "still to comeH 76 

has, says Barr, 'tvery little supp10rt in its favour, and is implicitly 

oontradicted 'by many works of ref,erenoeu • 77 I.n the second place, both 

Barr and Bultman:n qu.estion Cullmann's exegesis of k."'l..rlJ~ as representing 

a plurality of divinely planned m,oments. 
/ 

Bul tmann suggests tb.a t k'< "'"fc "-

is not a genuine plural and therefore cannot designate "stages ill the 

history of salvation_tl ,,78 And Barr, by showing that the plural ( K"(<..p":' ) 

in the general sense of 'time' and. with no element of either decisiveness 

or of plurality of meaning was well established in Hellenistic usage and 

in the Septuag1nt,79 raises a serious criticism of Cullmann·s interpreta

tion.80 Cullmarm does not produce any linguistic evidence, other than 

of the Pastoral Epistles to prove the necessity 

I I 
of joining the ",-.c.'f'''''' • The line which joins the K'£~""" is essential 

to Cullmann' s view of time and histc1ry, 'but an examination of I Tim. 2:6 

76Christ and Time, p. 41. 
77BWT , p. 62. Barr has ovel"stated his case with these words. He 

cites only Bultmann and Bauer to support his case, and there are scholars 
such as F.D. Gealy (!nterp!'eter's Bible, Vol. II. p .. 401) who, agree with 
Oullmann. Barr has pointed to' the lack of unanimity concerning a futurist 
interpretation, and this at least weakens CUllmannls argument. 

?8R• Bultmann, Existence and Faith, p. 234. 

79BWT , Pp .• 32-38. 

BOThe translation of in the general sense of 'time' is 
supported by the Authorized Version of the Bible. and also th.e Revised 
Version and the Revised Standard Version. 
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has shown that the passage, whenexegeted in its C011text and utilizing 

universally recognized linguistic methods, will not support the inter-

pretation which Cullmann gives it. 

5. CULI¥1ANN A;t'>l"D BARR ON AlON 
f 

The section on ~.zLfli):' has d.emonstrated some of the dangers in 

Cullmal1n's attempt to derive a biblical conception of time and. history 

from an analysis of the words used for time. It was shown how Cullrnann 
I 

overlooked one of the usages ·of /lc:oI.l-,pc.s and. constructed a biblical view 

of time and history from the theological content which he found in cer-
") l 

tain contexts. Cullma."lll t s discussion of .( I wV' eshibi ts the same tendency 

to draw theological conclusions from an analysis of the word. But since 

the theological conc:lusions which Gullmann draws out from his analysis of 
,,, 

,J.lW!I are not as immediately relevant to the foundation of his theological 

exegesiS,81 and since many of the faulty exegetical procedures have already 
:> ( 

been e~posed. the treatment of cit'''''' in. this section can be reduced to a 

summary of Cul1.mann' s main points loaralleled by Barr's critical comments. 
( '} l 

According to Cullmann the distinction bet1JlJe~:n·kiA LfO:;~ and c(t wV 

brings out the essence of the New Testament understanding of time. liThe 

two ideas that most clearly elucidate the New 'Testament conception of time 
( , 1 82 

are those usually expressed by k'(Lf~J> (a point of time) and oil..," (age) IT • 

81Cullmann's views on eschatology in the New Testament;, redemptive 
history, and the relation of redemptive history to general history are 
all based to a considerable extent 011 his un.derstanding of IC.A Lf r;;.;,. • In 
other ltiords Cullmann' oS theological pr.asupposi tions are particularly ; 
eVident in his use of this word.. Cullmannconcerns himself with .(;wv 
only because h.e thinks it is helpful in. determining the relation between. 
time and eternity in the New Testament. 

82christ and Time, p. 39. 
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The previous analysis M.S shown that tc od 'f~> can also mean an age or a 

period, end Barr.lit.;;ted Eph. 2:12., Hebrews 9=9 and ~4ark 10:30 as 

"In these passages very Ii tt1e ap]~reciable difference would be made b 

,I I 8j~ 
substituting .l (101'1 for K.J.~rQ> ". Thus when. all of the New 

usage is considered it is an cver!::iroplifica tion to eta te the distinct 'on 
, 1 

between 1C..tl-r..... and uI.\ wv as that bet1!1een ·moment' on the one hand, a d 

'aGe' or tperiod· on the other. JSarr's point is that, if the twa war' 

can have identical mea:nings in certain contexts. it is not legj.tmate 

draw out theological conclusio:ns about time in the New Testament fro 

a distinction which is by no means absolute. Barr is willing to concede 
, I 

to Cullm8l .. r.m that nit is at least ·tru.e that d.tWII never means a point of 
I 

time, even if it is 110t true that !1c:.n-, .. :. never means a period or extent 

of ti:ne. n85 But this concession (loes not provide any foundation for the 
,. ? ; 

fundamenta.l opposition between /(:..~'1':;;> and <ii.wW' which is the backbon· of 

.I ' 
Cullmann I s lexical s true ture. e.( ( t.u if (which always relsr,s to 

or period of time) cannot in any is.bsolute 'Nay be distinguished from 
, ,. 

ei ther k.:<>l~I\i.) or X P'" .'''.$ since both of these latter words can also 

to an extended period of time. Thus Barr shows that it is not legit 

to draw theological conclusions i.rom a distinction between 
.) i 

~tlJY an any 

. 86 
other word for time .. 

But Cullmann also draws theological cQnclusions from the vari 
, 1 

linguistic usages of' olj'-\lV itself, and again the main thrust of Barr's 

criticism is directed against the method whereby Cullmann ar.r'ives at these 

p.. 48. 
p. 47. 

84 Ibid., 
86-
~., 

p.. 42. 
p .. 78. 
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conclu.si~,)llS. The most important of Cullr.'la1'1l1 I s conclusions for his thesis 

in Christ and Time i.s that neterni ty., which is possible only as an at-

tribute of God, is time; or, to :put it better, what we call 'timet is noth ... 

ing but a part, defined and delimited by God, of the same unending duration 

of God'.s time'!. 8'7 In support of -t;his conclusion Cullmann brings forward 

" I three arguments all based on the linguistio usage of ri:iWV in the New 

Testament. In the first place, Cullrna11Il says that with the exception of 

a small number of cases (B:ebrews '1:2 is given as an exam.ple) where the 

term take~? on "a spatial meaning and so comes to mean 'world·, II the 
7, 

sense of dtwv 
;0 ... 

and of !(~.wv(::S 'i t 1 88 "11 th t :l.S a .... waysempora. vu maall says a 

because "the use of the plural 'ages 1 is particularly preferred when 

eternity is mentione'd l ,89 this proves that the continuation and not the 

cessation of ~e is intended. ClIlllmann's third argument consists of a 
:; / 

demonstI'ation th.at the same word eitwv in the New Testament designates 

"both an exactly defined and incalculable duration, 'Jlhic~~ 'N8 then translate 

90 ., f 
by the word 'eternity·.n In this double sense of i£(.w'l Cullmann finds 

a clue to the'rela:tion between time and eternity in the New l'estrunent. 

Barr criticizes all three of Cul1mann t s arguments. 

Cullmaml does JJ.ot regard h:ls first a:r:-gument, that the sense of 
, ' 

~twlI is almost always temporal, as proving anything about the relation 

of time and eternity. The argumeiO,"t; is regarded as a preparatory ilia t tel': 

it leads into the others. But the fact that Cullmarm admits exceptions 

to his generaliza,tion points to the necessity of establishing the meaning 
) ; 

of .bwv in every ccntext in which it is used. An examination of Cullmann's 

87 Christ and Time, 62 .. 88 . 45. p. IbJ..d. , p .. 

89Christ and ~ime, p. 46. --,-
90Ibid", p. 45. 
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;) t 
treatment of ""w>/ reveals that: the procedure recommended by Be.rr r.tas not 

91 
been. followed. 

Barr eha.llenges Cullrr.ann' s second arglu'l1en t that the use of the 

plural for 'eternity· proves that the word d.oes net signify cessatio!l of 

time or timelessness. "Such an argument! I ~ says BCi.r!', His a purely 

theoretical one, and. takes no account of the circumstances in wr..ich plural 

forms may in fact be 'Used in langua.ge 11.92 Berr gives ey-am:J;:les from var-

io11.s lru1.guager:;, inclu.ding Hebrew, wh.ere a plural form does not mean a 

:plurali ty and va:dety of the obje~:::t.s designated by the singular. There 

is therefore riO basis for Cullmamlts 8.rgument that the l..1.Se of the plural 

t1emOl'lStrates tha.t eter:dty is endless time.. Barr not only questions the 

logic .of Cullmannts argtunent, but als.o s.on1e of the facts which a:::;'e produced 

~'"' to substantiate the caE'e.. Cullma.nn sayr, that tl1.e plural "-lw;JfS is part-

icularly I,referred when eternity is being s);'okel'l of, but Berr shows, by 

a detailed analysis of the word, that Cullmanl'l's staterlent is inaccurate .. 93 

Cullmann's third. and 1;,C:,;t important argument 94 is that the use .of 

both for an tage' .or limitl;;d c.urati{ln of til:.e a11d for unlimited 

duration or 'eternity' proves that 'eternity' in the New Testament is 

not fu.ndamentally different from time but :i.s simply unlimited time. In 

his Semantics of Biblical _Lane;uag~~, Barr pcinted cut that if a word has 

91
0n pages 68 and 69 ·.of EVItT Ba:!'r examines Cullmann' s examples of 

~J --
the various usages of d,(W'I, and concludes that "it is only in other 
synactic contexts, and not ill the -ones quoted, that «~~" means a 
particular limited duration.Ut p. 69" 

92p",f1'l 64 93r·b'-1d ") 6· 6 ,i:JVi.;.., p. • ' w....,.t"'- "~'a 

94
The third argument is th~1} only one which CullIllann mentions in 

support of his thesis in other parts of his book. Eg. Christ and Timet 
p. 62. 
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two senses, as does GttWV ill the Hew Testament., this Ca..rl.l:i.ot he used to 

demonstrate that the objects meant by the word in these two senses are 

essentially akin. 95 And in Biblical "\Jor'ds for Time Barr points out that 
') ( 

Plato used ..t ('JIJV not. only for a. t:imeless eternity but also for a limited 

temporal period. 96 , l' 

But Plato car0fully stated what he meant by oilW'f 

he u.sed it, 97 elld did not infer a l~ela tionsn;ip between the different 

98 
1 objects' signified by his variou;s uses of the word.·· Cullmann sums 

up with the statement that lIabove the distillctiun between 'time' and 
? f 

, eter:i.i ty' stauds the one" time cOllcept of the age ( «1\4J<i ) which 

includes both".99 And Barr says that this statement is not only lla 

case of the faulty use of 'concept' already cri"cici.zedlT , but .also nan 

when 

:1/ 

ignorir,g of the variety of different syn.tactical contexts in which g{IW'" 

:I, 

and citl<lVUj~ arc used, •••• The argmllent ignores also the basic fact "t.hat 

~I 

the cases involving l:('!wv i11 sellses like 1 the present age t can be easily 

distinguished from, and are in no way dependent upon, its se:nse as 'perpetui ty' .1()() 

95C£. also ~, 1'. 147 where Barr shows that the word <l~vu~ is 
used of both the Jernsalem temple gates in Psalm 23:7 and of the Christian 
God in Romans 16:26. 

96B""T 7" -!!.-' p. .::. .. 

97"Plato himself explicitly says that temporal movemen.t is absent 
.~ , 

from that wh.ich he called g('fW\I iIi' the Timaeusfl
• ~,p .. 72. 

98Barri s demonstration that the facts to which CUllm:::mn appeals in 
New Testament Greek Hareequa,lly, or much more, present in classical Greek 
and in Flato in pal'ticv.lar" (~, p. 72) is a particularly biting criticism 
of Cullmann. Cullmann states thai; his purpose is to show how his con
clusions I!differ from the Greek conception, present above all in Platonism, 
of the way in which time and eterxdty are related." Christ and Time, p. 61. 

99Chris-l;. and Time, p_ 62. 
lOOBWT 1">. 78. __ , J!' 
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Barr not only criticizeD the evid.~nce that Cullmann produces in the 

three arguments fer tho conclusion tha:~ eternity is endless time; but Barr 

sees further and conziders whether there io3 any other linguistic evidence 

te support this conclusicn. Thd essence of his argcunent is that even an 

ac.~quate tr0atment~ 0:' tho ling'Uiztic evidence co'i;.i.'l.not prcduce the C011-

cl ... s:Lon that tilTIe and eternity uris not oppozed. '.rns end result cf Barr's 
, I 

eXaGli,n.::.tion of ,l(WI! is not the cQnclusion that time a..'ld eterl1ity are 

unrelated. His paillt is precisely that no definitivo conclusions can 

be re<3.ched by an exanlination of the lingui.ntic evidence. lIe leaves open 

101 
the possibility that Cullmar..n may be porfectly cOl~rect; but he is 

cri tical of Cullma:nll ;;J,nd any othG:rs who reach cOllclu~:;ions about time wid 

eternity by the method of' terminological and lexical study. 

Barr cOllsiders Cullrnarm IS I:::ha:pter or. tert.li:uolo6Y 0.';:; q.ui t.;-: crucicl 

"establishing <:;'03 it does the two g:rea:t; assertiorls, tha'c. ti4;e is Ol Ihi.e and 

~" t . t ,. f.f.· ~ t' t i"'" '1:;" 1 tt . 1" ,," 102 ·vna· ~ d.l, .... ers :.:rom e "ernl. y on .... y l.n"Jla-.:; J:1G a e1" l.S Un.Ll.llil:t;CCi.' '!' 

T'.clere are many indications that C,,Ulmrum hiL1Gelf gives considerable weight 

to the chapter. He says that Hit will be sho\1,T.. i.u this and the following 

chapters that the New rrestament writings for the first time give to all 

revelation G'Jl essential anchorage in time ..... Irl. this respect the term ... 

inology of the New Testament is characteristic". 103 In stating that 

101Most scholars would agr~~e, however, with Paul s. M~ar. writing 
in the Journal of Biblical 1iterai~ure, Vol. 70, 1951, p. 52, that Hit 
simplifies things unduly to call <ill Greek ideas of eternity f timeless' • 
and to reduce all B:Lblical ideas to that of «endless time 10 n 

80. '103Ch • t 'd If;' 38 r~s an L~met p. • 
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fttheological understan.ding necesr;arily encoux:,ters limits iT"!. the 2epar8.te 

treatment of a single \Vord i '. 104 C:ullmann appears to be aware of the major 

point t,hat Barr made in !he Semantics of Biblical Language. Examples 

have been given in this chapte.r tl:) show that Cullmann does not heed the 

limits which B.re encountered in the separate treatment of words. One 

statement of Cullmann is a particularly good example of his method of 

basing his conclusions about time and history on the lingu:l stic usage 
, I 

of the :New Testament. Speaking o:f the wordDII.lw't/" , Cullmann says that the 

Jlambi;"~uou!:" usage of the same word •••• will help us •••• to determine ac-

105 curately the relation between t:i.rlH~ and eternity in the New T2starnenttl. 

Barr's judgement that the chaptcron terminology is crucial is supported 

by statements of C1.111mann himself. Cullmann begins a summary paragraph 

at the end of his chapter with these words: tithe terminology of the New 

Testament te~.ches us that •••• tt
10l5 And. he begins the next chapter with 

the words: !tOur study of terminology has shown that •••• ,,107 

In view of these statementis it is difficult to understand how 

Cullmarm can vlri te in his preface to the third edition that any!' exclusi 1.re 

preoccupation with those first chapters about linear time and eternity 

a.ttributes to them much greater significance than I am prepared to give 

them. They merely serve a prepD-riatory purpose and I have not shortened 

them -for this new edition beoause that would he.ve iV.f1uenced their clarity 

108 e.dvers'ely". Similarly in 8.n addendum Cullmann writes: '~co1'l.cernin.g 

'linear time' as a background, I believe that it can be derivfi3d from the 

New Testament conception o·f escna'tology quite independently from the 

104Christ ana! Ifime, p. 38. 
107Ibid., p. 49. 

10.5Ib "d 1 •. .5 106I·~,J.·~ •• p. 48. ~ .... , p. .... W \ol. • 

108Ibid., p. xxv. 
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lexicographical method which Bp.<.Tl:" rejects" •109 Cv.llme.rm (~.oes not ste.te 

how t linear tillle t C8::o. be derived from the N,.".~l.' Testament conception. of 

eschatology. The reader can o:r.ly 'S".l?ec-ulate that Cullman:r; is referring to 

his theological exegesis. It mnst be {~ranted t}1at if an inter:preter were 

permi tted to br:t:!.lG theological p:r<c:supposi tions to the exegesis then it 

would be possible to speak of 'tli:near tim.e as a backgroll.i'1dH • Cul1mal"n t S 

position is ambiguous becau,sa on the Q11e hand he considers the chapters 

on termin.ology as j.mportant (he eliDes not leave them out of the third 

ea.i tion) but not crucial (the sam,S' conclusions ca.n be reachE·d by some 

other method, presumably a theological exezesis). This provides a good 

e:.:-ample of how Cullmmn ;:.tternpts to conbine 13:. theologic81 execesis with 

fl histcrice.l-cri tical arproach. 11'111en the historical-critical methctl is 

pressed by a. scholar fSuch t.S Barr, Cullmaml ta1~I?S refuge from the critical 

enquiry by resorting to his theological e:;wger-;is. CullmF.'l1D. cowen closer 

to a def;cripti ve exeGesis in his chapter on term:i_nolocy tb'.n c:.nywhe:;c6 

else in his belok. But tbel~e are isigne; that his tbeclogicc-,l pr(~sUPIOsi tions 

hC'.ve affected even his treRtment of tt.e terminoloc:-. B(;.rr's cri ticir=or:s 

hGC.ve shown that to the extent that Cullmar:n' s conclusions concernil'!6 time 

ci.!l.d history are based on the tree.tment of terminology they are likely to 

be ina.ccurate because of faulty exegetical procedures. The effect of 

Barr's criticisms is to eliminate an.y historical-critical basis for 

Ctulmann's conclusions, and thus to relegate them to the category of 

theological presuppositions. 

Cullmann's theological pre,suppositiofLs do not have a foundation in 

109Christ and Time, p. xxxi. 



eX';:i;:0si!.; which seeks to "Lu:derst~md t1:e m£;teriG:l i:{~ it:-, cont(~xt and ac-

COl~di:.'1S to the int'::;11.t:'on of the author. There is no historical-cr:Ltical 

founda tion for Cull.aanIJ. f s lL'lear view of time t ~his conception of the 

tem};orariness of eschatology, his view of redemptive history and its 

rela tion to i general' history, cmd h::.s view of eternity as endless time. 

136T.i.~' s cri ticis:us ha vo clem(.>rls tra tell th;.: t C1)~lmann' s views carma t. be 

based on the termirJ.Olo[;ical cxam1.l1u ti;)11 bec13.use Cu2_1m~ .. lln has resorted to 

fault.,' lillguistic methodology and ami tted New Testament evidence which 

vwuld h,;cve contra':ncted b.is resu.1 t6. Decause Cu.llma:nn' s v:i.~WJS concer;ling 

t:Luc and hist0ry carmot oe 6'1J.oste:ntiated b~7 t?, de;:;criptive exegc::sifl the 

intel.~p].'Gtor must s(~ek elsG1Ivhere than the NevJ Testament to find t~le orisin 

of Cullmann fa ljreSupposi·tions is undertaken, a comparative examination of 

some of C:~).ll'lannts work on the Fourth Gospel will be useful t.o demonstrate 

the extent to \lJhi6h Cu11ri'k'1.nn' s presuppositions concern:L<; t' ,:18 ::l.nd 

history axe imI)OGed ullon an individual docurne:nt of the New Test':"1.r:1ent. 



IV 

THE FOURTH OOSPEL AND REDEMPTIVE RISTORY 

In the preface to the third. edition of Christ and Time Cullmann 

says that he has been (:riticized f.or detecting "signs of redempt;ive 

history in the message of Jesus, Pal1l and even Johnu •
1 Gullmam:l. alludes 

to a forthcoming book in which he will attempt to demonstrate that it is 

"particularly in Johnlt" not "even in J'ohnu that redemptive history can 

be seen. The book to which he refers is Les Sacrements Dans LtEvangile 

JohanniquesH ,2 which, translated into English, forms the second part 

of' Early Christian Worship_ The purpose of this chapter is to c:ompare 

Cullmannts exegesis of the FGurth Gospel with a descriptive exegesis in 

order to assess the legitimacy of his claim that salvation-histclry 

!"belongs to the programme Gf the GGspel n. 3 The comparison v/ill demon-

strate the extent to which Cullmann has approached the Fourth Gospel with 

theological presuppositions which cannot be supported by the evidence 

of the document itself •. 

The specific way in which Cullmann chooses to substantiate his 

thesis is to show the Elonnection in the Gospel between the contE~mporary 

1Ch 't A rtf, ••• . rJ.s aE.>;;A;" J.me t p. XX:i.J.J.. 

~aris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1951, Pp. 92.. 

~EarlY Christ~.an iNorshi!, :p. 50, (~). 

81 



Christian worship and the historical life of Jesus. The Evangelist he 

says, tltraces the line from the Christ of history to Chri.st the Lord 

of the community in which the Word continually becomes flesh. fll4 Cullmann 

has elsewhere' stated that baptism and the eucharist were the only sig-

nificant gatherings for worship in -the early church. The Foru:'th Gospel, 

says Cullmann, ntreats these two sacraments as expressions ·of the whole 

worship li-fe of the early community and correspondingly sets forth the 

relation between the Lord of the community present especially in these 

two sacramerlts and the life of Jestls !l.6 In other words the church's 

acts of worship provide the setti:ng in which events of the past become 

the media of God's saving action in the present. Cullmann exa~ines 

selected passages from the Gospel in order to show "how the e'llrangelist 

endeavours to discover in the once-for-all thoroughly real, historical 

events of the life of Christ the further implications for the histoI'"j' of 

salvation already com:tained therein as signsf and to awaken ill his 

readers an understanding of this c:omprehensive perspective for past, 

'1 
present and future"," I 

Cullmannts exposition of the Fourth Gospel is, by his own 

#ECW, p .. 381. 

5ECW , p. 3"\;. ttln the eax'1:! <;:hurch there are only these two ee1e
bra tions orservices - the common meal, wi thin the framework of which the 
proclamation of the Word always hcHl a place, and Baptism'l .. Cullmann's 
claim that the nbasis and goaln of every primitive Christian gathering was 
the Lord's Supper (apart from Bapi:;ism) rests on slender evidel1ce.. He 
quotes the two famous references in Acts to the breaking of Bread (2:42 
and 20:7) and concludes: !"we have~ found a convinCing argument for the 
view that as a rule 'chere was no gathering of the community w:Lthout the 
breaking of breadt' (p. 29) ..Most New Testament scholars are !2! convinced. 
Cf. C.l.D. Moule, Worship in the :New Testament, London: Lutterworth, 
1961, FlO 61ff. 

GECW , p. 58,. 7Ibid", p. 5610 



admission, selecti ye .. 
8 

He malt.es no attempt to link. the story of the 

Noblema..l1' s Son (4: 46,·54) or the Raising of Lazarus (11: 1_L}4) ()r the 

Anointing at Bethany (12:1-8) with either bap'l:iam or the eucharist. 

Cullmann says that in the Gospel of John there a.re "other coni~acts of 

the life of Jesu.s wi'th the history of salvationtl 
.. 
9 He suggesi~s the 

connections of the life of Jesus 111 th the Old Testament and WJLth the 

heresies current in the evangelist; f s time as othei' eJcamples. But the 

connection which he chooseS to den:lonstrate in order to substantiate his 

case for salvation-history pertains to worshi:p. Since Cullmann does not 

elaborate on any of the !tother CO:tlltacts't his case for redemptive b,istory 

in John depends entirely on the re!su.l ts of his enquiry into early Chris-

tian worship_ 

Cullmann presents evidence~f based on "the results of exegesis'" 10 

to show that there 13.1'e allusions t.o baptism and the eucharist in certain 

of the events of Jes~s' life which John records. Cullmann finds allusions 

to baptism in (1) the Baptism of Jesus, (2) the Conversation with Nicodemus, 

(3) the Conversation with the Sama.ritan Woman, (4) the Healing at Bethesda,. 

and. (5) the Healing at the Pool of' Siloanlo He finds the eucharist to be 

set forth especially in (6) the };ia.rria.ge at Cana t (7) the Feeciing of the 

Multitude, and (8) the Discourseo,f the True Vine. Jile finds both sac-

raments combined in (9) the Footw8I.shing at the Last Supper and (10) the 

is.sue of Water and Blood at the crucifixion. In -t;his treatment the Purpose 

of the Evangelist (111) will 'be discussed following the exeges.::i.s of the 

8For fur·ther comments on Cu11mann's selective a.pproach, infra, p. 12 3. 

9ECW , p. 57. 
10ECW , p. 58. 
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individual passages. 

1. JOHN 'rF...E J3i\.P'l'IST AND THE EAPTIm4 OF J:3SUS, 1: 6-8, 19-:54 

Cu11manrl says that'!:from Joh..'!'J." s ba:ptiz~ng and from Christ being 

baptized a line should be drawn tel the Baptism which Christ brought and 

h . 1-. • • • d' t1 1 Oh' t . . t " 11 w l.Ou l.s praC1;l.Se J..:n .'1e ear y ,rl.S l.an communl. y '. Cullmann admits 

that Hif we had nothing besides these Baptism passages, their connection 

12 with Christian Baptism might appear problematic". The refeJ~erLces to 

baptism in other :par'~s of the Gosl'JIel provide Cullmann with thejustific-

ai:;ion for finding hidden allusions to baptism in this passage as well. 

Cu11marm says that in verse,s 19 to 28 the evaugelist is concerned. 

to demonstrate the s'llperiori ty of Christian baptism over John" s Ba.l"~ism. 

This is considered to be indicated. by the setting of the witness of John 

to Jesus in which the priests and 1e,,-ites come to question thE~ Baptism 

(1: 19). Cullmann says that !lin the composition 'of the delegai;ion, the 

context of public worship of the passage is inwediately ender.Lt. The 

delegation is oomposed of men who specialize in questions of liturgical 

propriety n.
13 G.R. Beasley-Hurray says the,t this inference is "highly 

improbable. It is nevertheless typical of the manner in which Cu11mann 

finds connections between the Gospel history and the Christian sacra-

ments; with such a method the links can most certainl;y be found, and 

12Ibido, p.; 60 • . - 13Ibid." t p. 60. -
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• 

In answer to the question e.f the priests and levi tes J OM declares 

in verse 22 that he is not the Ch.rist. !fIt :5_s already a question of 

baptism", says Cullrm .. 'IDn, Iland more; specifically it is a question of a. 

rejection of a contilmance of the ooJ,til"rrt ofSohn after Christ has intro

d.uced Baptism by the spirit. n 15 The slJecu1a t1 ve character of Cullmann' s 

statement becomes evident when it is noted th.:"1.t no hint has yeo!; been given 

in the text to suggest even that the rninistry of John was cme of b::tptism. 

Only at verse 2.5 is John asked why he is bt;;>_ptizing. Previous to v'.;rse 

25 l1it is a question of the status al'ld mission of John as compared with 

that of Jesus the Hessiah, not of the 'baptism administered by the one 

and that. adl'llinistered in the name of the otherH. 16 And even after the 

question to John and his reply "in iT'3rSe 26, III Baptize wi·th water~ but 

among you stands one whom you do not knowl1
, there is no refer~ence to 

Christian baptism. 'rhe implice.tion of John's reply is not that the 

significance of all baptism is in Jesus, as Cullmar~l maintains,17 but 

14G•R" Beasley-Murray, Ba;p1~ism in the New Testal'Llent, Liondon: Mac
Millan, 1962, p. 217, The assess~aent of Beasley ... }llurray is supported by 
the suggestion of C~K. Barrett (The Gospel Accordir.g to St ... J~, London: 
S"P.C.K., 1965) that /tin view of "1:24 it seems doubtful wheth.er John 
was intimately acqllainted wit'h th~~ levitical institutions l '. The evange
list could hardly be demonstrating a conscious concern for Christian. 
worship if Tlhe has simply borrowed. a familiar Old Testament phra.se (eg. 
2 Chron. 23: 4) to describe Jewish furH;id:;ionari.es n.. P. 143. 

15 !2!, p. 62. 
16:S,easleY ... Murray t p... 218. 

17ECW , p. 63, Cullmann admjLts that the thought is only 'Iimplicitll 
in verse 26, but he goes on to say that l1already here •••• it is indicated 
that Christian Baptj,sm is wholly hound til.]? with the person of iOhrist." 
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the thought OIl' verse 31 (which, as; Beasley .... J.Vlurray points out$18 is the 

real continua tic.m. and exposi ti0n of verse 26) that the purl-.OSI; of John's 

baptism was the public manifestation of Jesus. 19 

Cullr!l8.IU1 finds a I'posi tive reference to Christian baptism •••• ill 

the fact that to the water the Spirit is addedtl • 20 Most scho:Lars agree 

that there is a reference to the b8.ptism of Jesus in verse 32 ',"ihere John 

bears witness to the descent of tl.1.e Spirit upon Jesus.
21 

But it does not 

neces.sarily fpllow that the reference 01:: verse 33 to "he who ltlaptizes 

wi th the Hol::{ Spiri t ~l alludes to Chris tian bap tism. 22 I t is :Lndeed 

possible that the evangelist is here once agai.1 drawing attenticn to 

his central preoccupation in this episode, namely the prepara'l:;ory role 

of John; and the contrast between water and the Spirit merely serves to 

2~5 
illustrate this central concern.' Cullmann l s exegesis does not 'take 

sufficient account of the total context in which the individ:ual verses 

are set. 

C:r~ the assumption that the relation between Jesus' baptism. and 

18Beasley-Murray, p. 218. 

19Cf• J.R. Bernard: A critical and Exegetical Commentary on the 
Gospel Accord.ing to St. John, The International Critical COmfil,entary, 
Edinburgh: Clark, 1928, p. 48. Cf. also Barrett, p. 148. 

20:mCW, p. 63. 
21E•C• Hoskyns t The Fourth Gospel, London: Faber and Faber, . 

Second edition, 1947, p. 177.. Cf,. also Barrett, p. 148 and Bernard, 
p. 48. 

2? ... h' . -.Bernara. J..n J_S exegesl.S of this verse says nothing about 
Christian baptism (p. 51-52). 

23Cf • Hoskyns, pe 178. 



Christian baptism is established CullmazlX' proceeds to demonstrate tlhow 

clearl.)' Christian Baptism is connected with the dea.th of Christ. ,,24 It 

is tr.e l1Jaj' in ~'!hich the eV5:.ngelis'c c;rrcLUses the sequence of €lyerits which 

furnishes Cullmarm I s evidence: tile account of Jesus I b".ptism comes 

inllnediately after his def;cri.ption as thE! 'l,amb of God' (vs. 2S:). Tlm.s 

Cullmanr.. says thcLt "in his Baptism it fa.1Is to Jesus to undertake the 

role of the servant of God, suffering vicariously for his people". 25 

Cullmann. cites the suggestion of Schlatter and Burney tha.t 'LCiunb of God t 

refers to the suffering servant of Isaiah 53 because the aramaic word 

26 27 can mean both 'lamb' ar~d f servar"t'. But both C.H. Dodd and. Barrett 

consider this suggestion 't).nlikely; and Ber:nard, while he ::;.gree:s with 

Cu.lll'l'lar..n's s'tJ.ggestioll, shows thnt it presents (;.,;;rious difficulties for 

28 the exegete. Dodd says the,t "the Fourth Gos:peI., as distinct from the 

.J'ohannir.e e:pistles, shows EO interest in fexriHtiGn' arc, the: effect of 

the c.cG.th of Ghrist". 29 And he therefore challenges one of the final 

results of. Cullman.Il's book that the two sact'>!;'1..."Uents "hl'eve this in COl11j,jon 

30 tha t they are bot;tnd in the closest way to the death of ,T esv.s". Insofar 

24ECW 63 25ECW , p. 64. -' p .... 

26C•H• Dodo.., The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, Cambridge, 
1953, p • . 220. 

27Barrett, p. 147. 

28uIt does not appear that either the Jews or the early disciples 
during the earthly ministry of Jesus conceived of I5a. 53 as foretelling 
a suffering Christ. It is, 'therefore, hard to believe tha.t Jolm the 
Baptist, :alone among the witnesses of the ministry of Jesus, and before 
that ministry had bagun, should have associated Him with the central 
figure of Isa. 53." Bernard, p. 46 .. 

29Dodd, Illterpretation, p. 220. 

30ECW , p. 118. 
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as Cullmann'sconclusion about the realtion of the d.eath of' J·esus to 

Christian baptism .i$ based on his exegesis of John 1:19-34, D()d.d's 

criticism is a justifiable one. 

2. THE CONVEl~ATION WITH NICODEMUS, 3: 1-21 

Cullmann sees in the Nicodemus episode an incident in 1~he life 

of Jesus 11which points to the Christ lifted up in death and pJresent to 

the ,church in the sacraments".31 Soholarsdo not deny that there is a 

reference to Christian baptism in the evangelist's account of this incident, 

but they do deny tha'~ the primary emphasis of' the passage l:ie~s where 

Gullmann places it. Any linking C)f' this passage (and therei'oJre, also 

Baptism, according to Cullmann) tel the death of Christ is alsQ seriously 

questioned by scholars. 

Cullmann begil:l..s his demonstration of the centrality of baptism in 

3: 1-21 by stating that Uthe .relation of rebirth to baptism is already a 

common conception in the early ch1lLrchu .. 
32 On this basis the passage is 

immediately placed i311 the context of the early Church. It is the evange-

list's purpose, says Cullmann, to underline for the primitive Christian 

commUnity -the fact that baptism by the Spirit and. baptism by ~uater belong 

together, and are no1t;. as the tenclency was in the early Church, to be 

separated from eaQh other.33 Cullmann says that the author of the Fourth 

Gospelkziew what he was doi:ng wher! he brought together "water! I and nthe 

Spirit'l in verse 5: it not only i!llceordS with the character:i:s1~ie Johannine 



theology tha.t "the Spirit is present in materia.l elements jus'!:; as the 

Logos became fleshl!., but says Clll1mann, ftobTviously there is a quite 

special connection here with the sacrament"tt34 

Most commentators agree tha.t there is a reference to Christian 

baptism in verse 535 but they regard it as an isolated reference which 

does not cha.!1..ge the meaning of th€!lmtire passage. 36 Stephen Smalley 

says that Cullmann has overlooked both the con.text of the dis(~ussibn with 

Nicodemus which is entry into the kingdom and. the background which is 

Hellenistic. 37 

The problem, '~hough Nicodettlus would not have presented it in 
... , .... #' , ) I 

this way, J.S the method of tr'ansfer from .,-.,.( t<J.TW to 1..( oI.Vw ; 

from the realm of l>~rJ to the realm of 'if"'f~tlo#. • Jesus' 
rnentionof rebirth, which conforms initially to the same background 
of thought, leaves Nicodemus more puzzled than ever (3:9) - and 
we might well ask whether a J'ew was supposed to understa.l1d by 
the word 'water ll all that .cuJ.ltna.:nn expects. It is then that 
Jesus explains further~ and He does so in terms ef faith (v. 12) 
in the Person ('IT. 13) alld. wo:t'k (v. 14) of the Christ. 01'1 the 
basis of this a response is demande~Sv. 16) and entry ilato the 
kingdom of God effe<;ted (vv. 17 .. 18). 

In view of the context of verse 5" therefore, it would appear that the 

34ECW , p. 78. 
35Cf• Bernard, p. 104; Barrett, p. 174; Hoskyns, p. 21J~. 
36stephen. Smalley, !tliturgy and Sacrament in the Fourth GospelH , 

Evangelical Quarterly, Vol., XXIX, No. 3, 19.57 t p. 163.. Cf. also Bernard, 
p. clxv; "what ha.s happened here :iLs that John has taken a great saying 
of Jesus (vs~ 3) addressed, it may be, to Nicodemus in the fi:rst instance 
and that he has restated it in vel~se 5 in terms of the doctrilo.e of Chris
tian baptism which wa.s beginning i~o take shape at the end oithe first 
centuryt!. 

37 Of _, Barrett, p .. , 170.. "Jesus is portrayed as the fulfillment of 
JUdaism but in the p'Grtrayal concepts drawn from the Hellenistic world 
are employed'!. 

38 Smalley, p •.. 163. 
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evangelist's purpose is other than stressing the importance of Christian 

baptism. Smalley says that Hif the reader still sees in the 'mention of 

'water' (3:5) a reference to Christian Baptism, he is entitled. to do so 

only in the light of the content 1;hu$ given to itu .. 39 Barre'c't says that 

ltit is possible to interpret the word twatert without reference to bap.,. 

t · 1 • t n 40 (. b' . I '-' ,. t . C ) . ~sma rJ.· es, an 0 neulS p0l.m;W~lJ.O.itJ. J.S no' t'eoognJ.zed by ullmann 

but he conclud.es that verse 5 probably does refer to Christian baptism. 

But he, like Smalley, shows that the emphasis of the entire episode lies 

elsewhere. 

Cu11rnall:n i:nte.rprets the pD,ssage that gives the final 1ff.L tness of 

John to Jesus (3:22-36) as furthe:X' proof that the evangelist is concerned 

primarily Uto define the new Baptism by the Spirit ..... over against the 

41 /1 
baT-'ltism of John"'.' He sug""ests t;hat the word ..tvwe~ .... , ('above'· vs 31) z <:;> , ,. 

links the whole section (22-36) with the NicodemllS discourse (1-21) because 

the same word occurs in vs. :; and refers in both cases to he ~uho ascended 

into heaven (t'was lifted 11pn) and who is the flobj.ectivesource of the re-

42 
birth effected in baptismtl. Fr<:l!r!r this basis Cu11mann eonchules that 

the answer to Nicodemus' question, '*How can these things be?" is found 

in verse 13 where reference is made to the Son of Man ascending and 

descending and thus bringing redemption. By this reasoning Cullmann once 

again links baptism to the redemptive death of Christ. But eJ.l::; Beasley-

:;9Smalley, p. 164. 
40 174. Barrett, p. 
41ECW , p. 79. 
42ECW -' p. 79. 
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MurriiY points out: "A11yone acquai.nted with the co:ntent of John 3 will 

surely agree t:hat this is an astonishing argument. Verse 13 is not the 

direct answer to the question; 'HOIli can these things be,?n43 And because 

Nieodemusis not asking how rebirth is ei"feeted in baptism it is illegit-

imate for Cullmann to conclude tha.t HJesus shows how this besi~owa1of the 

Spirit, together with ·~he forgiveIl,ess of sins which is offered in the 

same sacrame:i:l:t, depends on t.11e death and resurrection .Q£ Chrie;t, and that 

in virtue of this, that mir'aele of r-ebirth, which 'ii,o Nicodemus is SCi) 

44-
inconceivable .. can take plaee". 

Serious douhts have been raised C01'leerrli.:ng the links which Cullmarm 

establishes between 1:;he Nicodemus episode, the death of Christ, and the 

sacrament of Christian baptism. The resu.1 ts of this exa"'llination point to 

Beasley-Murray's conclusion "tha·!; Cullmann has failed to estal)lish his case 

for a cOrlsiste:at baptismal interes:t in John 1-3. That the evangelist was 
,,> .,: 

interested in John I s baptism and i.ts relation to Christian ba.ptism none 

would wish to deny, but it is not a predominating theme of the early 

chapters of this Gospelll.
4.5 

3. THE CONVEP.8ATION WITH 'llJ1E SiU'IARI'l'AN WOHAN, 4: 1-30 

The symbol of water i.s rep~~ated in the discourse with the woman 

of Samaria, and Cullmann's treatment of this incident is typical of the 

4-3B.easley-Murray, p. 218. Similarly, c<oncerning vs. 1~S Barrett says 
that this verse "is not a saying which can be placed within the setting of 
the historical ministry of Jesus, but is the testimonyo! the church after 
his death and resurrection". (p. 178) 

44 .. ECW, p. 77. 
45-

Beasley-Murj~ay, p .. 219. 
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way in which he finds a reference to baptism whenever water i::; mentioned. 

There is,. indeed, a link between. this inoidellt and. the preceeding 

one but the link is''not, as Cullmarm suggests, their mutual corlcern with 

baptism.46 Accordingtc Barrett the link is forged IIby the use of the 

term t water t .,,47 In 3:,5 water is mentioned as that with which men wash, 

and Jesus was seen to supercede the means of cle~ing known to Judaism. 

But in 4·: 14 the water sj'1D:bol is gi~Ten a different content for now the 

thought a.dva.nces and deals with the H continuance,,48 of the nellT life 

through the supply of "living water ll which Christ gives. The purpose of 

the transition, says Smalley is to lead up to "the central tree.tment which 

will be given to the notion of worship".49 Similarly Dodd. says that the 
) ...... 

main point of the incident is that, nChrist inaugerates worship 1£;1 IT""V tlckT (. 

...... that is, on the plane of full reality ll.50 

But Cullma.ma insists on relating the whole of -Chis inc:i.dent to 

the sacrament of bap1;ism. His bas,is for doing so is that t1w:b.J.le the 

Spirit is the subjec1~ of rlisc'L1.ssic:lrn with the woman of Samaria we must not 

forget that this Spirit is bestow€,d in Baptism and effects rebirth (John 
",'" , .. ,~ 

On the basis of the reference to' baptism in the !lwatE~r and the 

Spiri til of 3:552 Cullmann argues th<.t the ffliving water" of 4::1~· also 

refers to "baptism. Similarly Cullmal1n argues that beeEl.use John 7;37ff 

is a parallel passage to' 4: 14 (bo,,\:;h refer to "living waterH) and because 

46 47 ECW, p. 81$ Barrett, p. 190. 
48- 49 

Dodd, Int.erpretation, p .. 313. Smalley, p. 16lt. 

50Dodd, Interpretat.ion, p. 314.. 51!Q!~' p. 8~ .. 
5';nfra, p. 53EGW., p •.. 82. 
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7: 37ff "is certainly to be related to Baptism", 53 therefore 4: 1L} also 

alludes to baptism. Contrary to Cullmann, the commentaries of Hoskyns, 

Bernard and Barrett make no suggestion that JaM 7:37ffis a 'baptismal 

passage. 54 Thus it would be mqre aecura te to say that both J C)bn 4; 14 

and 7:37ff are examples of how the' evangelist can speak of' be~>towal of 

life in the Spirit without mentiol:lling baptism. Cullma.n.n admrlts that the 

reference in chapter 4 to tdrinkiIJ;g~ the water "appears barely consistent 

with the thoughts of Spirit and Baptismu •
55 '.rhe only answer which he 

gives to his own objection is that. "it might be relevant to rE~call that 

in many gnostic baptist sects in the ancient world the baptismal water 

was drunkll •
56 Hardly a satisfactclry basis for relating baptism and the 

"living water" of chapter 4! 

The way in which Cullmann exegetes John 4:1-20, says Beasley-Murray, 

"is surely to fall into the like error of early Christian writers who 

read baptism into every mention of water in the Old Testament"n57 

4. THE ID;ALING MlRACIJE AT BETHESDA, 5: 1-19 

C'Ullmann says that there is a connection between the Blethesda 

healing and the cultus of the early Christians, not only throllgh the life-

giving waters of ba.ptism but also through the idea of the Sabloath. A 

deseripti ve exegesis chal~enges Culll'llalll'J. 9 s arguments for both of the 

53ECW , :po 82. 
54-

Hoskyns, p. 

55 8 EG1M, p.3. 

322; Bernard p. 281-283; Barrett, p. 270· .. 272. 

.5~I'l.')id., p. 83. 
57-

Beasley-Murray, p. 220. 
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connections. 

Cullmann admits that to li:t1lk the Bethesda narrative wii~h baptism 

£;'8 
appears to be lIforcing a system" .') He proceeds, howeverll und.aUl:l.ted by 

the weight of evidence against hUI: 59 H;a.fter the pre\tious ch~lpters which 

refer expl.ici tly or impliei tly to Baptism in the Christian co~ronuni ty. the 

connection with Baptism here too :i.s quite compelling i> n
60 This argument is 

a good example of CUllmann1 s tendency to build up conclusiQM from un-

founded assumptions. .A. descriptive exegesis of the first fowr chapters 

of John's Gospel has uncovered only one implicit reference to Christian 

baptism (3:5) and D.O explicit references. And yet Cullmaml approaches 

his exegesis of Chapter 5 on the <:Lssumption that nit is one of the evange-

list's chief concerns to trace the lines from the worship lif~~ of the 

early church to the life of Jesus fl ,,61 

Cullmann has two arguments to support his view that Chlristian 

baptism lies behind this incident., 9:'he first is aroheQlogical: "The 

Double Pool t.ecame, :in early Churt::h times, the scene of nlany Christian 

Baptisms both. in Jewi.sh and pagan Jerusalenru~62 Cullmann fails to point 

out that the archeological evidelwe is not sufficient to provie his thesis 

unless it can be further demonstra.ted (i) that baptisms were taking 

place before the evangelist wrote 1t and (i1) that the evangeli:st knew of 

58EC'W t p. 84. 
59Cullmann can. cite only Merx and Schweitzer as favouring his view 

(po. 85, ncte 1) whereas Barrett, Bernard and Dodd, among others, are opposed 
to a baptismal refer,enee in ,5: 1-19_ 

60ECW , p .. 86. 61!2!, lh 85. 

6~cw, p. 86. 
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the Pool .. 63 Cullmann's second argu.rnent is that 'because both healing and 

forgiveness are granted at th.e poc)l, it is Christ, in the miracle of 

healing which is continued. in baptism, who !'takes the place of the angel 

which troubles the water" .. 64 But the stress in this entire passage is 

not baptismal.. Again there is the 'Use of. water as a symbol, l~ut in this 

instance as in the others the mealung is not baptismal. Here the water 

is used in contrast to the life-giving word and work of Chris'!;;. 65 

Beasley-Murray points out that lIthe Lord d.id not command the :sick man to 

plunge into the water, but rather He sent him away healed and forgiven by 

the power of His word.. No clear baptismal motives occur in the following 

discoursetl ,,66 He admits that there are conceptions in the text, such 

as Christ's power to heal and fotE~::i.."O'Iet which would be cOnSOnalo.t with 

baptism, if baptism were plainly indicated in the text, "but in the 

absence of such indi'ca tions the cOlIDection with baptism can at best be 

admitted as possible but unproven" H67 -

Cullmann's attempt to show that there is an allusion tiD the Christ-

ian day of worship in the dialog-ue following the healing on :the Sa.bbath 

is directly cl1.a1lenged by Dodd. According to Cullmann the saying in 
< f ,I 

chapter 5: 17 about God working hithert;o £"-1.$ Q(f TL is more than likely 

an allusion to the n,ew day of res'!; of the community, the day lof Christ IS 

63aut froll! the text this sE~cond inference is unlikely, since, as 
Barrett says lithe ino.icati9s both of place and time are extremely vague; 
evidently John was not interested in them.1t p. 208 .. 

61+ NCW, p. 86 .. 
65C:r. Dodd, Interpretation I, 
66 -

Beasley-Murray, p. 220. 

p. 319 and Hoskyns, p. 26!S. 

67Ibid.., p .. 220. 
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~ ,. 
resurrection, 1') jolt; f,.ll. To~ 

68 (day of the Lord). Dodd says 

that he finds CullmannYs argument "ingenious and inte:restingl~69 but he 

questions Cullmann t s idea that Ghrist' S wo:rl~ was terminated wi th his death 
£( ") f 

and resurrection in the sense that he worked E W!$. ot PIt. but no longer. 

According to Dodd l'7i. t is U exeget,ical error to connect 
~I ')1 

e~iS "'P"i!"" with 

~f(~)O""'o!" ,,70 in verse 17. The meaning of the passage is that it is 

the Father who works II'until now' and not the Son, as Cullmann suggests .• 

And with respect to the Father working 'until now·, Dodd says that this 

means just what it s~ys without 5.!l:lplying 'so long and no longer * .71 It 

must be concluded once again that CullmarJl has overstepped thE~ limits of 

sound. exegesis ill his attempt to find cormections between the events of 

Jesus' life and the worship of the~ early Church. 

5. THE llliALING AT THE POOL OF SILOAM, 9:1-39 

As Smalley says t1there is more baSis for the Cullmanne15que treat

ment of the healing of the man born blindU72 than the majority of the 

incidents which Cullrnann exegetes.. Cul1mann finds support folt' his view 

that the evangelist is deliberately referring to baptism in this passage 

from Hoskyus, i';"J. Lagrange, and A. Omodeo.73 Similarly Dodd says that 

68 C' )1 

~, p. 92. llThe words ~,~,)' ""fir... in John 5; 17 refer therefore 
almost eertainly at once to Christ' s resurrection and to the lo.ew creation 
at the endll

• 

69c •H • Dodd, :Review of Les Sacrements Dans L'Evangile tJohannique 
in the Journal of Ec'clesiastical History Vol. 3, 1952, pp. 21:3-220. 

70Xbid., p. 220. 

71Ibid., p. 220, Cf. 

72Smalley, p. 164. 

Dodd, Interpretation. p. 321, and Barrett, p. 213. 

7}C.ited byCullmann, ,!2!, p. 102. 
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the thl'!IDe of chapter 9 "is subtly linked, in the au thor is marm,er, wi th the 

discourses on life by the recurrence of the symbol of water. As men enter 

the trt1e life by birth from water, so they receive the true light by 

washi!.le with water.,/74 On the other hand neither Barret-!;' nor :Sernard in 

their commentaries find any referel!lCe to baptism in this passage, and Beasley-

Murray says that lithe baptismal reference in, this narrative is to be jud;:sed. 

as uncertain; it is by no means self-evident. t ,75 

The connectioll of baptism with the healing is maintained by Cul.lmann 

chiefly on the grounds that the blind man received his sight a,fter washing 

his eyes in a pool that h~.ld the significant name uSe11tl~. Cull mann says 

that "we 17_re actually called upon to ask what it means when 'a pool of 

water is brought intc) connection with Christ -I;.he 'Sent'" To ask the 

question is to answer itn.?6 Beasley-Murray suggests that the answer is 

not as plain as Cullmann me.k.es it out to be. Siloam, says Beasley-Murray, 

is technically the name of the spr'ing that feeds the pool, ancl therefore 

it is incorrect to identif~ Siloam with the pool in Jerusalem., Thus the 

counterpart to the name Siloam is not a. pool (for baptism) bu1~ J es'Us 

himself. For the readers of the Gospel, f'ays Beasley-Mu.rray~"Go to 

Siloamf ' really signifies "Come to metlG 77 Barrett also shows how the 

) I " 

eva.ngelist, for whom IIC1\c) (f"T€A)'€:w and '1i"Cj .... '1fc:-.v are important words, 

brings out the derivation of the !lame Siloam: uJesus himself is 

C) I 
~ ~·ilCi):-r..;.A i'l ifVr.~ i and he gives light to the blind, just l>\S he himself 

is a spring of living -.vaterll •
78 Beasley-II'lurray and Barrett are saying 

74DOdd, Iuterpretation, p. 357. 
76ECW , p .. 104. 

??Beasley ... Murray, p. 221. 

75Beasley-Murray, p. 221. 

'78 
, Barrett, p. 279 



that cnce a.gain the context is broader tha.1J. baptism, a.nd here specifically 

the broader theme is lithe triumph of light over darknessll .. 
79 

General agreement would be accorded to Cullmann's statelment that 
I 

1'Baptism is early designated. by the Greek word ~WT"G'j4<:?S (enlightenment), 

and already in the Epistle to the flebrews the verb (> W T" G- i:h/;~.it- (to 

be enl~ghtened) is a synonym for {~.,i...".c..~ e;v..<<-
".,,,,"".", 8 
(to be bapt;ized) .. 11 0 

But it does not follow axiomatically tr..at the evangelist is re~:£'erring to 

baptism in the healing l'tliracle.. At best it must be regarded as a possib-

ility that the evangelist consciously intended to bring out a parallelism 

between baptism and the restoring of sight to a blind man. It is more 

likely, as Beasley-Murray.; Barrett~ and Dodd suggest, that the evangelist 

had a broe.der purpose .. 

6. THE MARRIAGE AT CANA, 2:1-11 

The first of the threeepi~;odes of John's Gospel which Cullmann 

connects with the Christian eu'charj.st is the miracle at Cana. 

Cullmann fino.s the key to iChe incident in verse Ll-, !tmy hour has 

not yet come l' • nIt is clear'!, he says "that the hour which is not yet 

come is the hour of Je.sus' deathll ,.81 There is no arg,'1.unent with Cullmann 

on this point: Bernard, Barrett, Hoskyns and Dodd all support this 

interpretation. But from this established position Cullmann goes on to 

79Dodd , InteI'pretation, p. 357. 
80ECW , p. 1(il3. 

81ECW , p. 67. 

82Cf" Bernard, p. 76; Barrett,p. 159; Roskyns, p. 188; Dodd, p. 298. 
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construct arl argument based 011 hi.s own presuppositions. He says that it 

is legitiraate !lto ask what is the meaning of water and wine, since it 

belo:tl6s to the very essence of John's Gospel that words are used in a 

double sense .,.,83 Convinced as he is of hidden meanings behind the Johannine 

terminology, Cullma.nn says that If'the wine is 1St pointer to the wine of the 

L01~dfS Supper, i.e .. the blood which Christ shed for the forgiveness of 

sins".84 Culll:naw"1' IS argument for this position depends on the parallels 

which he finds between the Cana story and the feeding of the multitude in 

chapter 6 - lithe Ol .. e a bread miracle, the other a wine miracle, the one 

a food miracle, the other a drink miracle" n85 Because, ill Cullmann's 

view, the 'bread' of chapter 6 is !!connected with the bread of the Last 

,supper," it follows that the 'wine' of chapter 2 lipoints to the blood 

86 of Ghrist offered in the Lord t s Supper.'! 

This argument of Cullmarm is another good example of how he finds 

what he is looking for in a passage of scripture.. lie says that ill writing 

the Ca:oa story the evangelist ex..l-tibited an "interest in the new Christian 

worship".87 But as Dodo. and others ]?Qint out, the purpose of the author 

of the Cana story is to demonstrate that the old order of religion has 

88 been replaced hy the new.. Dodd says that there is a cOllnection between 

the waterpots which were set (Jut at the feast and llthe entire system of 

8-=L_. 84 . 85 ..... m;w, POi 68. ~." p. 69.. . ~., p. 69. 
86Ibid., p. 69.. Note: it is not clear whether Cullmann .in this 

quotation"ismaking a distinction between the Last Supper and the Lord's 
Supper. 

87ECW , p~ 70~ 
88Dodd, Interpretation, p. 299; Barrett, p. 158. 
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Jewish cerer:::onial observance!t.
89 And thus, as Barrett says, the primary 

contrast is between the new Wil'l.e of the Gospel and the water (Jf ceremonial 

observance. 90 Sacramental interest is not evident from a des~criptive 

exegesis of this passage. Bernard, Barrett and Hoskyns find lClO allusions 

to the eucharist in the episode. Dodd says that "it may well be that even 

for the earliest ChX'ictian readers of John 2: 1-11 th€ eucharistic complex 

of ideas was iL. ,:iind t and was intended to be in mind. Yet no explicit, 

allusion is made, ar.d the non-Christian reader would have no :Lclding of 

't .,91 l. •. ' An implication of D-oddts sta:~ement is that the faith of th.e 

interpr'eter is necessary in order to det.ect the links between. the various 

episodes of Jesus' life and 'I;;he worship ·of" the early Church. In other 

words the links call only be detected by a theological exegesils of the 

type exemplified by Cullmann. ':rlla relation between the Cana miracle and 

the eucharist is only evident to 1;11ose who have the f'ai th to discern i til 

1>. descriptive exegesis finds no allusj.ons to the eucharist in this incident, 

and suggests that the evangelist's purpose lay elsewhere ill his desire to 

con trast the old order vIi th the new .. 

7. THE EIJ:\.ACLE OF TllL li'Elj;DlhG (;1' THE hULTI1'UD:8, 6: 1-13, 26·.65 

Cullmann says ths:!; the ev&ng;elist's r..andling of the fe,ading of the 

multitude an~ the discourse which follows it is the test case for his 

interpretative approach to the whele Gospel. He thinks tha.t 'this passage 

89Dodd , Interpretation, p. 299. 
90 Barrett, p. 158 .. 

91Dodd, Interpretation, p. 298. 
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(6: 1-13, 26-65) prov:Ldes sufficient insiGht into the purpose and method 

of the evangelist to enable the ~.nterpreter to find reference!) to be.ptism 

and tl'l.e eucharist in other pC:Lrts of the GospeL flAIl the que15tion marks 

which may be put at my mr.planettic!l of other passages should be concentrated 

on the claim that the author saw in this story as such a conm3xion with 

the Eucharist. ,,92 

Cu1lmann f S argument is based on what he considers to ble a direct 

relaticnship betvreen the fe'edi!lg miracle <;tnt'! the discourse \'\)"h:ic1'1 follows. 

He <2dmits that if the feeding miracle (1-13) is taken by itself the 

allu.sionc to the euchs.rist liare p(~rhaps rather weaker heJ~e th:an in the 

other miracle stories which we l"..a'iTe studied'!. 93 But Cullmann argues that 

because lithe sub,ject of the subsequent discourse is the Eucharist •••• it 

must at all events be presupposed that the evangelist saw, as he was 

writing dowl1 the story, a reference in this miracle to the Eucharist, 

9L. 
that he hud th~ Euchl::.:r.ist in mind without actua.lly sayin2: so.tI . Cull-

mann concludes that lIJ'ohn 6: 1-13 shows what a Johan.nine story looks like, 

in the writing of which the evang,elist without any dr)ubt was thinking 

at Orlce of the once-fer-all event and of the BuchariF-t. I •
95 And because 

of t.he bri:r:.ging together of the once-for-all event and the Eucho..rist 

i:n this episode, the task ot the exegete is to bring out the connection 

between other events of Jesus' life and the worship life of the early 

Church. 

What light can a descriptive exegesis shed en the reealing miracle 

and the discourse? In the first plaee~ it is generally agree~d that there 

92 EQ!, p. 95 .. 941b oa. ....2:...., p.. 94. 
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are allusi";rl:::; to the eucharist in VV'. 51b-58. 96 But it should be rioted 

ths..t at least some commel'l:ta.tors consider this passage to be a later inter

polation in the interests of euch':l.ristic doctrine. 97 And again, while 

98 most scholars accept some relationship between the discourse and the 

f'eedirig miracle, the inteI:..sity of this relationship is diminis~hed by the 

intrusion of the incident on the lake (6:16-21) and the fact that the 

discou.rse ws.s del i v.;"l'ed ir;, the s;yn.agogue at Capernaum. The undoubted 

.pres€mce of ma:rJ.;.i' ir. the synagogue who had not witnessed the mh"acle would 

su<=.,ges"L that the subject matter of tht) diE:course was not CS1.lS directly 

related to the miracle as CullmamL sn!3e;eE'ts. 

Cullma.nn says that the subject of the diEcourse was th~~ eucharist .. 

T"r..is is quite a differellt statement from the cautious admissic)ns by 

Bernard, Barrett and B:oskyns that there are allusions to the ~~uchar:ist 

in 51b-58.. None of these scholars is prepared to say that the subject 

of the ·en.ti:::-e discourse (26-65) is the eucharist. Bern.arc. says that 

~!the :whole discourse a.s 'fie ho;.ve it, h::3.s been arra.nged by John so as to 

bril'lg out the special teachinsf.; of Jesus about His 01i'1ll 'person, and to 

illustrate the growing opposition of the Jews.'f99 H()sk;yus says that 

96
Cf • lioskyns, p. 298. liThe app:are:tJlt contradiction implied in 

the insistence that there must be a real 'p~ySi,cal eating and drinking of 
what is grievously misunderstood if it is interpreted purely physically 
is resolved and explained only if the conscious reference to the Eucharist 
is perceived. S:3e also Barrett, p. 236, Bernard, p. 210 and Dodd, Interpre
tation, p. 338. 

9780, :for example, R. B1.illtmann, cited by C:u.llm~~ in E:CW, p. 93. 
Bu.t- BaY'!'ett (p. 235) Hoskyns (1'. :;04-307) and Dodd (Interpretation, p. 340) 
consider the passage as authentic. 

98Cfo Barrett, p. 236; Hoskyns, :po 291; Bernard, po 190~ 
99 Bernard, p.. 190. 
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lithe theme of the discourse is unbelie:t and faith'1.100 And both Bs.rrett 

end Rosk;yns spec:l.fically indic·;?, te the. t the euche,rist is not the evangelist t s 

chief concern in this pe . ..:;sage. "The discourse is notT" says Eosky:w.s, "a 

'Euche.ristic Discou!'se' if by that is meant that the eval1gelist has presented 

his :J:'cao.ers with a reflection upo:r::t or a p:cvachme:r'lt a,bout tht~ l!}ucharistic 

practices, beliefs, ~md experiences of Christians as the beginning of 

• 1011 
the seco:r.d celltur~r or earl~ern. Similarly Ba.rrett says that nit is 

IJerhaps too mucL to call the discclUrse a 'sacramental' discourse. John 

is less J:eady than some of his commentators to argue abt)ut thl'.) eUGhc::.ristfl •
1
()2 

These scholarly opinicns suggest that Cullr1ann has overstated his case 

concerning the eucharistic focus of the entire discourseo 

Eu t tn"en if it :.15 3ranted that there is a reIn t::'onship between the 

foeding miracle and the dj.r-::course, so that the evangelist may be said to 

have "had tile Eu.cb:~rist in mind,,
103 as he wrote the account of the feeding 

Clirach), there if3 l':aTdJ.y a f;ufncient be.sis here for Cullma:~n' s further 

deduction that the ev[mce1ist's p1.lrporse in recording the event was to set 

:forth the relation,ship bt:h:een the eVt~nts of Jesus' life and the cultus. 

'rlle writer of thie thesis ,::ay,o:': occa!3ion, have 112<1 the H.A. diploma in 

mind 0.8 he wrote, but it does not follow that an occasio:r..a1 thought reveals 

the author's primary purpose in writing. 

This examination has shown that Cullmannts attempt to find in John 

6: 1-13 .. 26-65 a basis for a theol1()gica.1 exegesis of the entire Gospel 

would be challenged by a descriptive exegesis.. This passage does :not 

p. 288 .. 
p. 236 .. 

101 88 lliE!:-. p. 2 .' 

103ECW , Pi) 94~ 
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provide a standard to which all others can be related~ A d.es(,ripti ve 

exegesis has not Ul'l:covered any grc>und.s for isolating this passage and 

regarding it as divulging the hidclen purposes of the author w:L th respect 

to the whole Gospel. The examination of Cullmann's arguments has revealed 

more of the way in which his mind works than of the mind of the author 

of the Fourth Gospel. 

8. mE FARE1iI1ELL DISCOURSES, 13:31-17:26 

Cullmann find,s allusions to the eUCharist in the alleg1i)ry of the 

vine (15:1-11) and the high priestly prayer of chapter 17- "~rhe relation 

between the branch and the vine is.... above all the e'Ucharist;ic communion 

of believers with ChristH •
104 uThe high-priestly act of love which instit-

utes the Eucharist •••• finds its deepest eucharistic expression in Jesus' 

105 prayer, chapter 27'1. 

Cullmann hasconsiaerable support for his contention that the 

whole setting of the farew·ell discourses is eucharistic.. He cites A. LoisYt 

M. Goguel, G.M.G. Macgregor and E.C. Hoskyns as favouring his view. 106 

Allowing for the eucharistic' context' Q·f these discourses, however, some 

scholars have reservations about the eucharistic • content' being the 

dominant theme. Barrett and. Bernard admit that ,the symbolism of the 

true vine is "at least in part eu'c:haristic:;.:H. 107 But Barrett suggests that 

the main interest of' the author 1:n this passage, as in all the last 

104ECW , p. 113. 105Ibid •• p. 114. 106Ibid., p. 110. 

107Bernard, p. 478; flwe t~:-;he view that the Y.ine of' the allegory 
was directly suggested here by the wine of the first Eucharist which had 
just been celebrated1r• Cf .. Also Barrett, p_ 393. 
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discourses, is in the life of the church, and particularly in the question 

108 of who are and who are not true disciples of Jesus. NeithElr Bernard 

nor Barrett make reference to the eucharistic'content t of chapter 17. 109 

And Barrett says that 'becaUse f1the present prayer isa summary of Johannine 

theology relative to the work of C.hrist ..... the common d.escription of it 

as the 'High-priestly prayert or the ·prayer of consecration' does not 

do justice to the full range of material contained in it.,,110 

Again in the farewell disc¢mrses the au thor I is purpose appears to 

be broader than the connecting of the recorded events with th~~ worship 

1ifeof the early Christiancomxnunity. From a descriptive eXl~getical 

point of view Cullmann's attempt to show that each of the thr1ee episodes 

'where he finds allusions to the eucharist (the miracle at Cana, the 

fee.ding of the multitude, and the discourse of the True Vine) brings 

out a particular aspect of euehar~Lsti¢ tea.ching is clearly qu.estionable .. 111 
~ '. I • 

It rests on the assumption that the primary preoccupation. of the evange.,.. 

list is with the worship life of 'che early church .. 

9. THE WASHING OF THE DISCIPLES' FEET, 13:1-20 

This episode is the first of two in which, according to Cullmann, 

baptism and. the eucharist ?,re formally placed together by the evangelist. 

Cullmann ac.cepts the interpretation of Loisy and Bauer112 that 

108 
Barrett, p. 393. 

109Bernard, p. 557f and Barrett, p. 416f .. · 
110 Barrett, p •. 417. 
111 Cullmannts argument is on Po 106, e. 
112The news of Loisy and Bauer are expounded by Hoskyns, p.4}6.· 
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verse 10 teaches the necessity of receiving; both sacraments. Dodd and 

Moule'13 more recently have found allusions to both sacraments in this 

verse. Cullmann says that the reply to the request of PeteI'll HHe that 

has been completely washed has no need. for a further washing (except 

for his feet) but is completely clean", teaches the sufficien1::y of one 

baptism, and further that the necessity for the cleansing of :sins after 

baptism is met by the frequent celebration of the eucharist. 1'14 In 

Cullmann's argt'llnent the disputed. phrase "except his feet tt plays an im-

portant part: its presence is necessary in order 'co assure the cogency 

115 of the argument. But as Beasl~~y-14urray points out, if the disputed 

phras.e in verse 10 is allowed to stand it must certainly relat·e to the 

action of Jesus just completed, and. no'!; to an action of a wholly different 

k • d' h th h' t 116 J.n sue as e euc elX'J.s·. "Contrary to Cttllmann, the interpretation 

thus demanded is so ,t,.l'Juddling and 1.1llsui table to the action it is supposed 

to explain it strongly favours the view that the phrase 'except the feet' 

is a later interpolation due to a scribe who misunderstood the narrative" .117 

Cullmarm' s view that there is a rlef'erence to the repeated cleansing of 

113DOdd, Interpretation, p .. 401. CS.D .. Moule, VfTb-e Judgement 
Theme in the Sacramentsll , The Backflil:'ound of the New Testament, and Its 
Eschatol05Y'I ed. by A.J.B. Higs'ins, Cambridge, '\956, p. 475. 

114ECW t p.. 108"'9. 

115EC~V, p. 109.. Cullmamlsays: flI hold against BultiIllann and 
other exegetes who c~onsider these words a later interpolation, that their 
authentiCity on the grounds of their content is to be assumecl,,11 

11~ , 
Beasley ... 1'1urray t p. 222... "'fo understand the.p~ase t except 

(to wash) the feet' as relating to a different mode of ·cleanf:ting is tc do 
defiance to the whole story.. Verse 10, after all, representsl an explana
tion of the actions of Jesus in washing the feet ()f the disciples. II 

117Beasley_Murray, p. 222; Barrett, p. 368; Hoskyns, p .. 439. 
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Christians by the euchb.rist in John 13: 10 (a passage of doubtful authen-

) 118 ticity must be judged as speculat;ive to say the least. It can hardly 

be concluded from this kind of evidence that "the evangelist wants to 

show that the two sacraments bel<:mg ·l:;ogether.1I119 

Many comenta'tors agree with Cullmann that there is in the 

t · . 1 f t th d - 10 t· 120 narra ·;:Lve a Sl.IDp e l"l9 erence ·0 e a equaey 01 ap :tsrn. llowever, 

Bernard says that '!if there be any allusion to baptism here, it must 

'bathed't and .•••• the esoteric meaning:::; 

of vs. 10 would then be that. as baptislrl cannot be repeated, the baptized 

person need but to have regard. to the removal of the occasional defile-

ments of sin with ,yhicn he is trouloledH • Bernard concludes that Hthis seems 

121 over subtleH .. Beasley-Murray also c:lq-:resses hesitation ahout the 

refererlce to baptism on the grounds that Hthis is not a secondary inter

pretation of the narrative but a tertiaryll,,122 Beasley-Murray says that 

"the p:rimary lesson drawn from the foot-washing t and the only one ex-

plicitly mentioned by John is its example of humility and ~ove towards 

one another .. ,,123 A secondary meaning of the incident, says Beasley-

118Cf• C.li. Dodd, Journal of Ecclesiastical History, p .. 219. 
f'Surely there is some loose joint in the argument here-even i.f it were 
certain that the words €~ .. '''1~ T"U> v~$'~$ are part of the o:t"iginal text.11 

119m!, p .. 109 

120Eg • Barrett, p. 376; Dodd, Interpretation, p. 401. Hoskyns, 
howe~er, does not find allusions to baptism in this passage, p. 436-9. 

121 122_ 
Bernard~ p. 589. -:Beasley-Murray, p. 2;:;~3. 

1~ 44 Beasley-Murray" p. 223. Also Hoskyns, p. O. 
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1<1urray is its prophetic fUnction as pointing to the death of Jresus. 124 

If now we go a stage further H11d see ill. the foot-washing 
an illustration of baptism. we have to do so as a lesson 
d.educed from a seconda.ry lesson ..... How much further are we 
supposed to go? And. did John write with the express intEm
tioR that we should so i.nter:pret his words? Some com!.tleni~a

tors no doubt cheerfully answer in the affirmative. For 
my part I can but record my misgi'lrings at such a procedul~e. 
A reference to baptism in the narrative of John 13 is noi~ 125 
impossible, but in my judgement probability is against ii~ .. 

Beasley-Murray's question, udid John write with the express intention 

that we should so in~t:;erpret his wctrds?fl raises acutely the celltral problem 

crea tad by Cullmann' s exegesis it COtllmen tators are prep$.red to admit that 

there may be allusions to the sacra.ments in the foot ... washing.126 But 

when it is clearly demonstrated t'.b.stt these allu.sions belong t() t.he 

secondary or even the tertiary level of interpretation, it leads to the 

conclusion that the evangelist was ::lot preoccupied with the two se:tcraments, 

as Cullmann clearly suggests. 

10. TEE SPEAR TERUST, 19:34 

At the end of his book Cullmann says that the author of the 

Fourth Gospel has found. the connection "between Baptism and the Lord's 

Supper and the death of Christ indicated in all tile different events of 

Christ's life. He is able to indicate it particularly impresisively at 

1240f• Barrett, p. 363.. 1t~r:he cleansing of the discipl.e's feet 
represents their cleansing from sin in the sacrificial blood ,of Christ .. H 

125Beasley-Murray, p. 22;. 
1260 £ .. Barrett, p. 364. I·Perhaps, in a secondary way, the sac .. 

raments of baptism and the euchar:l.st are also prefigured.1I 
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pa.rticularly impressiv-ely at this clinw.x of Jesus t life".127 John 19:34 

indicates that \~,ih8n ,TU:lUS· side was pierced Uthere came out vmter and 

blood1
'1. T:b..is t says Cullmann, is aL very striking com1ection b~~tween the 

death of Christ and the two sacral'nents. 

Once again there is considerable support for Cullmann's interpre-

tation •••• Barrett says that flit is difficult to doubt thet there is at 

least allu.sion to the Christi$.n sacraments in the blood Rnd w,ater that 

issued from the side of the dea.d Jesusu •
128 Beasley-Murray cites Westcott, 

l-1acgregor; noskyns, Tem:ple, R ... H. )~ightfoot, Schlatter, Bauer land Bul tmann 

as among those who favour this interpretation. But the una!rl.lrnity of 

opinion is not as ov(~rwhe1min.g as Cullmann (who oi tes only F" BUchsel as 

an exception) makes it out to be. :,:c',' eays that because the incident 

is introduced &.6 a fulfillment of prol:.hecy, and therefore likely to be 

pre-Johannine~ it cannot be regarded as a conscious attempt on the part 

129 of th.e evangelist to allude to the sacramen:ts. Bernard in his com-

m.entary t makes no reference to the sacraments. Bnrkitt, Godet, C.J. 

Wright, Strachan and J .A .. Findlay are cited by Beasley...;r1urray as further 

examples of those viho reject Cu.l1m&nn' s interpretation of thi.s incident. 130 

The crucial question for the interpreter is, once again, whe'c,her the 

sacraments ca..1'J. be regarded as a major concern of the evangeli.st. Three 

commentators, Barrett, Bernard. and I:'Ieasley-N{urray suggest that John 

12?ECW, p. 1~14. In the light of the preceeding considerations it 
is necessary to question Gul1mann's use of the word "all" in this quotation, 
as Cullmann only exe{Setes selected passages. 

128Barrett, p" 69. 129Dodd., Interpretation'l p. 429. 
130 Beasley-:t.lu.rray, p. 224. 
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particularly noted tIle flow of blood and water iYl order to refu.te the 

131 Docetic doctrines 1;~'hich were prevalent when the Gospel was composed. 

HThis me.y be a less exoiting conclus~"on to draw from John's words than 

the founding of the two sa cre..ments !I , says Beasley-Murray I Itbut the 

existence of Christianity depends on its truth; in a time when the doc-

trine of a real Incarnation was 'being challenged it was basic to demon

strate it".132 There are good reasons, therefore, to suggest that once 

again the sacraments are not the primary concern of the evang1elist. Dodd 

and Beasley-Hurray question even a secondary reference to the sacraments 

here on the grounds that the secondary significanceClf the bllooo. and water 

pertains to the 'IIi 'J'i:::g '!,a tertI of 4: 14 and the blood which is Hdri:nk 

indeed" of 6~55.133 

At this point Beasley-Hurray's question, "How much further are we 

su.pposed to go?n again becomes releva..'"lt. Cullmann's interpretation of 

John 19:34 has been seriously questioned by the applica.tion of a des-

criptive approa.ch. For even wher'~ del":criptive exegetes are willi:r..g to 

concede allusions to the sacraments in .John 19:34 they :'il.re not prepared 

to say that these a.llusions are the primary concern of the evangelist; and 

they certainly a.re not prepared to grant that a saCramental interpretation 

of this verse "contains the key tC) the understanding!.1.13~ of the entire 

book. 

131Barrett. p. 462; Berllard~ p. 647; Beasley-Murray, p. 225. 
132 Beasley-loJlurray t p. 225. 

133Dodd,. Inter.pretation~ p. 428~ Beasley-Hurray, p. 2:26. 

134~"Clll "'15 ~, p .. I • 
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11.. THE :C;VAHGELIS'J.: I ~-' PURPOi;.;E 

The prirnG..l'J G .. )l'estion w:hich ha.s arisen in the e~cegesis Qf individual 

passages from the }§'ourth Gospel concerns the purpose of the evar.;.gelist. 

The analysis of individual passag,ss has demonstrated that there is very 

li"t:.tle evidence to Bupport Cullmaxm'sGontention that the relation between 

early Christian worship and the historical events of Jesu",,' life is a 

primary concern of the evangelist. It has been sho,In that in every in

stance the evangelist's primary purpose appears to be other than the 

contempor'arj' sacramental -,10rship. Thus, for exam-pIe, the central pre

occupa-tion of the auti.lol" in the J'ohn the .Baptist passages is the pre

paratory role of .JO!4"'l, nO'i; Christian baptism. Similarly the au.thor's 

p.l'imary purpose in the Cana Hiracle i.:..; te;, contrast the old or'dar of 

religio!l with the ~lew, 11.ot to present some aspect of' eucharistic teaching. 

And it was shown that a reference to baptism in the J:!"'oot-wasbLing episode, 

if it is to he perrill.tted at all, must be regarded as a tertiei.I'.r lesson in 

'clle illcident.. Bven in passages where it is generally granted that there 

are allusio~s to the sacraments, such as John 3;5 and 6:51b-58 t a des

cripti'll'e ex-agesis indicated that t."le author's primary purpose is other 

than describing contemporary Chr;i.stia11. worship.. The descriptive exegesis 

has pointed to the conclusion that Cullmann has too narrow a conception 

of the eVal2gelis't' 13 purpose·. 

In opposition to this conc:lusion Cullmann argues that it is not 

sufficient to exegete eaoh pericc~pe in isolation, but that each pericope 

must be placed in th.a context of the whole Gospel. He admit!:; that tleach 
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detail taken by itself does not a."l1ou:nt to roucht'. 135 And throughout 

Cullmann's proBen tc;. t;:'on there are admissions th~\. t he !!:ay be "forcing 

a system,,136 when he finds allusions to baptism or the eucb.arist, but 

his justificatioll fer doirJ.b :50 lii:;s b. what he considers to be the 

purpose of the evanGelist. He says that !!when we have l"eg~;.rd to all 

these referellccs who:::'e the evangelist malw,s knovm to us bie. Ii terary 

personality and purpose t we see that it m'l.lst be the task of the exegete 

1J7 of this Gospel to al.low for this purpose in all its parts". An 

adequate assessment of Cullmanl1.' s exegesis must thel'eforo include at con-

sidel'a tior~ of what call ·oe determinod abou:t; the e-fangelist' s purpose fl~om 

the docv..ment itc;:lf. I'irst Cullrnl:um' s view of the oVe.J.'le;eliE;t' s purpose 

will be outlir:ed~ and the:::: C1:'i ticully exc:.mirJed ill. order to ae:sess its 

vcliditJ;' 

Cullmann rG.;;ards the Fourth Gospel as essG:c.tially the v:ork of or.e 

man. with thG exce:..:,tiol1 of chapter 21 which "is certGliruy an addition". 138 

hl comparison to the Synoptics tllt;)r€: is in Jollnts Gospel He. more indj.vidual 

and COl.1sc::"ousl~y oc.J.::.fessi •. :mal wi tn';;ssl! .139 The author's purpose, says Cull-

mann,. is expressly stated at the lend of the Gospel, chapter 20 verse 31; 

"these signs ar6 written that ye lP..ay believe that Jesus is the Christ, 

the Son of' God. H ~'hus a theologi,eal princi:fJle has goV'errled the selection 

of the IDel terial presented, and John t s purpose in wri tine; a 'life of Jesus I 

is to impart faith in. Jesu.s as 'the Christ' .. Becallse 'the Christ· is 

II the media tOr of God t s entire plalt:l of sal vatio'll in past, present and 

p. 50. 
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future", the evangelistts pttrpose is nto bring into relief the relation 

of the once ... for-all f.;vent to the plan of salvat:Lon s which er.1braces the 

whcle of Godts timetl .. 141 The link which unites the events of Jesus' life 

wi th the Ii vine pres1ent is faith, and this is why the correlation and 

antithesis 'faith-sight· is so prominent in the Gospel. nTh.e Johal'Uline 

concept of :faith st~mds in closest relationship to the cOLipositio:n of 

the Gospel'f.142 Accordingly the author's pUrpose is to :record e'Tents 

which must be a.ppreher.,ded on two levels, as botb occurences in the past 

and as livingly affect~.ng his readers in the present. The eV!Emts are 

"reI'lernberedt' i:n the pregnant Johanr~ine senBP of the "understanding of 

the facts which is f:'rst eranted through the Hol~7 Spirit".143 This 

deeper understanding occurs in th6::h,Tcr through the prompting of the 

Holy Spirit. "Corresponding to this simultaneous seeing in the flesh and 

seeing ~_nd recognizing in fCl.i th there is the dOUble meaning of the war-d 

usua.1ly used to designe.te the object of seeing and believing. The i'!i~iter 

does not U8e our modern concept of inciClent, but rather that of a. 'sign I 

(6~tt6-'ZIl'>J ) and thereby mea.ns to point again to the double quality of G>.n 

event at once visible and demanding a higher understanding in the context 

144 of faith". . Cullmann calls attenticn to the evangelist's characteristic 

-.; ... ".. ) i'l ,--
use of terms in a couble sense, $1.1.ch terms Z.e ~ljPw 1;1-'1 VA" , "'~l<::ax.G'; bE.''<i' 

I. 

, 'Ti:. If>' Co O;-"'f J.t.. , which illustrate the duality 

145 of apprehension i:r.ctended by the author.' In the record of .Jesus' life 

in the Gospel each event is orientated towards the period in which the 

p •. 19'· 39 142I ... ·.;<I 
lP· .. ~., 

143 p. 39. Ibid., p. 49. 
p. 46. p. 50-56. 
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evangelist and his readers live, and. this orientation is indicated most 

vividly by the allusions to worship which lie behind the recorded events 

of Jesus· life.. Thus Cullmann concludes that nthe evangelist's whole 

purpose is to present both once-flor-all history and the reference cf this 

histcry tc its previcus and subsequent ccurse, in one comprehensive per-

t . ,,146 spec J,ve. 

Cullmannts view of the evangelist*s PlU'Pose can be criticized at 

several points. 

(i) The Meaning of John 20:31 

C.K. Barrett says that it is a mistake to press toe far the question 

cf the J?'l.U'pese cf this Gospel. C,oncerning John 20:31 he says that "this 

verse, important as it is, provides no mere than a starting point fer a 

tliscussion cf the purpese cf the Gospel; fer merely to say tha-J; John was 

written in the interests cf faith is to say nothing at all, beyond that 

it is it Christian beck, which is hardly in dispute. u147 Barrett's remark 

is very relevant to Cullmann' s treatment cf the Johannine concept o.f 

faith which~ says Cullmann; "stand.s in closest relation te th.e compesition 

of the Gospel". 148 Acco.rding to. Cullmann believing must be :fo.llowed by 

a deeper Ullderstanding which enables the believer to cOll1preh€~nd the divine 

plan of salvation in past, present and future. Cullmann says that it is 

the conscious intention ef the evangelist to lead. his readers! to this 

d.eeper understanding. But as James Gaffney points out, believing is net 

146 ECW, p. 46. 
147-

Barrett, p .. 114". 

148ECW p. 39. -' 
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accompanied by an apprehension of the divine plan and purpose. 149 In 

a complete chart describing all the consequ.ences of believing Gaffney 

lists no reference to an apprehenlsion of the divine plan. 150 The COl1-

sequence of believing in 20:31 is not a comprehension of God's plan of 

salvation in past, present and future,bu.t rather "life in his name l '. 

Most commentators agree that the 'evangelistfs purpose is to lead his 

readers to faith, and that the historical data are presented to show that 

Jesus is the Word. become flesh.15114 Barrett says, for example, that the 

words "that ye may believe I I suggest that the evangelist·s purpose is 

not to conv,ey interesting information about Jesus but to show to men 

their relation to God in Jesus. 1512 It is agreed, therefore, that the 

evangelist's theological purpose is to lead men to faith; but to say as 

Cullmann does,. that faith is fol11owed by a dual apprehension of both 

the historical events and their further implications in the history of 

salvation is to make an assumptio~ which cannot be supported by the 

material itself. 

(1i) The Use of Double or Ambigulolls Expressions 

Cullmann's case for salvation-history in John depends upon a 

deliberate use by the evangeli.st of ambiguous words and phrases. tfThe 
, 

Gospel of John indicates in so many places the necessity of a double 

meaning that enquiry into the dee:per unexpressed sense is to be raised, 

149James Gaffney, "Believing and Knowing in the Fourth Gospel", 
Theological Studies, Vol. 26, No.2, June 1965, Pp. 215-241. 

150Ibid., p. 238. 
151 8 8 Barrett, p. 5, Hoskyns, pp. 5 -5. 
152--.Barrett, p. 114. 
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in this Gospel to the status of a. principle of interpretatiou" n153 Cu11-

to be understood both chronologically and theologically because it is the 

evangelist's intention that they should be so understood.. The important 

question is whether the dual meanings of these words emerge in the mind 

o·f the interpreter who approaches the Gospel with a knowledgef of various 

linguistic usages, clr whether they belong to theinteIl-tion of' the evange-

list. Many scholars agree with Cullmann that -chere are too many ambiguous 

words and phrases to ignore them or to .regard them as accidental. 154 But 

Oullmann's argument depends upon four further deductions in clr-der to 

reach the point where the ambiguous words can lead to a principle of 

interpretation: (i) that the evangelist wrote in Greek and not in Aramaic, 

(ii) th.at the ambiguous words are not literary devices but rs.ther have 

theological significance, (iii) that the theological signific:ance is 

always what Oullma:nn says it is; namely linking of past and :present in 

the history of Ealvation, (iv) that the theological si,gnificance uncovered 

in a relatively small number ·of words and phrases can provide· the basis 

for a theological interpreta'tion of the' entire Gospel. Since arg;uments 

could be presented against each one of Cullma.nn~s deductions, Cullmann's 

understanding of the author's intention, arrived at by an examination of 

alnbiguous word usage, must be jud.ged as speculative. CullmaJ:'l.n's statement 

that ttit belongs to the essenee of ·John's Gospel that words a.re used in a 

double sense,,155 is another example of hiS tendency to delimit and define 

153EOW, p. 57. 
154

0fo Dodd, Interpretatio~. Pp. 134,,,03. 
155 . !9!, p. 68. 
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too precisely the evangelist's purpose .. 

(iii) The Meaning of lIsie" 

Cullmann. says that the word ·sign! refers to "the double quality 

of an event at once visible and. demanding a higher understanding in the 

context of faithH ,,155 In Oullmaru'l's presentation the word 'sign' is 

applied to "the smallest literary unitn156 such as "living water!f or 

t'bread from heaven'!.. But the evangelist only uses the word t ;sign' 

in connection with certaineven.ts such as the marriage at Can,a and the 

healing of the blind man. Dodd says that the word • sign' in ,John has 

the prophetic sense of lfsignificcll'lt act'!, 157 and Dodd's description of 

chapters two to twelve as the "Boc;)k of Signsll158 is based on the under-

standing of 'sign' as an event. :But Oullmannfs argument for salvation-

history in John is based on the application of the word fsign' tc both 

a small literary unit and. an e"ITent in the ministry of Jesus. It is Gn 

the basis of the analysis of words and phrases with double meanings in 

which "the eva;p.gelist makes known to us his literary personality and 

purposert159 that Cull mann arrives at his conclusions about salvation-

history in the Gospel_ Having found salvat:tcn-history in the ambiguous 

words and phrases Cullwuln then proceeds to find it in the events of. 

Jesus' life. But this is not a legitmate transition to make unless the 

word 'signt can be applied to both the events and the ambiguous expressions. 

And on Cullmann -sown definition of sigI~ (confirmed by Do.dd) the word 

155EO\\l, ·Pe 46. 

15'7Dodd, Interpretation, p. 1~·2. 
158Ibid., p. 290. 
159ECW p. 50. 
-' 

156Ib *d 55 .....::!:-., p. . •. 
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refers to specific events in Jesus· ministry and not to isol~tted words 

and phrases. Therefore it is a questionable procedure for Cullmann to 

approach his exegetical work on the selected passages armed with a 

previously established position ;r'egarding the evangelist's pttrpose. What-

ever can be said about the evangelist's purpose must be determined from 

the passages themselVes. 

(i v) Sacraments or Se,craman t? 

If a sign refers to "the double quality of an event at once visible 

and demanding a higher understanding in the context of faithlll,160 it must 

be asked why the "higher understanding" must always involve 'baptism and 

the eucharist. Cullmann says that "the sacraments !!lean the sam!; for the 

'1.... 11 t'· . 1 f th h" t . al J f h' L • 11
161 

cm.!.rc as 1'le l1l.l.rac es 0 e:LS <Drl.c·· . ssus . or los eon'Gell:ilporar:Les .. 

As'1:.):1~~;:~iracles of the historical Jesus were signs for his cO'l:ltemporaries 

so baptiem and the euchari.st are the signs of Godrs redeeming activ5.ty 

in the present. Cullmann admits in a footnote that the word tI 6'".i1}-tE--; .... ¥ 

is only :.:l.,(l,~$cription of the reference to the Sacrament not for the 

Sacrament itself"; but his entire treatment of early Ohristian. worship 

162 is based on an equating of 'sign' with the h·c sacrc:unents. For Cull-

roann it is always either baptism or the eucharist which lies behind the 

Joha:r.;nine • sign' • Since it is the finding of allusions to baptism and 

the eucharist in the episodes of ,Jesus' life which provide Cullmann with 

h,is proof for salva.tion .... history, ~t;.he id.entification between sign and the 

160 BCW, p. ~:6. 

161Ib·· d 70 'l. .• , p.. , .• 

162spea.lting of the sacraments on F. 107 (ECW) Cullmann uncl.,erlines 
the word '!!!2'. 
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two sacraments is very important to him. 

But this identification is another good example of the way in which 

C1:.ulmann has made too narrow a delimi ta ticn of the evangelist's purpose. 

f'The real issue'" says Smalley~ "is not one of sacraments, but one of 

sacrament. How far and in Wh"lt sense is the pattern of the Fourth Gospel 

163 
t sacra.mental '?" . The primary pll:"oblem of the Fourth Gospel, as Hoskyns, 

Dodd and Barrett point out, is no'~ the place of the Christian sacraments. 

It is, in Hoskynst words, lIthe fall:" more important, fa.r more disturbing, 

problem of history itself and of :L tsmeaning"" 164 It is logical to assume 

that the • signs' , which are so prominant in the eVc:tngelist's presentation, 

will reflect the rnai:r.. theme of the book. But the descriptive exegesis 

indicC'.ted that the evangelist' oS primary pur:oose always appear,ed to be 

C"l:1t~" ",:'I,",~ <' narrow interest in the Christian sacra.nients. Even John 

6:51-58, where allusions to the eucharist arE generally accepted, was 

seen to be primarily concerned with the more fundamental questions of faith 

and unbelief.. Insofar as any purpose can be ascribed. to the !~vangelist 

it must be broeder tha:.n a cancer!') to rel!ate the episodes of Jesus life 

with the early Christian. cultvs. ,John is primarily concerned to show the 

glory of the V!ord me.de flesh, and. as Hoskyns sa.ys "the ·tt.erne of the Fourth 

Gospel is the non-historical tha.t mElk.es sense of h.istory, the infinite that 

makes sense of time ~ God who makes: sense of men and is therefore their 

SaviourTl .. 165 The f'undamenta.l sacramental fact in John is the inea.rnate 

life of the Son of God, and the two sacJ;'amel:lts of baptism a.."ld eucharist 

163 6 . Smalley, p., 1 1. 
164 . . 

Hoskyns,. p.' 58 • 
165RoSkYlilS, p., 129-130 .. 
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ere rooted in this fact. They haire no significance apart from this fact. 166 

Cullmann'::5 identification of the I'signs' with the two sacraments draws 

attentJ .. cn ",';':r::,y ft'om the most important of the 'signs' (the irucarnation) 

and results in an ex,egesis which is strained and cluttered by secondary 

or tertiary consiaerations. 

The first four cri ticislns of Cu11rnann 1 s exegesis have d.emonstrated 

the way in which his own theological outlook has been imposed on the 

evans elis t 's lJ'J'ork. The final two criticisms are concerned '.vi th non-

theological factors which are relevant to Cull:mann's attempt to discover 

the purFose of the evangelist. 

(v) Qate, Place, AuthorshiE and Readership 

IIo.rrett's contention that i.t is a mistal-re to press the author's 

i'lrl,(j£x: t;;o far is reinforced by the fact that there is no agreement 

regarding date, place, authorship, and those to whom the Gospel was 

167 addressed. And yet any attempt to discern the EJ.uthorts :;:;urpose would 

net '0(, un:rel<'t.ted to any or all of these matters if they could be determined 

w:i th accuracy. ~1a:ny would figre,e wi th Hos}~yn.s thfit "the autho:'.~ has done 

his best, a:ppr.uoently ,'lith inte:rtion, to (';o';e1' up his tracksH • 168 The 

matter of the inteno.ed readership illustr,:l.tes tl",e pro'l::le;r:. C. T. Craig 

166 .. ... '" . . Barre1;'C suggests t:..na t the reason lor the OIflllll.SS:LOD, of the 
institution of the sacraments in ,John lies in the author's 1IIIlLwillingness 
to attach the total sacramental fact of the incarnation t.o a particular 
moment and a. particular action. p. 42. 

167cf. R .. Eisle:J:', The Enigma of the Fourth Gospel, LOIlL~on: Methuen, 
1938, Pp. 1 .. 3. JUse W.:Ii'. Howard, 'fhe Fourth Gospel in :Recellt~ Cri ticisll'! 
and Interpreta-cion, London: Epworth, Revised edition1 1955. Pp. 19-94, 
164-178. 

168 Hoskyns, p .. 18. 
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in an article on 11'::~acraulental Interest ill the Fourth Gospellt says that 

the Gospel 11breathes. the i11timacy of the cult grQuplf and was not written 

for outsiders. 169 Similarly LIosky:tlS sass that 'lit cannot be doubted that 

the autnor .is 1'II:;:.'iting for Christians who have been cleansed 'by baptism 

,
=.-•• ,.., L~' m;.-.o sl~'""-,re J.' ..... - +·:"'e 9UC·":-:""J.· ·st'·· .1'70 Do-'';; 0 t' .j..h ' " b 1" t 1, t -......-......:. .~...;. .... ~~~ - .... ~-... .' u .... , n Xle 0 ",,_€II' .nano.~ e J.eves 11a 

the evangelist is lli;>ubject to a s,elf-imposed limitation. In writing for 

a lion-Christian pub:'ic he will not directly di'll1ll.ge the Christian 'Iv'iys·teries' ~ 

...... Consequently he can give no lliirect answer e:ither to the question 'How 

can a man be born agail11 f ol." the ques.tion 'How can this man give us his 

Ilesh to eat' 11,111 Ii tt.ere were agreement as to whether the author was 

.::..d.d.ressi:ug Ch:cistiallS, non-Christians, or "bo·th, the interpreter wou.ld 

haVe far more to say &bout~ the evar.tgelist's conScious purl:,Qse. }Jut which-

i;;U'e posed by CulluruUl' s interp:t."'et&tion. If ·the Gospel were add:cessed to 

Hon-Christian reader's it could L.a:i.'dly be eX'}iected thi::tt they would under-

stand the aoublfj s:';'gnificatiol1 which, according to Cullmalm, is fundamental 

to the author's pur-jJose. And:...f the Gospel ~;e:ce addressed to Christians; 

oue must ask why the autiwr has not, made his refel.~ences to contemporary 

\Iorship filore eX.iJlicit. In fact Cullrua1J.n does llOt state to wholll the Gospel 

is ali.":';'ressecl - a strar.;.ge phell0mel'lOn in a wriJ.:;·er who is so ,f>1'8cise about 

the author's purpose. 

It rilust also be noted that a number of scholars do not find any 

16QJ' a1.f1< B'bl' 1 T"t t 1939 31 41 'ourn OJ.. J. l.ca -"Ill. ~ra ure, t p. - .. 
170

H· k 136 . os."yns , p • ~I' .• 

171 
Dodd, Inte;r>pretati()Ii, Pi" 343 .. 



cOlJ.sciouslj imposed. S1.,l'uct"lJ1.re ir. the ~7ourth Gospel, and these men of course 

are most relucta.nt to permit anythin.g to be said bbout an &uthor's over-

all purpose. £ultma:rm is the only scholal~ whom Cullmann ide4tifias with 

this posi~ion, 172 but there ure othBl'S such as W. Bauer t I".R. liorere. A. 

LoisJl, V~. Lewis t /:;j,nd G .£I.C. Hacgregor. 175 Bul tmann, for example, thinks 

that the Gospel nas come 'chrough a. series of redactions~ and that the 

book is the product of several haJa.cls. Bul tma.!lI!' 6 displacer:lent theory is 

ba.sed pX'imarily 011 the detection of inco:ugruities of thought, and there-

fore 6.irectly cO~ltra.0..ic ts Cullrnarm' s thesis which is based on a uui ty of 

purpose ana theme.
1 '74 According to '.:.7. HGward Ilthe 1i taraty unity of 

.;he Fou:cth vospel h.,,,6 been challe:rJ,ged upon the ground tha.t z. careful 

l~~a\ling of the text reveals llUUler,ous seams and 6uturesrl
•
175 IIowal"d shows 

.l:lVW this problem has occupied the attenti'.Jll of Sflitta, Wendt, Schwartz, 

•• elhausen,iJarburtou, lvlofi'at and Bernard. 116 To varying degrees all of 

these scholars support thoi view t:t:..at the Gos:pel l1as been hastily thrown 

togetiler alld could 'be improved i'r'om a Ii te:cary paint of view by certain 

l"Barrangeme,l,lts of tt~e text. ;i~lile con cemj;.iorarJ' scholarship seems to 

favour the view of Dodd t,;:.at it is "tile dutJ of "-ill interiJ.cet·.:;'r at least 

to s~e what cart be done wi tn the do cum el.l t as it has cum;;: 

before attempting to improve in it",177 tlle arguments of Bult:m~Uln a,na. 

17~m~, p. 58, note 1. 

173CitRd by Howard on Pp. 109, 166, 86, 119, 115 respe~ctively. 
174Ibide, p. 167. ,175Ibid., p. 100. 

1761bid., Pp. 96, 97 and 126 .. 

177Dodd, Interpretation, p. a90 



others c2 ... ~·.r;ot be li.~:):tl~7 dismissed.. rr'h:~ir research means that one can 

only spero;;: of the 'l.".:r..ity of John·s Gospel with considerable reserve. And 

it ulso lTIeD..llS tL'1,t Cu.llrml.::.n f s exe:y,esis, wh:.ch utiliz,~s the t!:l,eolo.=;ical 

~:·:.ir.:.d of Ullanir:.r1ou,S scholarly appro'Tla .. l. 

(vi) T"liq'Q matters ,of Logical Consis'~ency 

Fir..a.lly, two cri ticisms:.1l'.lst be levelled. against the simple logic 

of Cll.l1mann· s thesis. The first c1'i ticisr::J pertains to Cullma.nn' s cumula ti ve 

argument, the way in which he builds on rreviol1s assumptions. He approa.ches 

tile exe~;esi$ of the h ·alin,:; i:.t the pool of giloam on the basis th.9t "our 

-I-he """'~"cl- at 'f.<et~·'e""'~'· .::'" co'~rect n
178 

........ j. ~.~...1-..L.C'- II;' "*,J' .oj, ~:!:I1 ... ,,:::, ..1....4.' J_ • Antj, then in the 

,section on the :::iracle at BethesdA. h,: &'1.ys: flafter the pr,,Jviol1S cha,ters 

the C01'L"'1.CJtiOTl wi t?~ Bapb.sr.'l her~ too is quite com:pelli.ng •• ,179 COl''!!l1enting 

0::1 the CCllversa tion with t.he .3amari tan woman Cullmann s9..ye:: lithe con-

l:h7:ction between, 'l:tving water' and Bapti.sm is made mor,S' credible by reason 

0: the pt:-,.rallelism "Hith the f~')rG.·:.:i of life' chapter 6:3.5ff., ;'.'he:"e the 

theme is the other In ali10[~t ';'V(~ry S'2IctiOl1 Cullm8.nr~ builds 

his ct'>.ae by ref(~rril'lG to 'Jlhat ha.s been l'established" elw:;',\·~::>r",). There is 

Ii:') firm I)osi tion from '3!hich this cireui tous reAS0]line beginA. Occasionally 

Cullma!l.ll epeaks of a passage 13.13 a "key~! to his entire :tnt::.rp:r.'ctat:~on, 181 

but tne descriptive exegesi.s of such ){ey ::-',",'.e:sages as the discourse fol-

lOl1.ring the feeding or the spear-thrust did not reveal secrets for the 

178""C"J 107 1791b"d .;;. I', p.;;. ~.t 

181-1!!2:. t Pp- 115 ,and 95. 

p.. 86 • 
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interpretation of the entire Gospel. The way in which, Cullmann approaches 

the exege.sis of individual pa.ssages must be judged as irresponsible, 182 

and the 1fkeyll v.hich Cu1lm~'l uses is obviously not the evangelist's but 

his own. 

Secondly, Cullmann argues that his case depends 11.0t O:i:l the exegesis 

of the indi'lidual passages but on the 1;1I1101e Gospel. But since a whole is 

always :!lade up of its parts, Cull mann. 's hypothesis is faulty. If the parts 

had been able to bear the interpretation which Cullmann brings to them, 

then it would h;;;;.ve baen permissable for him to make an hypothesis about 

the whole from vlhat had been d'2:termined from the parts. But since Cull-

mann himself admits that the indi'vidual p8.ssages cannot bear his inter-

pretation in isolation (and. the desol'iptive exegesis confirmed this), 

his understanding of the whole completely contrad.icts any scientific ap-

proach.. Freedman su.ggest,,-,d. tha,t an inducti va approach to scripture could 

. 1 ' ... , t' t!. f+ " ..,.,... t' u1 b' 183 ::Lnc_uae !"~.e a 'Cemp 'vO' :1.11C1. an over-a.L. ..... Ulll:I,;Y ::LrJ. a:n.y par ::LC' e.r OO.K. 

But Fl~eedmar~ wac careful to st.a te thD.t ruly hypothesis cOrJ.cerning the unity 

or the lili..;,ter::.a.l lUllst be ba"sed on the established rasul ts of e.xegesis, Cull-

manll's exegesis is deductive in that i-I; :Ls l)8..sea on certain prim:- a.ssumptions 

abou t tine and historye These presuppositions have been applied to t;he ma t-

erial an,(~ the ca terial has been manipulated to support the presuppositions. 

12. RESULTS OF THE STUDY OF JOHN'S GOSPEL 

Cullmann's entire case for redemptive history in John depends upon 

182~e irresponsibility is particularJ.yevident in statements such 
as: !'even in passages wherlS the iM!"iter does not e:ll;oressly say SO~ as 
in. 3: 14, there are references preSe!lt to furth.er acts of Chriist in the 
history of salvationH • NeW, p. 52 .. 

183 -
Supra., po 56. 
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CCUl. unly 0\:1 dei3crib-:.:d a;;;; a CullmCllmi",u CO:4st;;cuction. His the~logical 

pr0iSU}lpOsitiOllS <"lre not inherent ill tiJ.$ i:;ibiical matBrial but ... J.i:ive b.een 

imposed on it. CuJ.lmarrn. ::;.aY5 that lIit mUGt be the aim of exegesis to 

';lOl'k out the ::"nter~ot of t;:10 :aarrative :for the CiJ.ristian Cor.amunit;;r:,i:~~' 

the time". 184 ~IrJ.at Cullmallll h<;;,s done ill ills book on John'lS Gospel is to 

";urk Oi.i.t l,IH:l interest of tiJ.e lu:;.,rra"i:;.ive i'or his OiiVU time. Th.is is uO doubt 

:;';xegesis cannot tL",,1'0i'0re he conclin'l.ed ,;,-ith what the text means LOW, 

separati0n between. exegesis and theology. 



A CRITIQUE OF CULLMANl'l·f S TIUOLOGICAL EXEGESIS 

The comparison in. chapters III and IV between Cullmam'l t s theological 

exegesis and a descriptive exegesis provides the basis for criticizing 

his theological presuppositions which were outlined in chapte'l' II.. Chapters 

III and IV show that, Cullmann's theological presuppositions are not in

herent in the New Testament material. The fifth and summary chapter 

utilizes the 1'esu1 ts of the compara ti ve study to draw the. fUl:"ther con

clusions (i) that the presuppositions are imposed upon the ma.terial, 

(ii) that the presuppositions include an unwarranted assumption about 

the unity of the material1 (iii) that the presuppositions pre'vent a.t; .. 

honest scientific and historical examination of the material, and (iv) 

that the presuppositions include contemporary philosophical and theo

logical notions. For all of these reasons Cullmann t s theological exegesis 

militates against understanding the material in its own terms.. The failure 

of Cullmannfs theological exegesis to allow the material to "speak for it

self" suggests that some other method, s'll.ch as a descriptive exegesis free 

from theological pre.supposi tions, might better account for the data.. 

1. THE PRESUPPOSITIONS ARE IMPOSED UPON THE NATE'RIAL 

In Christ and T;i.me Cullma.nn attempts to synthesize bibllical data 

and theological presuppositions. The book is a systematic presentation of 

126 
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New Testame,nt data arranged around the theological implicati<ms of time 

and history. There i$ a selection and organization. of the data on the 

basis of theological principles. Cullmann's entire presentaUon i.s 

based on the asstmlption that the -theological pre$upposi tions are inherent 

in the biblical materi.a1. 

The main evidence which Cullmann produces to substantiate his 

presentation centres around the earliest Christian confessio:t::ls which, he 

Say-S1 distinguish the eentral fr@m the peripheral in the New Testament. 

A careful eXarrlina. tion of Cullmann t is exegetical method in ~.st and'I'ime 

and The Earliest Christian ,Confessions does :not reveal any eiJridence to 

suppl:>rt this thesis. The exegetical method whereby Gullmann examines the 

earliest Christian confessions involves the same theological :presuppositions 

that lie behind Christ and Time. Always the theological presiuppositions 

are brought to the biblical data rather than emerging from it:. In The 

Earliest"Chr:Lstian Confessions C'llimann comes closer to a descriptive 

exegesis than in any other of his works, but the theological presuppositions 

are operative here as well. The interpreter can only judge that the 

p:resuppos:ttions have no foundation in the biblical material and that 

their subsequent application is unwarranted. Cullmann's chapter on 

terminology .for time and his exegetical work on the Fourth Go,spel are two 

good examples of the way in which the theological presuppositions are 

imposed upon the biblical materiale 

2. THE PRESUPPOSITION OF AN OVER-ALL UNITY 

An underlying assumption of Cullmann f s exegetical method is an 
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essential unity present in the diverse documents of both the Old and the 

New 'restaments. Tn€: grounds on which such an assumption i6 justified 

is the recognition in faith that ,Jesu6 Chri6t is the lIabsolut,e divine 

revelationH1 to man. A theological exegesis begins from this point and. 

attempts to show how all the material reflects the central faith-affir-

mation of Christians.. When Cullmann says that the earliest confessions 

of faith represent an exegesis of the entire New Testament he means, 

of course, III theological exegesis. A descriptive exegesis, on the other 

hand, confines itself to the individual doouments; an over-all unity 

is sought only after an exhaustive examination.. S'Iilpport is l,acking in 

the biblical material for Cullma.l1n's presuppositions concerni:ng the unity 

of the whole; furtherl'l1ore, Cullmann's synthetic approach militates against 

the understanding of the material in its own terms. 
" 

Cullmann' s thE:;ological presuPJ)osi tions that the Christ'-event must 

be regarded as the temporal mid-point of the entire biblical history is 

not valid for biblical interpretation. With respect to the Old 'I'estament 

it is simply not tru,e. Howard 1'1. Teeple says that "a theological pI'e-

supposition is even more dangerous and more liable to fetter the mind 

When the interpreter regards that presupposition as central fc)r faith and. 

believes that the Eible should be interpreted in that, Context (which 

te him automatically becomes ~ context; and if he is a Chrilstian it 

becomes ~ Christi~ context)U. 2 Teeple goes on to say that "when 

1Christ and Time, p. 23_ 

2:reeple, Howard M., tlNotes on Theologians' Approach to the Bible", 
Journal of Biblical Literature, Vol. LXXIX, 1960" p. 165. 
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Christ is viewed as the total context, part of the context is inevitably 

omitted. For with that concept o;f the total, the interpreter shuts his 

eyes to evidence which shows that Christ is ~ the t·ota1. The total 

context is nothing less than the total of everything in the historioal 

situation which contributes to the correct understanding of the Bible. 

Tlle view that Christ is the total automatically excludes part of the 

historical contextH •
3 Cullmann's theological exegesis leads to a 

reduction which fails to do' justice to the breadth and variety of the 

biblical documents because it elevates one major theme to the level of 

a principle of interpretation for 'che whole.. Cullmann's synthesis at-

tempts to account for all the data, but any synthesis is bound to over-

look or misconstrue details which do not conform to the over-all 

pattern. The compar'ative examination of both the terminology for time 

and the Gospel of John has revealed many examples of the way in which 

Cullma'nn has'overlooked evidence which would contradict his theological 

presuppositions.. On occasion even the evidence which. was cit.ed was 

forced to fit the mould of his presuppositions. The examinat.ion of 

Cullmann's theological exegesis confirms Freedman's observati.on that 

tlwe should be sceptical of attempts to find the same truth eV'erywhere in 

scripture,or a general pattern under which all the different sei':,'1nents 

4 of the literature can be subsumed". 

An essential task of Christian theology is to expound whatever 

~eeple, p. /1:66. 4. Freedman, p. 315. 
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unity is in the scriptures.5 But the important question whic:h an exam-

ination of Cullmann's work raises is whether this task should be per-

formed in the name of exegesis. Because Cullmann's attempt to expound 

the scriptures around a. c'entral unifying theme actually militates against 

an lmderstanding of the material in its own terms, his work points to the 

necessity of a separation between exegesis and theology. 

THE PRESUPPOSITIONS CANNOT BE TESTED 

1t 
A fundamental pl.~oblem raised by Cullmann t s theological exegesis 

is the,t there is no scientific way of testing whether or Rot the inter-

pretation is correct. The theological presuppositions elevate the entire 

endeavour beyond the realm of scilsntific investigation. This problem 

has been evident in the foregoing analysis in several different ways. 

In chapter II it was noted how all the components of Cullrrlallll's 

theological synthesis must starld or fall together. By means of a theol-

t1gical exegesis Cullmann arrived ::1t a view of linear time as well as a 

moderate realized eschatology.. BISlcause the same method was used to 

arrive at both pOSitions, the one cannot be separated from the other. 

6 Scholars su.ch as Paul Minear a.nd To]'. Torrance credit Cullmann for making 

a significant contribution to the understanding of New Testament escha-

tology, but they are u:,nwilling to accept his view of linear time. In 

5Heinrich Schlier, wri.ting in Dogme.tic VB. B:i.blical Tn.eolog, p. 92, 
says that theology Itpresupposes a. hidden inner unity which .is always 
present. This is precisely what is indicated by its sytematic character. 
The end and object is to draw the hidden unity out of its concealment 
as much as possible and to make i~~ know-.a". 

6 
SupJra. p. 52, 
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his assessment of Cullmru.n' s work Torrance says: "there seems little 

doubt that the New Testament gives us teaching o.n eschatology without 

commi ttingii tsel! to any specific conception of time'I.7 James Barr also 

suggests that there is no one view of time in the New Testament, and 

the,t any discu.ssion of time belongs properly to the domain of philosophical 

theology rather than exegesis.
8 

Yet, in Cullmaxm' s synthesis linear time 

is bound up with eschatology in such a way that any separation of the 

two, as recommended by Barr; Torrance and Minear, is impossible. In a 

theological exegesis based on fai tll there are no ori teria for assessing 

the worth of some insights in relation to others. 

In a similar way Cullmaritl's theological presuppositions remove 

his tre<sftment c; f" t:i
"" ::->&1 va tiori-hh>i;;ol"Y to a realm beyond ori tical sci en-

tific examination. When salv-ation-history is viewed as the essenti?.J. 

core of the N 8W tl'estamel'l t revelation then i t follows logi oally that a 

theological exegesis is the only way to understruad the material. For,. 

as Cullmann says, only he who recognizes Jesus as the absolute diville 

revelation can discern the line whieh leads from Israel to Ghrist and 

from Christ to the Church. Exegesis and theology mus"1; be combined in 

order to link together the various ever~ts in the history of salvation. 

For: the exegete withou"c faitl'"! to discern the ple,n of salvatio.n the New 

Teste.ment remains forever sealed .. 

A descriptive exegesis unC~i)ve:r.s no evidence from the documents 

themselves to confirm Cu.llmann's 'vieW of salvation-history. .Barr's 

'7"Tlle }'lodern Eschatological DebateH • Evangelical Quarterly, VoL 
XXV, 1953, No. 4,p .. 224. 

8Barr, J, Bi:blical Words for Time, p .. 249. 
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cri ticisms show that tb.ere is "10 scriptural basis for the lir.lldng of the 

events in t:h.e history of salvation; and Gullmal1l1's treatment of -the Fourth 

·30sj;Jel is ::11, ,:,x<':l.lt!}l'i: of how sal;ratiol1-history is iraposed UpOJ:1~ the material. 

In any scientific enquiry, when the evidence produced. to establish a 

part:i.cular theory is discredited the enquiry ceases. But in the case of 

a theological exegesis it cannot be said that theenqu:lry :.~8.S ceased: 

t~e whole question of salvation-history has simply been elevated further 

i:c~to the theological sphere. Cullmann may be correct in his asserti";m 

that salvation-histor'Y is central '1:;0 the New Testal'uent" but SiC also may 

those fol,J,ower-s of Bul tma.'1l1 who stre:.::;s revelation through the! ii:iord as 

the central theological affirmation of the :New Testament.. Ttl.e problem is 

that there is 1,0. scie:xb . .:ic basis for judging between the two< positions 

because both are based 011 theologiccl presuPJ?-osi tions. The choice between 

a theologicCl.l exegesis based on faith 8....1'1(1 a descriptive exegesis is really 

no choice at all for him without faith to discern the plan of salvation .. 

And there are goo~l reasons why 8"":'!n he wi tll faith should permit a 

descriptive exegesis to establish its results before the theological 

implications of the material are expounded. 

A theological exegesis raises serious problems of scholarly--

in tegri ty. The bi"blical material cannot be understood in its own terms 

wheI! it is approached with theol.ogical presupposi tians because the pre

suppositions are determinative in the selection and presentation of the 

data. The comparative examination has revealed the extent to which Cull

mann's presuppositions actually determine the results of his exegesis 

of both individual passages and also en.tire books of scripture such as 

the Gospel of John·. In other words, the scriptures alie used to support 
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a theological position, and this precludes fror.:l the start any understand.ing 

of them in their own tel:"Ills .. 9 

Fl"~(;) '~;H' cl,,)mparative examhtation of chapters III and IV it must 

be concluded that a theological exegesis cannot combine an honest historical 

enquiry within the context of a theological exposition of the biblical 

material. Cullmann's article on liThe r;ec:essity and Function of Higher 

Cri ticism" a ttempt.s to restore the range of critical scientif:ic disciplines 

to their legitimate autonomy. But the article fails to aC,hieve its desired 

end because of the asserti')u "chat the exegete mu,s't 'be' historian and 

theologian £! ~ ~ time. l.. theological exegesis is a den:icil of the 

very thing that Cul1mann set out to acc0!!:lplish iIi, his ar"ticle, because 

historice"l-crit~'J;~:.J stud.iet' a:;:'c bound ul') with theological affirmntions. 

uVhen theology ~s the principle fo!' the selection and. organiza-tion of the 

data, the historical-critical findings are inevitably subservient to the 

theological pl:"0snp!,o:Jitions. And the historica.l-critical work of scholars 

is no longer wi thin the range of scierJ.tific eXafal.nation and t1esting because 

it has been eleva.ted to the theological sphere. The fact that theology 

always involves the r.emov<,-l of historical events from the1)lane of normal 

historical irrvestig~, tiOll suggests th<.'.lt; bibJ..ical studies and exegesis must 

be pertdttcd to a:pply historical criticism without the restrh:tions of 

a particular theology .. 

91n this conn1ection, note 1;he interesting suggestion of James Barr 
in Biblical 1i1ordsfor Time, :po 150, that for Cullm~n "the urge to in
vestigate the whole matter has arisen not simply from a descriptive study 
of the biblical material but from a sense that certain general theological
philosophical problems can be sol,red, and the disagreements runong exegetes 
in certain respects overcome, through a speeial concentration en the 
subject cf timeu • 
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An inductive and descriptive approach to the scriptures, as sug-

gested by Stendahl and Freedman, allows the material to "speak for itselfft 

10 in a way that is imp0ssible under a theological exegesis. The scientific 

approach of Stendahl and Freedman also involves presuppositions, but these 

presuppositions are built upon evidence, and do not restmere,ly on the 

1~faithJ' of the interpreter. As Teeple says, Its·cientific presuppositions, 

including those of sound. biblical scholarship, are arrived at. induct! vely t 

whereas 'theological presupPosit.ic)l'ls are usually 'based on fa:i.thn.11 Neither 

a theological approach nor a descriptiVe approach is free fro'ID the sub-

jectivity of the interpreter. In both cases presuppositions are involved., 

but in the former case the theological presuppositions are cOlllsciously 

applied to the material, whereas ill the :Latter Ga6e a dellber'ate attempt 

is made to uncover the presuppositions and eliminate them as far as 

pos.sible so that the original intention of the author may beclorne in-

creasingly evident. In the recognition that the material can never "speak 

for itselfU in any absolute sense (except when it is repeatedl word for 

Vlord), it has been shown that a descriptive exegesis approxin:tates more 

closely to the ideal because it is based on hypotheses which can be 

checked against the evidence of the material itself. 

10"Many examples of what theological presuppositions c:an do to 
biblical interpretation occur in the literatu.re of the covemlllters at 
Qumran. The covenanters held the false theological presupposition that 
the history of their sect and the future of the world were predicted in 
the 0.'1'. The effect of that assumption was just what a historian would. 
expect, namely, gross miSinterpretation of the scriptures"'. Teeple, p. 165. 

11 Teeple, p. 166. 
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~.. THE INFLUEl'lCE OF CONTElVIPOFlARY PHlLOSOPlfY AND 'l'HEOLOGY 

Cullmann's theological exegesis provides a partieularly vivid 

e~ple of how contemporary philosophical and theological int~erests can 

influence the selection and organization of the data. 

(i) Th.:: .~nfll)E'nce of Gontemporary philosoph;t 

Frederick Sontag says that "Cullmannts Christ and 'Fime would be 

completely unintelligible on the easis of the New Testament alone; and 

is understande.'bleonly against a background of continental philosophyn. 12 

The influence of Hegel t s philosophy upon Cullmann .is immediat,ely recog-

nizable in that the issue of history is central in all of Cullmann's works. 

But the important question is whether there is a view of histl()ry in the 

New Testament which corresponds t() Cullrna.ml's view of history. r:fue com ... 

parative examination of chapters III and IV reveals that Culllrnann's view 

of history is foreign to the New r.restament. The obvious conclusion is 

that the view of history which Cullmann considers to be the ";silent 

presuppositionfl lying behind the New Testament material is in fact a 

product of contemporary thinking about history which is still dominated 

by Hegelian notions. It is from Cullmann's twentieth century perspective 

that there appears to be a!1thorough orientation to revelatory and red

emptive historyf~13 in primitive Christianity. Cullmann reads into the 

New Testament his twentieth century notion that revelation taltes place 

solely in history. Cullrnann 0 s th1eological exegesis includespresuppos-

i tions which are derived from a Gierman philosophical tradition which regards 

12"Philosophy and Biblical Theology: A PrologueH , ~igion in Life" 
Vol .. XXXIII, Spring 1964, No .. 2, p. 225. 

13Christ and Time, p. 18. 



history as the source of all knowledge including the knowledge of deity.14 

And these prelsupposi tions mili ta.te very strongly against understanding 

the material in its on terms.. A descriptive exegesis seeks to discover, 

as far as possible, what the doernnents meant when they were first written. 

- Cullmann t s exegetical method$ beca.use it includes a contempor,ary view 

of history as the silent presupposition behind the materialfis unable 

to uncover the original intentions of the writers of the New 'Testamexlt .. 

(ii) The influence o,f contemporary theolosY. 

Cullmann is not 'llllaffected. by the theological climate of his time_ 

The theological presuppositions with which Cullmann approaches his exegetical 

work i~9lude his understanding Qf the nature of faith and his conception 

of revelation as taking place soll9ly in h.istory .. 

Cullma.-rm's view that faith always involves the comprehension of 

the history of salVation has been criticized as an unwarranted assumption 

from the New Testament data. 11:er1e it must 'be noted that this comprehension 

is, for Culll'nann, a very personal and individualistic matter. l'Faith 

in the New ':'estament sense means to be cOllvirlced that this entire h.appening 

takes place for me, that Christ died on the cross· . .;£or Ina, that for me also 

this central event represents the mid_pointn .. 
15 Cullmann defines faith 

exclusively in terms of the response of the individual. A conception 

of faith as a gift of God mediated through the community of·faith is 

foreign to Cullmann, as it is to many Protestants who are unable to conceive 

140ther philosophical infl~l1ences can be detected in Cul1mann t s 
work: trean Frisque (Oscar Cullmann, p_ 231) says that Cullmannls treat
ment of faith reflects positivistic notions concerning 1IJhat can be known. 

15Chr:ist anti! Tim..;:, p. 219. 



of faith apart from their 01l1.'D. faith. Cullmann t s theological I:;xegesis 

reflects his view that Irfaith is the way by which the past phase of 

16 redemptive history becomes effectual for rne. 1I 

Cullmann's conception of revelation as takillg place solely in 
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history reflects the contemporary emphasis on historical thinking.. Cull-

mann makes the historical character of revelation the funda.l'!leltltalprinci:i.1E' 

of his theology: Hall Christian theology in. its innermost essence is 

Biblical hlstorytl .. 
17 Cullmann says. that "the New Testament Wlritings for 

. ·tS" 
ihe fil"st time gi va to all revel a i;ion an essential anchorage in time. U 

The revelation of God takes place through an organized serie.s of historical 

events. 1I1- Cullmann' s view the a(~tion of God is wedded to th~e historical 

events which eonstitu:te the history of salvation: no revelation can be 

given independently of historical eVlents. On this view of re"\T"elation t-t 

i.s imperative to empllasizEl the historicity of the l"evelatory levents •. 

Thus when Cullmarm makes the resurrection the decisive event lof revelation, 

and places it at the centre of all history, he is bound to assert that 

it is a histo,rical evel1t. The l"esul t is that Cullmann approa1ches the 

exegetical task with presuppositions concerning the historiCity of the 

events of revelation. In Cullmann's theological exegesis the results 

of the enquiry are to a c0nsiderable extent determined in advance by the 
.', ,.'., .... 

theological presupposition that revelatio!l takes place solely in history. 

Cullmann's one-sided view of faith and his exclusive p:reoccupaticm 

with revelation through history are incorporated into his the'ological 

exegesis. His own theological presuppositions influence the selection and 

17Ibid., p.. 23. 
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organi:z;ation of the material, and the result is a synthesis bletween. New 

Testament daL and Cl1llmann's theological presuppositions. But since 

theology always invQlves the attempt to synthesize, the solut:ion to the 

problem posed by Cullmann f s theological exegesis lies in a se:paration of 

exegesis and theology. The solution 1.ie5 in a reeogni tion of the in-

evitable discrepancy between biblical documents and modern sy,s"\:',ematic 

interests, and thus the biblical accounts must be permitted to stand as 

they are.. Then the theologian Call construct systematically whatever he 

feels necessary and he can justify his efforts solely on systematic 

grounds. A biblical theologian 511Cb. as Cullmann is caught in a hopeless 

dilemma when he tries to perform the task of an exegete and a systematic 

theologian at the same time. 

A theological exegesis will always militate again.st the under ... 

standing of the biblical material in its own terms because it is the 

task of theology to gi ve contempora:::,~; expression to the cett.tral events 

of the Christian re"l/'elationa In other words, -the task of theology must 

always be begun anew, whereas the biblical record. remain.s substantially 

the same. Cull.mann' s theological exegesis of J olm 1 s Gospel shows how 

an attempt to eX'press the aontempOl"al"Y relevance of the recorded events 

can obscure the primary purpose of the author in certain passages. And 

the influence of contemporary philosophy and theology upon Cullmann's 

exegesis lends further support to the argument that exegesis must be 

separated frGlIl theology. flA theologian must begin at the point where the 

biblical records leave off~' i 19 
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5. IV!PLICATIONS OF THIS STUDY FOR BIBLICAL INTERPj{r~'I'I\TION 

This study has demonstrated the necessity of a clear separation 

between exegesis and theology. When the material iS3.:pproached with 

theological pre3upposi tions the presuppositions Bl.ffect the results of the 

exege~is, and the possibility of understanding the material in its own 

terms is eliminated. Theological presuppositions also eliminate the 

possibility of checking against the material ii::s·elf whether an inter

pretation is correct,. An.d insofar as theological presupposit,ions reflect 

the contemporary theological and philosophical climate they are external 

to the biblical material. A separation between exegesis and theology, 

on the other hand, permits an honest historical investigation. of the biblical 

material which can 'be shared by believer and non-believer alike. Theology 

begins at the point where the historical in"ll"est::i.gation leaves off.. The 

separation between exegesis and theology thus frees theology to perform 

its important task of expressing the Chrj_stian faith in a way that is 

meaningful to successive ganerations. In view of the many and varied 

attempts to ift:r.~mslate!l the New :i'estament into meaningful terms for the 

present generati{)n~ it ::1.s all the more irCi:pc-:rative that the t!original" be 

spelled:rut in its own terms .. 
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